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Par 6406

paragraph 34 of your testimony its actually 22 to

3.3 percent figure were you testifying about

meral license or mechanical license

was testifying about mechani

license must then go back to my because it

seems to caused some confusi this particular

point The about ephemera context of

this particular is side of sides so the

left hand side of sical wor the left hand side

10 of sound recording hatS effectively

11 royalty-freeactivity .K law and believe

12 thats the principle of meral exemption in most

13 jurisdictions in this

14 Andfl --sorry

15 wa trying to ma distinction

16 between right and the irements to have

17 licens it The right Is the mec ical right

18 but it punged if you like by the ep eral

19 ex on

20 Mr Kempton the rates in your stud ere

21 the currently prevailing rates for the sound

ecordlng and music composition performance rights

Page

were they some other rights

Theyweretothebestofmyknowl

rates prevailing at the time assembl data

have no further questions non

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON An further Mr

Garrett ecross

ARRE1T Just rief set of

questions

REC ATION

10 BY MR GA

11 Going back phemeralsand mechanicals

12 here the answer yo ave moment ago was

13 confined to the King is that correct

14 Yes

15 not talking abou hat the

16 situation be anywhere else than the United

17 Kingdo orrect

18 Well my understanding is the pt of

19 ep eral is similar in most jurisdictions wh it

20 ies

Lets focus on the United Kingdom Is

there limit on the number of copies ephemeral

copies that can be made

Its one copy for the broadcast but

not to say that you may not make more ne

cop broadcasting purposes

And if you make more than one for

broadcas purposes are you still

exemption

You Id be accordin your

interpretation of exemp

10 Soitsnot atwhatyoure

11 sayIng

12 Itspossib rastowhetheror

13 notyoucancre broad ttapeanduseitfor27

14 days and cre nother broa st tape and use that

15 for27da soonandsofo

16 if the law were that could not

17 co in the ephemeral exemption en you would

18 mechanical license is that right

19 Thats correct

20 have no further questions

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Thank you very di

then for your testimony Thank you so much for be

Pa

sand youll look forward doubtless to vacating

thesta dturnlngitovertoProfesoriaffe

The was excused

CHAIRM LOON nkyouforyour

patienceinwaltingwhar aiongdayand

wdcomewthew nd

Thank you

RMAN VAN LOON Letmeasky

yourhand please so that the court Reporter

11 wHEREUPoN

ADAM JAFFE

WAS CAllED FOR EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR ThE BET.coM

ET AL AND HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY SWORN WAS EXAMINED

AND TESTIFIED AS Founws

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR RIcH

Ive scratched out good morning so Ill

say good afternoon Professor Jaffe

Good afternoon

wouldyoustateyournamefortherecord

please

It

12

13

14

is

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
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Yes Adam as in Benjamin Jaffe

J-AP-F-E

What is your occupation

Im Professor of Economics

Where

At Brandeis University In Waltham

Massachusetts

And how long have you been at Brandeis

Ive been at Brandeis since 1994

And are you simply member of the faculty

or do you hold any administrative positions with

respect to your economics role

Well in addition to my faculty position

Im the chair of the Department of Economics and Im

also the chair of the University Intellectual Property

Policy Committee

Lets come back to that in couple of

minutes and well why dont just ask you what does

that entail

Its committee of faculty and

administrators that was established last year by the

Provost in order to recommend to the Provost and

Page 6411

guess ultimately to the President revised

Intellectual property policy for the university

take it thats university-wide as

opposed to Economics Department limited position is

that right

sir

Thats correct

And what is your educational background

have Bachelors degree In chemistry

from MIT Masters degree in technology and policy

from MIT and Ph.D in economics from Harvard

And prior to joining the Brandeis faculty

did you teach elsewhere

Yes

Where was that

From the time completed my Ph.D in

19B5 until moved to Brandeis in 1994 was on the

faculty at Harvard in the Economics Department

And in your career have you done any

stints in the government

Yes

What have those .entailed

Page 6412

took leave from Harvard for the academic

year 1990-1991 to serve as Senior Staff Economist at

the Presidents Council of Economic Advisors here in

Washington

What were your staff responsibilities in

that position

had primary responsibility in the areas

of regulation economic regulation anti-trust policy

and science and technology policy

You testified you did that for about

year

Thats correct

And have you served on one or more

editorial boards of peer-revrewed joumals

Yes

Can you describe those positions please

Well was on the editorial board of the

American Economic Review which is probably the lead

American academic joumal in economics for number of

years Im currentlyassociate editor of the RAND

Joumal of Economics and the Joumal of Industrial

Economics both of which are journals that focus

Page 6413

specifically on the area of what economists call

industrial organization

And take It well why dont ask you

what are your areas of principal teaching what are

your principal teaching disciplines

teach Industrial organization teach

macroeconomics have taught statistics and

econometrics but particularly focus In on economics

and regulation anti-trust economics and the economics

of Innovation and technological change

Does your teaching encompass both the

undergraduate and graduate levels

It has over the last years yes

14 What is your expertise with respect to

intellectual property issues as they intersect with

economics

Well in terms of my academic research

really motivated by my interest in the economics of

innovation and technological change Ive done lot

of academic researth on patents and the patent system

21 which suspect is why the Provost decided that maybe

22 should be the guy to take on this nettle of policy

Page 6410
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Page 6414

for the university

In terms of my consulting rye worked on

number of Issues related to patents related to

copyrights and also related to the valuation of data

testing data in context where Its neither

copyrighted nor patented but nonetheless has value

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Could you keep your

voice up

ThE WiTNESS Yes Im sorry yes Were

10 alltired

11 BY MR RICK

12 Professor Jaffe what expertise have you

13 developed specifically with respect to music

-14 copyrights

Ive worked on In consulting capacity

Ive worked on anti-trust issues relating to music

copyright particularly vis-a-vis ASCAP and BMI In the

musical work setting and Ive aiso consulted on and

testified on valuation of musical work royalties in

number of different settings

What specific testimony have you rendered

with respect to the valuation of music copyrights

Page 6415

Well testified in one previous CARP

Panel which Judge Gulin might recall

Can you Identify that

On behalf of PBS and NPR in determining

the royalties that they should pay to ASCAP and BMI

for the public performance of musical works on public

radio and public television

have prepared to testify and done

written testimony although the case hasnt gone to

trial on behalf of group of cable television

networks in ASCAP rate court where again the issue is

the appropriate public performance royalty for ASCAPs

musical work repertoire

And testified on behalf of Music Choice

which is subscription music service delivered by

cable and satellite in BMI rate court where the issue

was if the reasonable fee for the public performance

of the BMI musical works

So if understand you in actual trial

type settings respecting music copyright issues

youve testified in one CARP proceeding as you

described and in one BMI rate court proceeding as you

Page 6416

described is that correct

Yes think thats correct

And were you the sole economic expert

testifying on behalf respectfully of PBS and NPR and

on behalf of Music ChoIce in each of those trial

settings

Certainly on behalf of Music Choice since

that was Just few months ago My recollection PBS

was that was the sole expert

Ill represent to you that my recollection

is you were as well

Okay

had some involvement with that case

too In the PBS for the Panels benefit in the

PBS/NPR CARP whats your recollection as to the

respective economic positions brought to the CARP by

the parties

What was at issue in thatcase was

license for 5-year period for the public -radio and

public television think my recollection is that my

model which was based on essentiallyan updating of

priorfees that those parties had paid was an

Page 6417

estimate of about $20 million for the 5-year period

My recollection is that the combination of ASCAP and

BMI who presented their own separate cases regarding

how much they thought they were entitled to get with

the combined total was on the order of $75 million

What was the ultimate outcome what level

of dollars over 5-year period combined to ybur

recollection

It as 27 point something

And in the Music Choice/BMI rate

proceeding what were the respective economic

positions of the parties to your recollection Thats

very recent assume you do recall

That was recent My testimony in the

BMI/Music Choice proceeding was that the reasonable

royalty for Music Choice to pay BMI would fall in

range from 1.38 percent of revenue to 1.75 percent of

revenue BMIs position which was supported by their

expert was that essentiallythey should be paid

percent of revenue

And what was the outcome of that

proceeding
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Page 6418

The Judge determined that the reasonable

royalty was 1.75 percent

Now am correct that next to your written

direct testimony as Appendix Is true and accurate

copy of your curriculum vitae

Hopefully its accurate To the best of

my knowledge it was true as of April when it was

filed

Okay and would you describe at general

level the nature of the assignment you were given

here please

Yes Basically was asked to examine

the economic Issues surrounding the determination of

the royalty the task the Panel was assigned under the

statute and to ultimately develop an economic basis

for fee proposal

And am correct that the opinion the

expert opinion you provided pertains both to the

Section 112 and Section 114 rates to be set here

Yes that is correct

And am also correct dont think

theres any dispute that youve done this analysis

Page 6419

with respect to three categories of entities so-

called webcasters streaming broadcasters and

background music services is that correct

Yes different parts of the analysis apply

to those different parties to varying degrees but

theyre all dealt with to some extent

And in contrast your report does not

cover the circumstances of noncommercial radio is

that correct

10 That Is correct yes

Incidentally did you have assistance from

an outfit named Lexicon in preparing your report

Yes

What is Lexicon

Lexicon is an economic consulting firm who

was retained in order to provide research support

under my supervision for the work that was necessary

for the testimony

And did they in fact perform that

service for you

BY MR KATZ

Professor Jaffe youve testified as an

expert in various cases before

Yes

Others in addition to the two that you
testified about

11 You mean just testified in general

12 Well testified and gave expert economic

13 testimony in one sort of matter or another

14 Yes

15 And about how many timeshave you done

16

17

18

19

20

Im going to guess about 10

And do you feet as qualified to testify in

this proceeding today at least as qualified to

testify in this proceeding today as in any of those

21 previous cases

22 Yes think so

Page 6421

And do you feel that the analysis that

youve done in your written report is as rigorous and

as conclusive at least as rigorous and condusive as

the analysis that youve done in any of these prior

cases

Well thats hard question to answer

do the best that can Sometimes the facts are

very dear and you can give very strong condusion

based on the data that you have Sometimes the data

is more limited or more ambiguous and you have to

you have to deal with what you confront and think in

my report for example Ive been very dear that

there are certain aspects of the analysis where the

14 data is not terrific and think Ive been pretty

15 dear as to where needed to make assumptions because

16 the data was not as ideal as you might like So

17 think its very hard to give an overall

18 characterization of the entire testimony as somehow

19 being equally or greater than or less than rigorous

20 than some other context

21 Well looking at all of the expert reports

22 that youve done in the past and placing them ona

Page 6420

Yes

MR RICH Ill make this witness

available on voir dire

VOIR DIRE
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And did you supervise that work
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Page 6422

spectrum between those which were very clear and which

you could reach very strong conclusions at the one

extreme and those were the data really werent very

-t clear and you really couldnt come to strong

condusions at the other extreme where would you

place the report that you did here

think there are some aspects of the

analysis here that are as strong as anything Ive ever

done think there are other aspects and think the

10 report is quite explidt on this where the data are

11 not as good So cant make characterization of

12 that sort for the testimony as whole

13 All right In previous instances where

14 youve appeared as an expert witness how many times

15 have you appeared for the Weil Gotshal firm

16 think just the two weve already

17 mentioned unless Im forgetting something

18 Have they consulted you in any other

19 matters

20

21

22

have worked on consulting basis for

dients who also retain Weil 3otshal as legal counsel

in related matters

Page 6423

About how many times has that happened

Well weve mentioned the Cable case which

is In this limbo theres been written testimony but

it hasnt gone to trial

MR RICH Let me just -- while dont

have any objection to this question want to caution

the witness to the extent that dont know what hes

about to reveal He may be revealing consultations

that are nonpublic in nature by the nature of the

consultation would ask that he so advise us and

that we do that on restricted record subject to

that

ThE WiTNESS have worked for many years

for the Copyright Clearance Center for which Mr Rich

also works And believe the other matter on which

have worked is arguably confidential Mr Rich

would probably know that more precisely than do

There Is one other matter

BY MR KATZ

Now Professor Jaffe have you previously

given testimony or consulted with respect to the

valuation of sound recording performance rights

No

Have you ever done any research written

any papers with respect to sound recording performance

rights

No

About how much have you personally spent

listening to webcasts of music

few hours at most

Where did you do that and under what

circumstances

Ive done it at home Ive done it at

Lexicon And the drcumstances were mostly was

curious to see what it was like and so noodled

around little bit

Were the people that showed you how to do

it help you through It

No dont think so

So on your own you figured it out and did

it on your own

didnt find it that difficult

That really wasnt my question Was there

anybody with you when you were doing this webcasting

Page6425

experience

When certainly did it at home there

wasnt anybody there dont remember when did It

at Lexicon whether someone was else sitting around

watching too or not

Now in preparing your analysis here did

you consult with anyone who did have previous

experience valuing sound recording performance rights

No dont think so

Now in the course of preparing your

statement did you analyze any actual transactions in

which sound recording performance rights were

licensed

No

Certainlyin doing an analysis like this

you would always prefer to start with voluntary

agreements isnt that right

dont think you can make that as

context-free statement no

Certainlyif you have In your possession

an indication that the value of the rights in the

context that youre being asked to value theres no

Page 6424
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Page 6426

reason to go far afield to look for another context

is there

MR RICH May inquire whether this is

not really the subject of cross examination and hasnt

veered quite beyond the voir dire which is the

witnesss qualifications to provide the expert opinion

hes rendering here

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Can have your

thoughts on that Mr Katz

MR KATZ Im trying to establish

baseline for what this witness has done here what he

thinks hes done and how hed use his own work

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Sustained

BY MR KATZ

Now Professor Jaffe in doing analysis

like this if there were actual transactions in sound

recording performance rights it would make sense to

take those into account wouldnt It

MR RICH Same objection

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Sustained

BY MR KATZ

In doing an analysis like this it

Page 6427

wouldnt make sense to base it on relationship that

was inherently arbitrary would it

MR RICH It seems to me to be in the

same vein Objection

ARBiTRATOR GUUN little closer but

Laughter

MR KATZ It is not my objective to try

the Panels patience and it has generally in my career

been and one of the things do in voir dire to try to

establish how the witness views his own report and

bases but if the Panel would prefer that leave that

for cross examination Id be happy to do that

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON think wed love to

MR KATZ Ill pass the witness

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Well anticipate it at

time in the future So savor it little bit more

MR KATZ Ill keep the list

Laughter

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON So no further

questions on voir dire

MR KATZ No accept the witness

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay thank you Mr

DIRECT EXAMINATION CONTINUED

BY MR RICH

Professor Jaffe Id like to begin the

substantive part of your oral testimony by reference

to the section of your written report which commences

at page and continues until page which Is

section in which you discuss the economic

justification for the compulsorylicense/arbitration

regime that we are dealing with and that we find In

both sections 112 and 114 of the Act

Could you briefly summarize your analysis

in this regard as its found In those pages of the

report

Yes believe from the perspective of

economics the way to think about the setting we find

ourselves In is that the market for performance

right in this case the performance of the sound

recording has set of properties the effect of which

20 is that theres trade off between the normal

21 presumption that competitive markets work well and we

22 get effluent outcomes by having goods and services

Page 6429

traded in competitive market on the one hand and on

the other hand the transaction cost efficiency In

terms of doing licensing and dealing with making the

licensing deals And the reason for that is that the

user the potential licensee of the performance right

needs to get rights In the first instance at least

from many different parties There are multiple

owners of the distinct the different compositions or

the different sound recordings that they may want to

use and the way that they use them Is such that

dealing with those individual underlying rights

holders could be ineffident transactionàlly There

just may be too many contracts that have to be signed

too many pieces of paper to keep track of too many

negotiations for that to be efficient

So its efficient at least from that

transaction perspective to have the licensIng

centralized to some extent through one or small

number of collective agencies who handle the licensing

on behalf of larger number of potential licensors

But without other public policy intervention such

Rich

Page 6428
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Page 6430

be competitive levels but instead would be monopoly

level So If you had centralized licensor acting on

their own you would get potentially transaction cost

efficiency but the risk and the likelihood that rates

would be significantly elevated because of market

power

And believe that the statutory framework

we find ourselves in at least from my perspective as

an economistought to be understood as Congress

resolution of that conflict by establishing the right

for one organization to act collectively with

protection against the normal anti-trust scrutiny that

such activity would generate but providing
--

sorry

and providing compulsory license with the proviso

that the fees would be determined by panel like this

If they cant agree believe that what Congress is

trying to do is to get the benefit of competitive

pricing avoId the problemsof market power and at the

same time avoid the transactions costs ineffidencies

that would be associated if you didnt have

centralized licensing

And what language in sections 112 and 114

Page 6431

implements the statutory objectives that youve just

described

Its primarily the language about the

willing buyer/willing seller that weve heard lot

about over the course of the proceeding

What is the proper economic interpretation

to be given to this willing buyer/willing seller test

as you describe further in paragraph ii of your

written direct testimony

Well in my view again looking at it as

an economist having sort of understood what Congress

was trying to do in terms of resolution of this

dilemma between market power and transaction cost

efficiency the sensible interpretation of the willing

buyer/willing seller test is that what were looking

to do through that test is to replicate the outcome

that would occur in hypothetical competitive market

If we could hypothetically centralize in order to

avoid the transaction inefficiencies but still

somehow have competition as hypothetical matter

what fees would result and that hypothetical

competitive market test is the one which think

Page 6432

economically makes sense

As discuss in my testimony there is

additional language in the legislative history and in

other contexts that think reinforce that view but

primarily Im coming at it as an economist trying to

understand it as an economist

And just as small sidepoint is the

centralized licensing agency which is authorized and

is given an anti-trustexemption under the statute is

it authorized to act on an exclusive or nonexdusive

basis

Well my understanding of the statute is

that it acts nonexciusively which means that the

underlying rights holders do retain the right to deal

directly with potential licensees if they choose to do

so

And do you regard that economically as an

important limitation and if so why That is the

limitation that the license authority be nonexcluded

think ies conceptually very important

Whether empirically it will turn out to be of

significance we dont know yet That is to say we

Page 6433

dont know yet whether significant number of

individual licensors will choose to act to license

their rights directly bypassing the collective

licensor

But think conceptually its important

that Congress put that there because it emphasizes the

role of competition and the importance of the

competitive standard by creating at least the

possibility that for some users for example for whom

these transactions cost problems might not be so

large because of the nature of their use they would

have this altemative this competitive alternative of

going directly to the owners of the underlying rights

and bypassing the collective organization

And take it thats at least

theoretical possibility which as we get to little

later on you take account of in modeling one or more

forms of proposed license is that correct

Yes One of the things that think is

important is that the structure of the license not be

such as to frustrate that possibility In other

words if the license that the collective organization
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provides is structured in such way to remove any

incentive that might be there for licensee to go

directly to the holders of the rights then that

desirable possibility of there being competition will

have been eliminated

So think although candidly we dont know

how significant as say empirically this might be

think it is important to preserve that option by

structuring the license in such way it preserves the

incentive to do that for those users for whom its

practical and effident

Does the compulsory license process in

which we are here engaged and the functions of which

youve just testified find analogy in your experience

elsewhere

Yes

Where is that

Well weve talked on and off today and

know earlier in the hearing about musical works and

about ASCAP and BMI and believe even putting aside

yet well get to it the question of the relative

valuation of the two performing rights in terms of

Page 6435

the structure there is very close analogy between

the statutory compulsory license coupled with

arbitration regime that Congress created with respect

to the 112 and the 114 rights and what is admittedly

different statutory framework which is to say the

rate courts that have evolved with respect to ASCAP

and BMI which evolve as statutory matter from the

anti-trust laws

But as practical matter the way that

the practice has evolved in that area is that both

ASCAP and BMI are subject to this so-called rate court

which is essentially quasi-regulatory proceeding

within the federal court system that operates as

legal matter under the anti-trust laws There were

these consent decrees which were brought to resolve

anti-trust cases so in terms of the statutory

framework were operating under the anti-trust laws

but the consent decrees themselves specify how the

rate court is to determine whether the fees that ASCAP

and BMI are charging are to be acceptable or not And

what has evolved in that in both of those rate courts

is the concept of reasonable rate and the court has

Page 6436

said that what the reasonable rate means in the

BMI-ASCAP context is the rate that would prevail in

hypothetical competitive market if such market

could exist

Now theres no -- the word reasonableness

does not appear in either section 112 or 114 even

though it appears in the legislative history to this

Act is that correct

That is correct

Yet listening to your definition of the

concept of reasonableness as it has been construed in

the ASCAP and BMI rate court do you regard the

fundamental inquiry which this Panel is to engage in

under Section 112 and 114 as essentiallysimilarto

the reasonableness Inquiry which the ASCAP and BMI

courts engage in

Yes mean think the word reasonable

absentany context could mean different things to

different people

In the ASCAP-BMI framework it has very

specific meaning The court has been pretty dear on

this It means hypothetical competitive market

Page 6437

rate For the reasons Ive explained believe that

that is also the appropriate interpretation and its

not inconsistent with willing buyer/willing seller

the appropriate interpretation of the willing

buyer/willing seller test so that when say

reasonable which Ive really derived from my

experience with the ASCAP and BMI rate courts

believe that as matter of economics that is

economically equivalent to the willing buyer/wiliing

seller standard that appears in 114 and 112

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON This Panel is not

mandated then to be unreasonable in the rate setting

ThE WiTNESS No

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay Thats

comforting

BY MR RICH

Because this word is somethingof term

of art and has been used by various counsel examining

various witnesses to establish various points just to

get baseline with you you occasionally use the word

reasonable or reasonableness In your written

direct testimony Is that con-ed
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think Its more than occasional

Page 6438

basically made decision that willing buyer/willing

seller was an awkward phrase having explained that my

view was and my analysis is predicated on an

equivalence of that to the ASCAP-BMI rate court notion

of reasonableness think Im actually started

to say reasonably consistent

Laughter

Im pretty consistent In my report In

using the word reasonable as shorthand for this

concept of the hypothetical competitive market rate

And so you and will refer to it during

our continued examination

Now Id like to turn now next to an

examination of how one goes about determining such

reasonable free market approximating set of rates

beginning with the analysis at page 11 bottom of page

11 and forward in your testimony

And Id like to begin this section of our

dialogue by asking you to explain in slightly greater

detail the sentence appearing In paragraph 16 at page

12 where you state trying to pick up the beginning

Page 6439

Right in the first sentence you state as matter of

economic analysis it is typically not possible to

determine the reasonable or competitive fee level on

the basis of the fundamental underlying costs and

benefits

Could you explain for the Panel in

lithe greater detail what you are conveying by that

statement

Sure What Im trying to get at is as an

economist If were asked can you estimate or

calculate the competitive market price for steel its

pretty straight forward at least conceptually how you

do that The market the competitive market price for

steel is determined by the demand for steel and what

it costs to make steel And if you took some

introductory economics course at some pint in time

there were supply curves and demand curves and we

looked for the intersection of the supply curve and

the demand curve and thats the competitive market

20 price

The thing that is different about steel

conceptually that is key from public performance

right Is that the public performance right has

Page 6440

properties of what economists call and its not good

choice of words but Ill just mention It so you

recognIze the jargon what economists call public

good

And In this context what is being referred

to there Is the notion that the consumption of the

good by one party in no way precludes the consumption

of the same unit if you like of the good by another

10 party So whereas If sell you ton of steel

11 cant also sell that same ton to Mr Rich If sell

12 you the right to perform my sound recording theres

13 nothing that stops me from selling that same right to

14 Mr Rich

15 And conversely if withhold from you the

16 right to perform my sound recording havent saved

17 anything dont have more of my stuff to then

18 sell to somebody else Whereas if withhold from

19 ton of steel that youd like.I can either sell that

20 ton of steel to somebody else or perhaps not even make

21 it and save the labor and energy and so forth that

22 otherwise would have put into making it

Page 6441

But if Im negotiating with you in

wIlling buyer/willing seller context to sell you the

right to perform In public my sound recordings and

you say forget it youre just asking too much money

Im going away Im not going to perform your sound

recordings dont save anything dont then have

somethingmore can sell to somebody else and dont

have any savings in terms of my investment in making

the sound recording Whatever did or didnt Invest

10 In making the sound recording its still there It

11 hasnt been changed by your decision not to purchase

12 it from me

13 Now what that means is that this notion of

14 both willing buyer/willing seller negotiation or

15 belIeve equivalently trying to think about

16 competitive market for the right theres something

17 different there We cant sort of go to this sort of

18 normal supply curve crosses demand curve analysis

19 doesnt really answer the question for us because

20 dont really have supply curve for this stuff In

21 effect can supply as much of it as anybody wants

22 Or cannot supply it and my costs are unaffected
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Now what that means is if you look at how

-- and this is property not just of sound recording

performance rights but of intellectual property

generally copyrights in most cases patented

technologies and so forth where what were selling is

intangible

If you look at how these marketswork

both in terms of just bilateral negotiations where

there is no statutory regime and were just looking at

parties trying to decide whether to license some

patent or other kinds of royalties or whether you

look at different contexts in which in this sort of

regulatory mode like the ASCAP rate court judidal

body or regulatory body has been trying to determine

an appropriate market fee typically what they do is

they look at benchmarks They look at comparables

They look at something else that Is arguably like the

thing were talking about here And the point

wanted to make maybe this was too long winded was

just to say
theres reason why we do that Theres

reason why we dont do what economists do all the

other time which is try to figure out what does this

Page 6443

stuff cost and whats the demand for it which is that

it has this Intangible property and so its values in

some sense really just inherently whatever parties can

mutually agree to pay for it

Now you indicate that in light of those

characteristIcs one typically looks to what you term

comparable or benchmarks yes

Yes

Paragraph 17 of your testimony you

10 indicate the factors that one must take into account

11 in thinking about the process of devising benchmarks

12 Can you describe analytically how one or how you

13 believe one has to go about this process

14 Yes It seems to me the starting point

15 for benchmark is that it has to itself constitute

16 what call reasonable fee that is competitive

17 market fee or fee relationship of some sort

18 If were looking at transaction or set

19 of transactions or situation in which the fees for

20 the fee structures are not in fact competitive market

prices then its going to be very hard to use that as

22 reference point to determine competitive market

rate

Page 6444

All youre saying there is that that

benchmark for that product or service itself should be

presumptively reasonable before you get to any

possible adjustment factors

Yes and think that becomes clear as

think about the subsequent steps So if find

benchmark that think is its own context for that

licensor and licensee is reasonable then have to

ask the question Is that context analogous to or

related to or dose to the situation that have at

hand that Im trying to evaluate And obviously all

else equal youd like it to be more closely related

more analogous more similar than the situation that

youre dealing with

Life is unfair and often you deal with

imperfect benchmarks and the benchmarks are in one way

or another not ideal but you want to try to

understand the relationship between the benchmark

situation and the situation you have at hand

Unless the benchmark Is literally

identical to the situation that youre dealing with

Page 6445

and my view wouki be typically if such benchmarks

exist you dont have litigation mean if there

really is situation out there that is reasonable and

well established and exactly the one that people care

about usually they can rely on that benchmark and you

dont end up in litigation So if youre in

litigation usually theres reason the benchmarks

are not all that great

If youre going to in any way extrapolate

10 from one benchmark to different situation you need

11 to dedde whats the right sort of metric to use to

12 move from one situation to another Should we assume

13 that licensee should pay in dollars just the same

14 amount of money the same absolute amount of money as

15 licensee Or should they pay the same percentage of

16 their revenues Or should they pay the same amount

17 per some other economic activity And as were going

18 to see in minute my view is since what were talking

19 about here is performance right the sensible thing

20 to do is to say the benchmark is what they pay for

21 performance But one way or another you need to

22 establish that metric
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Having decided youve got reasonable fee

in related context and an appropriate metric then

you can consider as Mr Rich started to suggest the

question of whether to use that reasonable fee in

benchmark to infer the reasonable fee in the context

you care about you have to make any adjustments Are

there any modifications that youd want to make to

allow for differences in the context the benchmark

context and the context that youre focusing on

10 And then finally as say typically

11 youve got more than one benchmark and you may well

12 have benchmarks that seem somewhat inconsistent with

13 each other My view would be the task is not find the

14 good benchmark and throw out the bad benchmarks My

15 view would be the task is decide how much weight to

16 give to various different benchmarks all of which are

17 flawed in some way or another none of which are

18 perfect analogies for the situation at hand And so

19 you need to determine how much significance to give to

20 different benchmarks which are potentially conflicting

21 in their indications

22 Now proceeding at paragraphs 18 to 20 of

Page 6447

your written direct testimony you describe the

benchmark options which at least theoretically present

themselves In this setting namely where were

dealing with rates and terms for relatively new

copyright right and my question is how have you --

what are these benchmark options and how have you

weighed them relative to one another

Well as is discussed there and as

suspect were going to get to on cross examination

what were valuing is the sound recording performance

right for these -- let me just use thIs short hand

internet broadcasts which encompasses as weve

discussed couple of different subcategories In an

ideal world we would look for benchmarks for the same

right in that same context

The problem we face here is that by

definition because this right was only recently

created and this context is quite new there cannot

be extensive economic experience that we can observe

that relates to buying and selling of this same right

in this same context Whatever experience we do have

is going to be over relatively short period of time

Page 6448

involving relatively small dollar amounts and possibly

and likely parties that are themselves in the process

of trying to figure out what are the right benchmarks

and how do figure out what reasonable fee would

be The market takes while to resolve that Issue

In markets that have been established for

long time with repeated interactions between buyers

and sellers over time they develop an understanding

of the equilibrium if you like reasonable

competitive market outcome and the experience will

tend to coalesce around that experience

In new market particularly one in which

you have the asymmetry of single seller dealing with

many buyers with varying degrees of information its

going to take while for that to work itself but and

therefore whatever evidence one does have about

transactions in that market are at conceptual level

subject to significant reservations about their

validity as benchmark for reasonable fee

Let me have you pause there You said

that there is certain asymmetry here market

characterized by one seller and many buyers you said

especially

Page 6449

How does that factor further contribute to

the caution which hear you expressing in relying on

agreements reached In this particular market

Well essentially what you have is

situation where you have one party who has all of the

information that any seller has so whatever deals

have been made whatever negotiations have taken place

that havent resulted in deals there is one party

who knows about all of them And thats in this case

the RIM acting on behalf of the rights holders

On the other side you have multiplicity

of parties some of whom are start up companies who

have varying degrees of information who have

different objectives and different concerns about how

this market evolves So whereas on the one hand RIM

is in position to think about the entire market

every time it negotiates with one party the counter

parties firstof all are not In position to think

about the whole market because they dont know whats

going on and second of all they dont care about the

whole market They onlycare aboutthelr deal They
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dont particularly care about the consequences that

thisdeal might have for market conditions or for that

matter for this CARP whereas the RIM does

So you have an asymmetry of incentives and

an asymmetry of information which think at

conceptual level makes it unlikely that observations

drawn from that experience in the first few years

would be indicative of competitive market outcomes

You talk in paragraph 19 that even where

there is good information available in the market

place that there tends to be or there will always be

in your words range of buyer valuations How does

that can you explain that concept bit more and

how that concept fits with your framework of analysis

here

Yes different buyers in this market

potential licensees have different circumstances

Theyre going to use the music In potentially

different ways Streaming varies in its economic

significance to their broader business objectives

Their financial constraints may be different And

those different circumstances potentially are going to

Page 6451

lead them to different valuations of the right Now

if they were dealing with individual licensors and

there were multiplicity of licensors that would

sort Itself out and the market would sort of match up

licensors and licensees to maximize value But when

theyre dealing with single hcensor who has in his

mind its mind maximizing not the value of this

transaction but the overall value of the market

theres strategic asymmetry there wherein the

licensors can choose which licensees to deal with in

such way as to create track record of transactions

with particular group of licensees that may not be

representative of the larger population of licensees

that may have different circumstances.

You state in the middle of paragraph 19

that in competitive market the market price will

not be determined by the valuation of small number

of users who place the greater value on the service or

product in question

Do you see that

Yes

Do you believe that that phenomenon is

capable of occurring in this market

Yes Because of the incentive on behalf

of RIM to create record of high value deals

think there is likelihood that the experience that

youre going to see is going to be disproportionately

drawn from that high value end of this distribution or

this spectrum which is not how competitive market

would play out

Incidentally slightdigression you

10 indicated that you testified in this recent BMI-Music

11 Choice proceeding is that right

12 Yes

13 And there involved was the musical works

14 performing right fee for Music Choice which itself

15 had been party to priorCARP proceeding Is that

16 your understanding

17 There were far too many pronouns in your

18 sentence They had been subject to priorCARP

19 proceeding not related to the musical works

20 performance rights

21 But relating to 114 license applicable

22 to them as subscription music services is that your

understanding

Page 6453

Im not sure know the section number

but they were subject to previous CARP with respect

to their sound recording performance right

Thank you as always youre more precise

than am

Let me be less oblique and tum you to

paragraph one of the footnotes in your opinion whith

is footnote 16 appearing at page 17 And was

wondering the degree to which the observation you make

in that footnote now fortified by your experience in

the recently conduded BMI rate court relates if It

does to the comments you made about relying on

agreements in nascent marketplace

Yes In the BMI rate court where what
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16 was at issue was BMIs musical work performance fee

17 BMIs basis for claiming that the fee should be

18 percent was primarily transaction that had taken

19 place between DMX competitor of Music Choice and

20 BMI and to lesser degree couple of other

21 transactions between DMX and Musk Choke and BMI that

22 have occurred in the early 1990s when cable radio was
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new industry

Those musical works agreements from the

earlj 1990s which BMI was relying on in the rate court

case just completed were part of the basis that the

CARP that was dealing with the sound recording right

on digital radio used in making its decision So the

CARP was looking at these early 1990s BMI cable radio

agreements and BMI asked the BMI rate court to rely on

those same agreements to support the percent fee

that it was requesting in rate court essentially for

subsequent period of time

And Judge Stanton rejected those

agreements as benchmark Id like to think on the

basis of my testimony

Laughter

-- that one of the problemswith relying

on those agreements was that they were formedin this

early period In which BMI was able to extract in

effect above competitive rates from these licensees

and DMX In particular because of this early stage of

the industry

Arid so in my footnote here at which point

Page 6455

Judge Stanton hadnt yet given his opinion all

Indicate Is that Music Choice was challenging the

reasonableness of the fees that were the basis for

that CARP decision Judge Stanton has now issued his

opinion and in effect has accepted that argument and

turned instead to an alternative benchmark for the

musical works fee for BMI

You may have mispoken when you said BMI

was challenging You meant Music Choice was

challenging

Yes If said that BMI was challenging

them misspoke What meant to say was that the

licensee In this case Music Choice footnote 16

say the reasonable of the rates is being challenged

It was being challenged by Music Choice and they

prevailed in rate court on that point

And Judge Stanton reached the conclusion

he reached which was not to give significant value to

this prior arms length negotiated deal even though

am correct even though it was the case that DMX had

available to It as an option resorting to the BMI rate

court

Page 6456

Yes thats true

Now before we

ARBITRATOR VON KANN His rationale was

what again Can you just restate that for rejecting

it

THE WITNESS Well

ARBITRATOR VON KANN know you said

there were early agreements

ThE WITNESS Yes Irs little

10 complicated and his decision is terse on this point

11 There had been an early agreement for percent of the

12 combined revenue of Music Choice and the cable

13 operator that delivers the Music Choice signal

14 There was testimony that the percent

15 agreements were whIch was percent just to Music

16 Choices or in this case DMXs revenue that the way

17 they got the percent was to take what had been

18 percent of bigger revenue base Induding revenue

19 assodated with the cable operator and to gross it up

20 if you will to create higher percentage of lower

21 base that would produce In effect the same outcome

22 and what Judge Stanton think said was believe

Page 6457

theIr Initial ability to get not just percent of

Music Choices revenue but percent of the cable

operators revenue as well was reflection of BMIs

market power in this early period In which actually

BMI didnt yet have rate court

And so when they then converted the

percent of bigger base to percent of smaller

base they were preserving that artifact of market

power from the early period even though -- dont

believe he actually said anything about the fact that

there was ill rate court although there was

certainly testimony to that effect so he knew that

And so he conduded on that basis that that number was

too high

Maybe Its helpful and well get to it

later but Its probably helpful at this point the

17 number that he chose which was 1.75 percent the

upper end of my range was number which he could

justify in two different ways And In his opinion he

refers to both ways One is as rate that BMI had

offered to Music Choice for Its Internet activities

This is again musical works

ci
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So Music Choice as an entity sends its

music over cable and satellite It also has small

webcast operation in effect And SM had offered 1.75

percent to Music Choice with respect to the webcast

operation And had testified dont see why it

makes sense to say it should be 1.75 percent on the

Internet and four percent over cable line And that

was one of the things the judge picked up on He also

managed to reconstruct 1.75 percent from

modification of the original two percent and he sort

of said it really works out to be about the same And

so think 1.75 is reasonable

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Am correct in

remembering thats the Bonneville decision that we --

ARBiTRATOR VON KANN No its not

MR RICH Thats the decision of U.S

SM application of Music choice which we also

provided

THE WITNESS Understandable there could

be confusion at this point

MR RICH Yes

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON What Im wondering

Page 6459

Its -- we normally have 430 break period due to

variety of things Weve stretched things over Its

now five and were in Roman III of the testimony

where we really get into the model Whether it might

make sense to take short break now and then be able

to come back at 520

MR RICH Sure

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Lets just do an early

forecast at least As much as two hours

MR RICH Thats guess

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay So we want to

do everything humanly possible to complete --

MR RICH Might be little less closer

to an hour and half but thats little bit of

guess

Mr Rich

Whereupon the foregoing matter went off

the record at 505 p.m and went back on

the record at 526 p.m

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Please resume then

BY MR RICH

Professor Jaffe staying for another

Page 6460

moment on the issue of how one deals with new markets

new agreements in new markets would you take

look at footnote 12 of your written direct testimony

appearing at page 13 whIch is reference to certain

amendments to the ASCAP consent decree

Yes

What relevance does what you write in

footnote 12 have to the topic you and we and the Panel

have been discussing over the last little while

Well as is discussed in footnote 12 the

ASCAP consent decree which is the framework that

govems the determination of reasonable rates for

ASCAP in the ASCAP rate court has now been modified

to in effect exclude as evidence of reasonable fees

transactions negotiated by ASCAP and users in the

first five years of new medium And the Department

of Justice in explaining how.this modification uses

language quite similar to what was using few

moments ago basically saying that the users are

fragmented and inexperienced and in addition are

unlikely to lack -- may lack the resources to invoke

rate court proceedings

Page 6461

They add an additional point which

hadnt mentioned which may be relevant for some of

the transactions that would occur in this market

which is that licensee that expects to have very

little revenue may well agree to high percentage of

revenue fee knowing that In fact theyre going to pay

very little money under it but that that may not be

evidence that it is reasonable percentage of revenue

for the market more broadly

10 take it the evidentiary bar which is

11 reflected in these new amendments reflects series

12 of concems consistent with those which you as an

13 economisthave outlined pertaining In this setting to

14 the weight the potential weight to be given to

15 license agreements reached in the early stages of this

16 market isnt that correct

17 Yes

18 Now before we move on to the preferred or

19 the aitemative benchmark which you did settle just

20 one other question about the agreements which the RIM

21 has proffered Even acknowledging the newness of

22 series of agreements and the uncertainty and from
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your view the potential unreliability why not simply

adjust whatever rates are reflected in those

agreements to account for that uncertainty and thereby

make them reasonable Why not do that process

Well in order to adjust fee which is

somethingthat talk about in my testimony and that

Ive done you need to have an economic basis for the

adjustment If theres been inflation or if the

market is bigger or theres some quantifiable factor

10 that is different between the benchmark setting and

11 the setting you care about you can make an adjustment

12 that reflects that quantifiable difference

13 If youre starting from fee which cannot

14 be presumed to be reasonable or set of fees which

15 theres reason to believe are unreasonable its not

16 clear what the basis is for any adjustment what the

17 metric would be that you would use to make the

18 adjustment All you know is that the fee is likely to

19 be too high but Its very difficult to quantify the

20 extent of unreasonableness if you like and to

21 therefore figure out some basis for making an

22 adjustment for that

Page 6463

Now beginning at page 15 of your written

direct testimony paragraph 21 you begin to outline

the benchmark fee model on which you rely and you

begin by describing the factors which you took account

of in identifying an appropriate benchmark and the

conclusions you derived Could you summarize for the

Panel the material appearing in 3a of your written

testimony

Yes Well for the reasons that weve

just been discussing was uncomfortable looking to

transactions for the same right in this same medium of

the Internet As you well know there is this related

right of the musical work and as you know from

reading my testimony eventually went to looking at

the musical work in the over-the-air radio context as

my benchmark Let me address in effect both of

those dimensions in which therefore have to think

about the relationshipof that benchmark to the

setting we care about

And let me talk first about the Internet

versus over-the-air radio With respect to the sound

sorry
with respect to musical works being licensed

Page 6464

over the Intemet if we could try to stay in this

same medium even though we need to look at

different right we have many of the same problems

that we have with respect to the sound recording being

licensed over the Internet because even though the

right is not new -- theres been right in public

performance of musical works for long time -- the

medium is new and the experience such as it is with

respect to licensing of musical works on the Internet

10 suffers from many of the same conceptual problems of

11 looking for transactions involving licensing of sound

12 recordings on the Internet

13 Its new medium inexperience What is

14 out there is in effect licenses that have been

15 offered by BMI and ASCAP have been accepted by some

16 licensees but not by others and which at least with

17 respect to the DM1 license are currently being

18 litigated in DM1 rate court So we have sort of an

19 analogous somewhat unsettled situation with respect to

20 the musical works on the Internet

21 In addition have just computational

22 problem if were to look at those fees which Is that
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what DM1 and ASCPP have offered are percent of revenue

licenses with minimum fee to group of licensees

many of whom have very little revepue and are probably

paying the minimum fees And so Id be uncomfortable

drawing broad economic condusions about reasonable

fees from set of market drcumstances In which many

or most of the licensees are In fact just at the

minimum and are not really operating under the fee

formula if you will

10 Do you have an understanding of the

11 approximate level of that minimum

12 Yes know from the ASCAP web site for

13 example that forASCAP its $264 think Its in

14 foothote inì my testimony

15 Okay So-

16 CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Per year

17 THE WITNESS Per year correct

18 BYMR RICH

19 So this phase of what youve just

20 testified to addresses why you selected over-the-air

21 musical works performing rights versus the Internet

22 isnt that correct
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Correct

And well come back to the adjustment

issue In bit

Yes

Whats the second aspect of benchmarking

that you had to consider

So then the other major Issue is looking

at musical works rather than looking at sound

recordings And approached this at least

initially as conceptual matter in the context of

the willing buyer/willing seller competitive market

test that want to apply And believe that there

is strong basis at conceptual level to conclude

that the value of the performing right
-- Im not

talking about the value in CD or the value on

television or the value anywhere else but that the

value in the public performance right that were

talking about when looked through the lens of willing

buyer/willing seller competitive market for the sound

recording is likely to be no greater than and

probably less than the reasonable rate for the

musical work
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And the reason for that is the underlying

logic of willing buyer/willing seller framework

From the buyers point of view these two rights

think Mr Kempton said it this morning its not that

theyre similarits that theyre the same they come

together When you make performance you use both of

them and you use them simultaneously So from the

point of view of the buyer they cant have

different valuation One is in fact worthless without

10 the other They are what an economist would call

11 perfect complements Theyre like right shoes and

12 left shoes is the example we use In our economics

13 classes Having one without other really is not of

14 any value to you So from the buyers point of view

15 going into that hypothetical willing buyer/willing

16 seller negotiation theyre identical

17 Now from the sellers point of view its

18 more complicated analysis There are different

19 sellers On the one hand were talking about perhaps

20 RIM as agent for the sound recording owners and

-1 ASCAP BMI and SESAC as agent for the musical work

22 owners And weve heard lot of testimony over the
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course of this hearing about the cost of making

records and the risks of making records and so forth

and theres no question that the production process

if you like for sound recording Is not the same as

the production process for musical work mean

thats just obvious

But the question is when those respective

intellectual property potential licensors go into

hypothetical negotiation are they in different

10 positions Weve already said the buyers are In the

11 same position So If the sellers are in the same

12 position on average we would expect essentially the

13 outcome to be the same

14 And would argue they are essentially In

15 the same positions which is that in both cases they

16 have created this intangible either the musical work

17 or the sound recording Whatever it cost to make it

18 theyve already spent that Whatever risks that they

19 incurred in making it they have incurred Whatever

20 revenues they get from other sources that offset those

21 costs theyre getting those And this negotiation

22 isnt going to change that
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So theyre walking into negotiation over

an intrinsically Incremental use or incremental

application of this existing intellectual property

cant as an economist see why there would be any

difference in the positions their bargaining power

their bargaining position if you like going into

that negotiation What they know is that if they

dont sell it to these webcasters they cant sell

that same right to somebody else They can sell the

10 right to other people but if this guy refuses they

11 dont save anything

12 So weve got essentially bargaining

13 situation between buyer who needs this right and

14 seller whose costs and risks are sunk who is

15 essentially trying to extract however much they can

16 get out of this buyer and theres going to be some

17 outcome of that bargaining But what weve got is

18 situation where fundamentally the buyer is the same

19 and has an Identical need for both The sellers are

20 different but are coming to that hypothetical

21 negotiation from very similareconomic situation

22 And so think just bottom line is that
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there is very strong economic basis for getting the

condusion that the overall value in this willing

buyer/willing seller competitive market framework for

these two rights ought to be the same

Now should say Im going to talk in

minute about the fact that the royalty is not the only

way that value is conveyed The value is conveyed in

other ways as well and were going to talk about

that and thats where the promotional value comes in

10 But in terms of the overall value of the two theres

11 strong economic argument why they would be the same

12 Why isnt the fact if its fact its

13 certainly been suggested to be the fact that there

14 was significantly greater investment and arguably risk

15 associated with creating the product one product that

16 generates the performance right the sound recording

17 versus another which generates the music performing

18 right namely the music publishing end of the

19 operation why doesnt the relative cost/risk factors

20 there bear on the value issue as you analyze it

21 Because the record labels do not to any

22 extent mitigate those costs or risks if they choose
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not to participate in-this particular application of

their intellectual property Those costs and risks

and the associated revenues are what they are and

they dont get more -- they dont get bigger and they

dont get smaller if they make deal with this

particular set of users of the intellectual property

It goes back to what was saying before

about the steel versus an intangible asset If it

costs me lot of money to make ton of steel Im

10 not going to sell it to you cheap because by not

11 selling it to you can avoid incurring those costs

12 But the fact that it costs me lot of money to create

13 sound recording is fundamentally neither here nor

14 there when walk into the room to negotiate with you

15 potential licensee over how much revenue can get

16 from you for that intellectual property

17 In paragraph 23 of your testimony you

18 reference approaches taken by the prior CARP the

19 priorSection 114 CARP and in Canada take it you

20 mention it because you view those to have some
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other people agree with me so point It out The

prior CARP conceptually took similar approach in

terms of looking at the compositions As we discussed

moment ago think In terms of the number that they

used for the composition rate they chose number

which in effect has now been shown to be too high

But conceptually they adopted the same approach of

looking at the musical works And again in Canada

as we had some discussion of earlier today they

concluded that they would use an equal valuation of

the sound recording and the musical work

Now you indicated at an earlier part of

our conversation that an important predicate to the

benchmark Is threshold determination that that

benchmark fee In that original context itself has

Indicia of reasonableness Have you formedan opinion

whether the licensing marketplace In which ASCAP BMI

and SESAC license music performing rights for over-

theair broadcast by radio stations is competitive

marketplace

Yes

And what is your opinion
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My opinion which think Is backed up by

the way -the rate court itself talks about that

marketplace is that what occurs in that marketplace

-- and think Judge Gulin had some discussion of this

earlier today at conceptual level -- Is that

royalties are set often by negotiation with backdrop

of the rate court as recourse in this case for

either party if they are not satisfied with

negotiated outcome Sometimes there actually is

10 rate court proceeding and rate Is set by rate

11 court So what we have is sort of this mixture of

12 actual rate court outcomes and negotiated outcomes

13 which are negotiated with the backdrop or the backstop

14 oftheratecourt

15 Now rate court is expensive and so my

16 view would be that it Is only an imperfect backstop in

17 the sense licensees are going to agree to fees that

18 are somewhat higher than reasonable level to avoid

19 the cost of going to rate court but not too mUch

20- higher because at some point they would go to the

21 rate court and get reasonable fee So what

22 believe is that the ASCAP and BMI rates backstopped by
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the rate court are likely to be either reasonable or direct licensing of the performance rights with

perhaps somewhat higher than reasonable but are potentIal licensees So composer who Is member of

certainly not likely to be lower than reasonable ASCAP If approached by television station in

Now then there is this slight saying Look wed like to cut our own deal with you

complication of the third organization which is Will you directly grant us the performance rights In

called SESAC which is different from the CISAC we your compositions that composer is not precluded by

discussed earlier today This one is S-E-S-A-C And their ASCAP agreement from doing that

dont ask me what it stands for because dont think However they are precluded from being

remember SESAC is much smaller than BMI and ASCAP memberof BMI at the same tIme that theyre member

10 and does not have rate court It negotiates with 10 of ASCAP So given publisher given composer will

11 licensees Many licensees in effect need SESAC 11 typically be member of one of these organizations.

12 because theyve got enough music that if youre going 12 Theres not much reason to be member of none of

13 to have diverse programming you really cant avoid 13 them because as Mr Kempton said in effect youre

14 using some of their music So In sense SESAC has 14 just leaving money on the table by doing that But

15 market power even though theyre small because with 15 would not be member of more than one

16 respect to the music that theyve got if you as 16 For that reason these organizations

17 licensee sort of need it theyre the only place to 17 BMI ASCAP SESAC -- compete with each other for

18 go And they dont have rate court 18 licensors They compete with each other to sign up

19 So its reasonable to expect that the 19 the composers and sign up the publishers and get

20 S6AC fees are above the competitive level However 20 bigger repertoire They dont actually compete with

21 theyre relatively small component of the total 21 each other from the perspective of licensee from

22 because theyre repertoireis quite small So its 22 the perspective of radio station or television
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another reason why the over-the-airmusical works fees

may be somewhat higher than reasonable but are not

lower than reasonable

In creating your model and arriving at

your proposed fee metric did you make any explidt

adjustment for the possibility that the

ASCAP/BMI/SESAC fees are above reasonable fee levels

in their own market

No did not

10 Now just on the point of SESAC and all

11 just so were clear because think there may have

12 been some ambiguity in the dialogue with the prior

13 witness could you describe for the Panel your

14 understanding as to the respective operations of

15 ASCAP SM and SESAC one to another that Is the

16 degree to which user has fungibility or

17 interchangeability between one or the other society

18 Well my understanding is that the

19 agreements that ASCAP and SM and SESAC have with

20 composers and publishers who own the musical works are

21 non-exdusive in the sense that that owner of the

22 musical work retains the right on their own to make
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station whos putting on diverse programming

Basically they need all three licenses

The ASCAP license is not substitute for SM
license because at least in general there may be

few exceptions to this Its not possible for

general broadcaster to eliminate all of the music of

one society or one organization 1mm their

programming And so they need licenses from all

three and therefore they dont.compete on the

10 lIcensee side

11 Now you commented bit on the effect on

12 prIce levels in the music performing rights

13 marketplace of the existence of the ASCAP and SM rate

14 courts yes

15 Yes

16 Coming back Into the Instant setting the

17 Panel has had many questions about the effect of the

18 compulsory license here on the market power if there

19 be market power that reposes in the RIM And

20 would ask you to comment and provide the Panel with

21 your expert opinion on how they should be thinking

22 about that issue
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Well analytically the question Is

straightforward The question is from the point of

view of potential licensee who is talking to the

RIAA perhaps about doing voluntary agreement for

the right to perform sound recordings and streaming

the question is does the option of instead relying on

this Panel to set fee and paying the fees set by

this Panel is that option good substitute from the

potential licensees perspective for making

voluntary deal with the RIM
If it is good substitute then almost by

definition RIAA does not have market power because if

they try to demand license fee that is above

reasonable level -- lets put aside for moment the

question of sort of whether the licensees actually

understandthis whole process and have good

information about it and so forth thats sort of

separate issue But if we assume that the licensees

know that the CARP exists they know how it works

they know exactly what rights it gives them and those

rights are good substitute for what It can directly

from RIM if RIAA were to ask for too high fee
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they would say No Im going to take this other

option that is available to me and Its good

substitute for me so Im happy to do that.

But if that option of relying on the CARP

is not for the licensee close substitute to what

it is RIAA is offering them in this voluntary

transaction then RJAA still has market power despite

the existence of the compulsory license And the

reason is because the licensee is going to sit there

-- if they are presented with monopoly rate theyre

going to say Well lets see can take this rate

which think is too high Thats one option My

other option is to rely on the CARP But if thats

not close substitute if that thing is not

equivalent or close to equivalent from the users

point of view they may well say Well Ive got that

option but its an inferior option and so even

though Im being presented with monopoly price Im

going to accept it

And so conceptually the question is

whether or not the reliance on the CARP and the rights

that that affords constitutes good substitute from
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the licensees perspective for voluntary deal

negotiated with the RIM
Can you conceive of instances in which

licensee in this marketplace would find that the

availability of this CARP procedure is not suitable

or close substitute

Yes think there are number of

reasons at cbnceptual level why that might be the

case Whether and to what extent these apply to the

10 actual contracts that weve been presented with Is

11 factual uestion that Im not prepared to address as

12 sit here But think at conceptual level there

13 are number of reasons to believe that the RIAA --

14 sorry that the CARP and the rights it conveys would

15 not necessarily be good substitute

16 The first two are interrelated and they

17 could operate separately or they could operate

18 together but theyre potentially related to each

19 other And they have to do with uncertainty is one

20 and timing is the other So by definition if Im

21 negotiating with RIM and this CARP has not yet

22 commenced one of the things RIM offers me is deal
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today And if it matter to me to get that deal today

and to be able to say Im licensed with the RIM and

Ive got it In hand if that matters to me as

licensee almost irrespective of why it matters to me

as the licensee if It matters to me as the licensee

then that means waiting for the CARP may not be good

substitute

Now related to that is this uncertainty

issue because part of what waiting for the CARP means

is dont know what the outcome of the CARP is going

to be dont know what the rate is going to be

Im incuning liability The only way get to

broadcast my sound recordings without signing

voluntary deal is stating in effect my willingness

to pay whatever comes out of the CARP So Im

incurring that liability without knowing its

magnitude

18 Arid again that may make that not good

substitute may have boss who doesnt care about

the dSils of this but wants to see my budget and

blank line to be filled in later It may be

probleræ may have customers who Im working out
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related deals with the terms of which the pricing of

which either from my point of view or their point of

view are going to depend on whats paid for this

right Or may have investors who Im trying to

raise money from who want to see business plan and

want to know what those numbers look like

If for whatever reason an uncertain

number is inherently bad substitute for certain

number even if that certain number Is higher than

think it should be again thats reason why the

voluntary deal sorry say it the other way the

reliance on the CARP and what it can give me is not

good substitute for the voluntary deal

The last category is distinct from those

two of timing and uncertainty and it relates to what

an economistwould call bundling which essentially is

the concept that what Im getting from the RIM when

make voluntary deal may not be just the same

rights that get when rely on the CARP And In

particular this is medium in which many of these

licensees want to do other things besides just

streaming some of which require voluntary licensees
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from the record labels And if the licensees are told

or perceive that theyre going to have better success

getting those things If they do deal for the rights

for 114 then the package that theyre paying for when

they agree to royalty is bigger than the package

that you get by relying on the CARP It involves and

incorporates access in some sense to these other

rights So again that would be reason at least

potentially conceptually why the statutory license

the reliance on the CARP may not be good substitute

And then the final reason again the

empirical significance of this dont have

information on comes back to this issue of the cost

of the backstop Licensees may view the deal thats

being offered by RJAA as somewhat unreasonable but

conclude that given the amount of money involved they

would rather pay that than participate in CARP and

incur the legal fees and other costs associated with

doing that

Now in this context that issue is

little more complicated than in the BMI/ASCAP context

because licensees do have an option of in effect

free riding of saying Well Im going to rely on

the CARP outcome but Im not going to participate in

the proceeding That cant be what everybody does

Somebodys got to step up to the plate somehow or

there wont be proceeding So in some sense that

cant be sort of the universal phenomenon

And certainly any licensee who feels

that their situation is sufficiently distinct from

that of many other likely participants in the CARP

that their interests would not be represented well is

going to say Well dont really have an option of

free riding If dont do deal with the RIM rm

going to have to participate in the CARP because

really cant rely.on those guys to protect my

interests And so what might happen would be

licensees who have somewhat unusual circumstances that

they view as different from what are going to be the

interests pursued by other parties In the CARP again

would have an Incentive to do deal and avoid the

cost of participating in this proceeding

Now at the outset of this set of

responses you said puffing licensing knowledge to one

longer
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Right

dont want you to put It to the side any

Okay

How does that bear on this aspect of--

Well alluded to it earlierand theres

really two dimensions to it Theres do the licensees

literally understand how the legal framework works

Do they understand for example that they can rely on

the CARP without actually participating and incurring

legal costs And do they understand that by filing

the appropriate paper they can begin streaming

immediately and they have no need to do anything .else

in order to commence their operations

16 As economists we like to believe that

17 theres good information out there and business

18 people leam what they need to leam But again

19 that takes time It doesnt happen Instantaneously

20 And so theres threshold question of whether these

21 guys really understood that this option was available

22 and how it worked
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And then the other information issues that

alluded to earlier is do they have good sense of

what an appropriate fee is what reasonable fee is

This is new market theyre new at it as well And

typically what we would observe in new market is

process of give and take and success and failure and

these things kind of playing themselves out as the

marketplace works out what prices are going to be

what rates are going to be

10 Lets return to the steps by which you

11 built your model Youve testified now as to why you

12 selected in the circumstances the over-the-air radio

13 musIc performing rights fee At paragraph 27 of your

14 testimony you address the issue of how you can

15 reliably translate in an economically equivalent way

16 that reasonable fee from that setting into this

17 proceeding Can you address whats involved there

18 Yes As think has been alluded to the

19 fees that are paid by over-the-air radio stations by

20 ASCAP BMI and SESAC are calculated on the basis of

21 percentage of the so-called net revenue of the radio

22 stations themselves Now actually when .1 started
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this assignment thought about in effect taking

those percentages and of trying to apply them as

percentage of revenue to the current instance But

concluded that that was problematic thing to try to

do because the revenue of these licenses doesnt

necessarily correspond in terms of its economic

meaning to the revenue of the over-the-air

broadcasters

And there are really couple of

dimensions to that One is that just for starters

the revenue of any business on average has to cover

all of its costs Thats what competitive market

does in the long run Is revenues basically cover

costs The percentage of revenue that goes to this

particular right in competitive market is going to

be affected by how big those other costs are If

there are lot of other costs that have to be

covered the revenues going to have to be bigger to

cover those other costs and the percentage that goes

to this particular right out of that large revenue pie

is going to be different

More prosaically or more practically

even defining the appropriate revenue for webcasters

may well be problematic because of the way they use

streaming And what radio station does

essentially is broadcast music and so its well

defined what the revenue is for broadcast musk and

other things Its well defined What Is the revenue

associated with those performances If have

streaming webcaster who has bunch of other things

going on on their web site its not at all obvious

how you figure out what Is the right stream of

revenue even if you knew what the right number was

What is the right stream of revenue to apply that to

So my view is that the reason we often see

royalties for intellectual property whether its

music or other things tied to revenue is because we

want some kind of scaling of the magnitude of use of

the right And revenue is very convenient scaling

factor because its easy to observe its easy to

verify companies typically have certified accountants

who sort of vet and verify their revenue numbers But

its nothing more than proxy or an indicator of what

is the scale of the licensed activity because we want
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to collect more money from licensees who are sort of

doing more of this licensed activity

Now when started thinking then about

well what would be another measure of the scale of

the licensed activity focused In on the

performancesthemselves So if actually knew the

reasonable fee thats paid every time performance is

made -- and by performance what mean is some

amount of musk -- and Ill come back to sort of how

much -- is heard by one person And its not dear

whether it should be fixed duration of music or one

song Theres no agreement in this realm -- and

think Judge Gulin will remember this from PBS on

how do you measure pounds of music Theres no

agreement on that Some people focus on numbers of

songs others focus on minutes of music So there Is

some ambiguity there

But lets for the moment think of it as

just an hour of music station that plays more

hours of music to more people is doing more

21 performances ought to pay more for those rights If

22 we knew what is the competitive market price of
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performance in the over-the-air radio context it

seems to me that can be directly translated then to

the Internet context because weve honed it down to

the performance itself Were not looking at

percentage of revenue where that involves whole

bunch of things that differ between the over-the-air

context and the Internet context Weve really got it

down to the very thing that were licensing --

performance of chunk of music

And we then began asking the clients bit

about how this might be implemented And what we

found out is that actually in the Internet context

quite fortuitously the number of performances at

least in the sense of hours of music or hours of

streaming times numbers of people is something they

actually measure anyway Thats not true in over-the-

air radio So licensing on this basis in over-the-air

radio would be potentially problematic because they

dont track this concept in the same way

But over the Internet because they have

to purchase bandwidth which is essentiallyhow --

mean Im not going to go into this technically because
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Im not technical guy but its essentially how much

are you sending out which is how many people are

listening for how long We actually have fortuitous

circumstance where what would argue is really the

very best basis for licensing music performance

right is actually tracked and measured by the

licensees They call it aggregate tuning hours but

its essentially how many people have been listening

for how long

Well once we figured out that that was

really somethingwe could measure then what we said

was well even though on the over-the-air radio side

thats not how the fee Is calctjlated we can

nonetheless calculate what implicitly they pay every

time they make performance So what we did was we

went to the over-the-air radio stations that we could

get data from took their aggregate fees to BMI

AScAP and SESAC which in fact do come from these

percent of revenue formulas divided by an estimate of

the number of performances they make what we call

listener hours the average audience times the number

of hours that theyre broadcasting and we calculated

what do they in effect pay on per listener hour

basis

And interestingly although there is some

variation in that number across markets across

licensees theres actually not that much variation

Why Because revenue and audience track each other

reasonably well Thats why they were using revenue

to begin with as proxy because the way the industry

works If you have bigger you tend to earn more

revenues So there Is in fact reasonably dose

correspondence between revenue and audience but we

can calculate even though the fees are based on

revenue formula what they actually pay per

performance which we define as an hour of broadcast

heard by one person

And so having distilled out of the

broadcast radio ASCAP/BMI/SESAC fee experience fee

per listener hour how does one translatethat back

into fees for the individual applicants sitting on --

who are represented by the folks sitting on this side

of the table in the sound recording performing rights

setting
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Well as Ive indicated think there

number of reasons why that fee is sort of high as an

Indicator of reasonableness In addition

For the moment though mathematically

simply can you make dear whats the computational

basis on which --

Am answering the wrong question

You rarely do on which user ends up

paying fee Whats just the simple math

Okay The simple math of It Is we

calculate certain fee per listener hour which is

calculated on the basis of over-the-airdata We then

make some adjustments to that but mathematically you

can then just take that fee over the Internet side and

get data on thenumber of listener hours that given

webcaster for example has and you multiply that fee

per performance If you like defined as listener

hour times the number of performances per year that

the licensee is making And that produces the dollar

outcome the size of the check that theyre going to

write

22 So in terms of thinking about the formula
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Does your model entail any form of subsidy

to this new industry

Not at all Its based on what the over-

the-air radio which is an ongoing business in fact

pays year in and year out Hundreds of millions of

dollars are paid every year by over-the-air radio

essentiallyat this rate per performance for the

musical works

Explain to the Panel little bit later

why using the word you use scaling itsfar from

anomalous that in comparison to the hundreds of

millions of dollars paid by radio the typical fee

payable today would be less correct

Correct

take it thats because as youve

described --

The audience is --

-- the numbers of performance i.e the

audience reach is so much smaller today is that

correct

That is correct

But by definition take it where the

Page 6494

instead of setting percentage of revenue which is

then multiplied times revenue to get the actual dollar

amount for which check has to be written what we

are proposing is setting fee per performance per

listener hour which is then multiplied times the

number of listener hours and that yields the size of

the royalty obligation in dollars for any given year

All right Now pausing at this point

well take the Panel through the more precise

10 methodology shortly -- you can go to the white board

11 What relevance if any to the model youve just

12 described does actual or relative user profitability

13 by individual streamers have

14 None

15 Am correct that instead the fees

16 proposed by your model are payable strictly

17 proportional to given licensees success in

18 attracting listeners

19 Right The idea of this model is what

20 were licensing is is the right of public performance

21 If my web site makes lot of performances Im going

22 to pay lot of money and it doesnt matter whether

Page 6495

manage to eam myself lot of money out of that or

not Conversely If Im really not making very many

performances but have somehow figured out how to make

whole lot of money even though nobodys listening

dont have to pay very much to RIAA because Im not

really using what they are contributing the right of

public performance very much

And think from an economic perspective

thats an extremely attractive feature of this model

10 It gets you out of all kinds of arguments that you

11 might otherwise have about which sources of revenue

12 should apply do need to worry about whether its

13 the revenue of viable webcaster or non-viable

14 webcaster

15 What Im saying is what the market would

16 say which is theres price for this input and if

17 you use lot of it you pay lot If you dont use

18 very much of it you dont pay very much And so the

19 fee is directly calibrated to the magnitude the

20 extent of the use or the right which is In fact being

purchased from the record labels the artists for whom

22 RIM is the agent
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audience is equivalent to over-the-air broadcast

radio the fees subject to one adjustment you

propose would be roughly equivalent industry-wide as

well is that correct

They would certainly be comparable in

terms of order of magnitude Youre talking about

hundreds of millions of dollars

All right Lets now talk more

specifically about the methodology that you adopt for

10 computing the over-the-air license royalties on per

11 listener basis And would invite you and the Panel

12 to look at Exhibit B.2 to Professor Jaffes tesUmony

13 All of this is further detailed in Appendix but

14 also perhaps youd like to go to the white board and

15 describe both what elements you needed to pull

16 together the methodology and then how you applied it

17 to reach your per listener hour result

18 So Im just going to use the numbers there

19 in B.2 but just give little further explanation as

20 to howthey relate to each other We got data

21 ultimately and we can talk Wile bit more about

22 how we ended up with this -- for 898 --
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Hold on one second Lets let the Panel

get to the right page here

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Were all ready

MR RICH Okay

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON decided that this

model is the ice cream model You pay more if you eat

more

THE WITNESS Thats right More scoops

more fees Thats exactly right We dont have any

all-you-can-eat variety

So we have 898 stations Who are these

898 stations They are blanket license stations --

BY MR RICH

Describe what you mean by that

Im going to

Thank you

Laughter

Blanket license --

can just sit back

stations basically are who we could

get data from

ARBITRATOR VON KANN You could use the

half hours

THE WITNESS So in the ASCAP -- let me

deal first with the blanket license issue In the

musical work licensing realm the consent decrees

actually require ASCAP and BMI to offer as an

alternative to blanket license something called

per program license in which instead of paying

certain fee for the right to broadcast any music

anytime you pay only for the programs that actually

use the music of the licensor That license is used

primarily by stations that do something other than

play music alt the time for example talk radio So

we felt that the experience of royalties paid under

that license were not helpful to us in terms of

valuing the performances

So we focused only on blanket licensees

who are the over-the-airstations that are essentially

playing music rather than something else We went to
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all of the people we were working for at the time all

of the clients the companies that have over-the-air

stations who also were partidpating in this

proceeding and had retained us and theyre listed

in my testimony -- and we got data from all of them on

their stations And that gave us about 898 stations

Those 898 stations after we had to

drop few because there were few data problems

We couldnt tell if the numbers they were giving us

for royalties were for complete year some minor

data cleanup issues But after dropping small

number for whom there were data problems the stations

that we used these 898 paid $143 million

approximately in royalties in 2000

BY MR RICH

Professor .Jaffe just jumping ahead

lithe bit elsewhere In your testimony you referred

to the general order of magnitude as you estimated of

all royalties which is roughly

Its on the order of $350 million

Thank you

So we thought of good chunk of the whole
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Industry although by no means we took those $143

million that they paid in royalties and divided it by

an estimate of their total listener hours or aboutts

billion listener hours

Where did that come from

That comes from essentially ratings data

that is available from source called Arbitron which

think weve already heard about in this proceeding

We could talk in more detail about exactly how thats

use but essentially what we get from Arbitron is an

estimate of the size of the audience averaged over

broadcast week which is a.m to midnight seven

days week So we have an average audience we know

how many hours that audience is listening over So

the 65 billion is essentially the ratings times lB

hours day times 365 days year

And its big number because first of

all there are lot of hours in year and second of

all lot of people listen to radio If we divide

143 million by 65 billion it turns out this Is equal

to 0.00
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technique Mr Cohen used with Michael Fine which was

to say do you have anything to tell us

Laughter

And then youre off duty for about two and
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22 Or equivalently 0.22 cents per

PagcGSOZ

listener hour

Now pausing on that for one moment that

very number am correct sir to this point in the

analysis that that number applied to streaming of

sound recording performing rights would produce fee

industry-wide Identical to the fees generated by

ASCAP DM1 and SESAC assuming there were the same

number of listeners broadcasting the same number of

hours over the Internet Is that correct Is that

the logical culmination of that

That is the result That is the logical

consequence of the way this is calculated

So that if the order of magnitude of

performancesmeasured by numbers of listeners over

numbers of broadcast hours over the Internet were

Identical to what you have observed or estimated to be

the case for the over-the--air radio the fees

generated at least at the point 0.0022 level would

be equivalent to the 300 plus million dollars you have

observed as collected by ASCAP DM1 and SESAC is

that correct

Page 6503

Well wouldnt use the word equivalent

because of this issue of the per program licenses

The $340 or $350 million includes both blanket and per

program licensees But It is the case that in terms

of orders of magnitude we would generate from the

Internet medium if the audiences were the same fees

that would be comparable to those paid over the air

hundreds of millions of dollars

Okay

10 ARBiTRATOR VON KANN The term you just

11 used program licensees refers to stations that

12 broadcast talk radio and other programs that are not

13 primarily music

14 THE WITNESS Right mean to be

precise the per program license is license form

which you choose As matter of economics you dont

choose it typically unless you are not broadcasting

mostly music because of the way its priced Its

priced in such way that it is attractive relative to

the blanket license if what youre doing is primarily

or to significant extent not music Whereas if what

22 youre doing is pretty much playing music you
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wouldnt use the per program license because youd

pay more In the aggregate than youd pay by choosing

the blanket license

ARBITRATOR VON KANN This is an ASCAP or

DM1 license for people who dont play lot of must

THE WITNESS Exactly but they do

sometimes play music and so what they do is they can

pay its sort pf like an Ia carte version They

can pay for the specific programs that incorporate

music but not pay for the programs that dont

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Okay

BY MR RICH

Now Arbitrator Von Kanns question is

good segue to something else which appears on Exhibit

B.2 whith is what appears to be another calculation

which is something called fee per listener song

Can you explain what that Is and how you derived it

and what its function is

Yes

This is incidentally carried -- covered

in paragraphs 39 to 45 of the written direct

testimony

Page 6505

Let me start by explaining why we did It

and then Ill go to the specific numbers that appear

in B.2 The motivation for the listener song model is

similar to the motivation for the per program model on

the over-the-airside which Is to allow an option for

users whose music use is or whose use of licensed

music Is more sporadic to pay just for the music that

theyre using And that could come about In number

of different ways

think on the Internet the talk show

issue is probably not as big an issue but there may

well be licensees who are streaming content which

consists significantly of material that they dont

need to license from the RIM mention in my

testimony and think youve heard testimony from

Comedy Central they have created much of the material

themselves that they are streaming They dont need

the right -- they dont need RIAA to give them the

right to broadcast those sound recordings because

they own it So there ought to be --

Theres another category to be streaming

22 broadcaster for whom the per program license Is
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suitable because it has non-music intensive program

format and by definition is carrying the same

programming over the Internet

Thats another possibility dont know

how significant that is

Okay

So what we want to do and this goes back

to the point made long time ago about the non-

exclusive nature of the license we want to create

mechanism for people to get just the rights they need

and not have to pay for or pay at the same level as if

they were broadcasting music all the time

Now an obvious question particularly

given that weve talked about it would be well why

didnt we just do quote per program model much

like they do over the air There are two reasons for

that One is its not entirely clear that in the

streaming context the program has the same meaning

that it does over the air where the broadcast day is

clearly broken up into these programs

More fundamentally the problem with the

per program model Is that if Im radio station and

Page 6507

want to avoid paying for given program have to

eliminate every iota of ASCAP music from that program

in order to soft of take it out of the column pay

for have no Incentive and get no benefit from

taking program and eliminating 80 percent of the

music from that program As long as theres any music

still in It pay the full rate under the ASCAP per

program model So what weve done again is to try

and tie it more clearly to the performances

themselves and weve done that on per song basis

So this is the listener hour model Its hours of

broadcasting times the number of people who are

listening

What we propose as second alternative

for licensees that are clearly less than full-time

music -- and Ill come back to that -- that what they

could do instead is pay per listener song instead of

per listener hour They would pay for each song

rather than for each hour And to help the Panel in

terms of understanding things my understanding is

that the RIAA one of theiroptions is what they call

performance model and understand it their

Page 6508

performance is exactly the same as what oIl

listener song subject to -- theirs is little more

complicated but the concept --

little more expensive too

It is little more expensive and well

come back to that but the concept of what they call

performance is the same -- like listener song

because it makes it dear that its not just the

number of songs but also the number of people

listening But theyre the same concept

Now how do we get to this Well we

derived this from the same fee data as for the

listener hour model essentially by just looking at

how many songs this universe of blanket license

stations broadcast per hour So we took the data that

we had on these fees We dont actually know for each

we dont have the program logs of these 898

stations so we dont actually know for each station

how many songs they have but we know their format

which Is standard industry classification oYthe

type of station like soft rock or adult contemporary

and so forth And what we have are data on the

Page 6509

average number of songs typically broadcast by given

format

For the Panels Information that appears

at Exhibit8.1 just prior to the exhibit youre

looking at And whats the source of that data

Professor Jaffe

The source of that data is an Industry

organization called Broadcast Data Systems or BDS

And does B.1 set forth the average songs

per hour that form the basis for the computations

Yes

Thank you

So for each format we calculated the

14 average number of songs There were few stations

15 that were in this that we didnt have the format for

16 So for the listener song model we dropped them It

17 doesnt have any measurable impact on the result But

18 as you see in B.2 there are actually only 858

19 statIons that are blanket and we also have song data

20 or format data

21 They had about $142 million in royalties

22 and they had these 65 billion hours and on average
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about 11 songs per hour In the aggregate that was

715 billion songs So when you divide this out what

you get is 0.0020 or equivalently 0.02 cents per

listener song If you were to just start from this

number 0.22 cents per listener hour and say Its

about 11 songs per hour so divide that by 11 you

basIcally get the same answer We did this to be

lithe more careful to be sure that the fees of those

stations for which we had the format data were not

10 somehow different but It turns out it actually

11 doesnt matter

12 You said while ago that subset of all

13 webcasters would under your model be entitled at its

14 election to select the per listener song model Could

15 you say few more words about that

16 Yes If you look at B.1 for example

17 what you see is there some variation in songs per

18 hour Spanish stations have only seven Pulling them

19 aside It ranges from about nine to about 14 songs per

20 hour depending on format In the over-the-air format

21 or in the over-the-airmedium these guys are all

22 paying the same fee regardless of how many songs they

Page 6511

play per hour The license does not differentiate

based on the number of songs

But if when you translated it to the

current contacts you said Okay well let you pay

per hour or per sang and if you choose per song you

pay sort of per song based on the average number of

songs what would happen then would be those users

who happen to have below the avenge number of songs

would say Oh great Ill pay on per song basis

And the ones who happen to have above the average

number of songs would say Well forget that Im

going to stick to the listener hour basis So even

within the music-intensive stations for whom the

blanket license is really designed youd reduce the

overall fee level in an unfair way Youd sort of be

biasing the fee amount by allowing the licensees to

self-select when the basis from which the fee level

was chosen was this average which included both people

with 14 songs and people with nine songs

So what we wanted to avoid was having

stations who are essentially playing music all the

time being able to gain the system by choosing between

these models while still having real option for

people who really are doing something quite different

Theyre really just not playing music all the time or

theyre not playing music all the time for which they

need recording rights

So what we said was the range of these

formats is you know seven to 14 songs Were going

to say you can only access this listener song model if

what youre saying you would pay for is less than

10 seven songs per hour Above that you dont get to

11 gain the system youre stuck on the listener hour

12 model Whether you have eight songs or 14 songs you

13 pay the same amount But if you have less than seven

14 what we wpuld conclude from that is youre not really

15 just playing music all this time Youre doing

16 something else youre in this other world

17 And so we would propose that such licensee

18 be allowed to pay per song in order to preserve this

19 option both to people doing non-music things and for

20 people who already own the rights and maybe for people

21 who want to go out and try to direct license some of

22 the rights they need and therefore avoid making
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payments to R1AA

Now for the sake of completeness you

refer in paragraphs 41 and 76 of your written

testimony to another alternative which you propose

could be made available something styled segmented

listener hour fee approach And could you just say

few words conceptually about what thats designed to

accomplish

Yes The idea of the segmented listener

10 hour

11 ARBiTRATOR VON KANN What paragraph is

12 thIs

13 MR RICH believe its 41 and again 76

14 THE WiTNESS It goes back agaIn to this

15 notion that Im not really sure songs is the right

16 measure of the amount of music Its not completely

17 clear that thats the right way to meter this stuff

18 An alternative would be just to say took you paid

19 22 cents -- or 0.22 cents per listeper hour If you

20 can show that half of your listener hours dont have

21 musIc In them or dont have sound recordings for which

22 you need license from RIAA then you only pay half
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And its an alternative way of providing an option

way of carving out parts of the broadcast that dont

need to be licensed just on the basis of time rather

than counting the number of songs

Now again we want to avoid sort of the

gaming of the systemby people are who pretty muth

playing music all the time but just have little bits

and pieces here and there that they want to try to get

away with not paying for So again we apply

cutoff We propose 60 percent that you couldnt use

the segmented listener hour model unless you could

show that you have music in no more than 60 percent of

your aggregate hours And its just another way of

providing carve-out but measuring it on the basis

in effect of minutes if you like fractions of an

hour rather than numbers of songs

MR RICH Might we take two-minute

break

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Sure

Whereupon the foregoing matter went off

the record at 636 p.m and went back on

the record at 644 p.m

Page 6515

BY MR RICH

Professor Jaffe you wanted to make one

typographical correction

Yes noticed over the break that

although think said It hadnt written the word

billion here said 714 billion songs but wrote

715 so if you want to note that or maybe you already

did

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Its here in my notes

10 MR KATZ If you want to leave the

11 billion out think we can do deal

12 Laughter

13 THE WiTNESS think thats approximately

14 equal to your proposal isnt it

15 Laughter

16 MR KATZ Well get to that but not till

17 late tomorrow

18 BY MR RICH

19 Now this does not quite complete your

20 progression to the benchmark which you -- or the

benchmarks which you propose this Panel adopt Is that

correct

Page 6516

No Im afraid not

take it you further engaged in analysis

which appears at paragraphs 51 to 65 of your written

testimony of the relative valuation to be given the

sound recording performing right versus the musical

works performing right is that corrett

Yes

Could you pleasesummarize the analysis

you undertook with respect to that as reflected En

that portion of your written testimony

Yes As think explained in retponse

to an earlier question If these numbers were applied

the effect would be to reproduce for the Internet

sound recording right the same fees proportional to

performances as are paid in the over-the-air radio for

the musical works And as think Ive Indicated

think that that fee is too high And in paragraph52

Ive indicated number of reasons why think Its

too high These fall into number of categories

some of which weve discussed and some of which we

havent

22 Theres the issue of the market power that

Page 6517

is inherent in the ASCAP/BMI/SESAC fees Theres an

issue that relates to the promotional value that is

conveyed And the key point here whith were going

to talk about more in minute is the differential

value of promotion to the owners of the sound

recordings as distinct from the owners of the musical

works And then theres the cost and risk factors

which are enumerated in the statute which in more

general sense in thinking about willing

10 buyer/wiVing seller framework would enter into what

11 willing buyer was prepared to pay for these rights

12 And then finally theres the legal

13 detail that the statute imposes certain restrictions

14 on this right in terms of how sound recordings can be

15 broadcast which presumablydiminish to some extent

16 the value of the right So theres whole set of

17 qualitative factors which are listed in paragraph52

18 as to why this calculation produces too high number

19 have quantified only one of those The

20 others have not made an attempt to quantify or

21 incorporate into the model in any way Theyre out

22 there They continue to be reasons why think the
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fee proposal that we have proposed is high relative to

reasonable but have not made any attempt to adjust

for them have made an attempt to adjust for

promotional value

So just to be totally clear about that

you are aware of number of statutory considerations

which the Panel has to take account of in setting

fees correct

Yes

Among those is promotional value correct

Yes

And well come to that in terms of how you

quantitatively attempted to address that issue But

also there are other statutory factors of which you

are aware and which your bullet points at least

three four and five perhaps six as read them on

page 35 mention but take it your testimony is you

did not attempt methodologically or in quantitative

way to adjust your model or deal with them is that

correct

That is correct

And is that because you view them as

irrelevant

Page 6519

No Its because dont really have

basis for quantifying them think know which

direction they go which is that in willing

buyer/willing seller context they would tend to point

towards lower fee but dont know by how much

Are you urging that the Panel ignore those

factors

Im not making any recommendation one way

or the other on how the Panel deals with the statutory

criteria

Simply sitting where you sit as an

economist and given the information you have

available you didnt find way quantitatively to

take account of those factors is that correct

Correct

Now lets turn to promotional value and

would you describe -- and again if you want to use

the white board well try to push button and

preserve
this much of it and give you the benefit of

another screen but Id like you to walk the Panel

through the nature of the analysis you understoodwith

Page 6520

respect to promotional value considerations

Okay would like to erase Am the

one who pushes the button the one that says copy
ARBITRATOR VON KANN You can be

deputized

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Well be considering

tonight how much easier its going to be for us to

come up with ways to quantify all these other factors

where the Economics Department couldnt do It

Laughter

THE WiTNESS It works It correctly

represents my chicken scratch

So think there was question which was

Yes Why you dont start analytically

with how you think about the promotional value as it

affects the fee setting here

The way think about the promotional

value Issue is that Ive argued that the total market

21 value of the performance right of the sound recording

22 should be equal to the total market value of the

Page 6521

performance right for the musical work And say It

in that long way each time to emphasize that Im not

making any observation about whether Frank Sinatra is

more valuable than Hoagy Carmichael or whether in some

intrinsic sense one of the other of these is more

important or more valuable Im making very narrow

statement that the public performance right on the

Internet for these two different parts of the

performance in competitive market their total value

10 would likely be the same

11 So if we represent that by just this bar

12 so this is the musical work and what Ive said is

13 believe the bar for the sound recording should be

14 equal So this

Once again once again what does each bar

represent the totality of --

was about to tell you that was about

to write that

Okay

So this height is the competitive market

value of the performance right Now my view Is that

22 in cornpetitive market we can think of this as the
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total consideration that will pass from the licensee

to the licensor when either of these two rights Is

licensed But in fact that total consideratIon will

typically come in two pieces And the two pieces are

the royalty that pay you as licensee thats one

piece The other piece is the additional profits you

get because you sell more property because have

played your sound recordings in public Thats what

we call promotional value And In competItive

10 market the more of that Im delivering to you the

11 more promotional value Im giving you the less

12 royalty Im going to have to give you because Im

13 givIng you the consideration in another form

14 Now If the promotional value for these

15 two were the same we wouldnt need to worry about It

16 because presumably its already built Into the

17 reasonable fee that weve observed for the musical

18 work or the upper bound for the reasonable fee that

19 weve observed for the musical work in over-the-air

20 radio But there is good reason to believe that its

21 not the same that the value of promotion to the

22 owners of the sound recordings is greater than the
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value of promotion to the owner of the musical works

And Fm going to talk in minute about

how quantified this but just to illustrate roughly

speaking about two-thirds of the value thats

conveyed for the musical works is in the form of the

royalties that are paid and about one-third is in

promotional value In distinction with respect to

the sound recordings the promotional value is roughly

and Ill show you the exact numbers in minute --

about twice as great

So given my argument that the total

consideration should be equal what that means is that

you pay less for sound recordings in competitive

market In the form of royalties than you do for

musical works not because theyre less valuable but

because youve already or you were in the process of

conveying additional consideration in the form of

promotional value which because of the nature of the

marketsfor the CDs basically is greater in the case

of the sound recordings

Now this height here we can think of this

as corresponding to the 0.22 cents calculated

earlier if expressed on per performance basis -So

what this says is we need to make reduction in the

equivalent per performance fee before we apply that to

sound recordings to reflect this increase in

promotional value

All right Now you basically almost

solved an equation didnt you by filling in pieces

and then figuring out what was left

Yes

Why dont we start with the sound

recording side You did promotional value

computation for the --

Actually lets start on the --

You want to start on the other side

-- musical works side

Okay Start on the other side

think its easier

Right

So with respect to musical works what

happens is these records are played on the radio and

as result of that public performance more CDs are

sold When CD is sold both the composer and the

Page 6525

record company and the artist benefit from that and

thats the essence of the promotional value is that

playIng records over the radio increases the sale of

CDs to the benefit of both the composers and the

publishers of musical works and the recording

companies and the artists who have an interest in the

sound recording

It just so happens that the way the CD

market works per CD that benefit is much greater to

10 the record company and the artist than it is to the

11 composers and the publishers and that is the effect

12 that Ive quantified in my analysis So what we did

13 was we went and we quantified this promotional value

14 to the best we could We started with an estimate

15 thats described by Mr Fine from Sound Scan of the

16 fraction of CD sales where hearing the record over the

17 radio was given by the respondent as the primary

18 reason why that CD was purchased And according to

19 Mr Fines testimony approximately 27 percent of CD

20 sales that was given as the primary reason

21 Thats paragraph 70 of the written

22 testimony
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If we multiply that times the total number

of CD5 sold per year we get number of CDs sold

which corresponds to the incremental CD sales from the

promotion on the radio And then what we need to do

is for these two pieces calculate per CD how much the

musical work owners get and how much the sound

recordings get And what drives this difference is

that the estimate that we have is that the composers

and the publishers get about 73 cents per CD And

tremble to use this word but its called mechanical

royalty

The record labels benefit from the sale of

CDs from the profits that they earn the incremental

profits And in addition the artists who are also

In effect rightsholders in the sound recording for

the purpose of this proceeding get royalties for the

sale of CDs Now weve ignored the artist royalties

because we dont have data on it and looked just at

the profits earned by the record company per CD sold

We have an estimate of that of $1.65 per CD When you

work that out and the details are in the testimony

-- what it works out to be the aggregate per year is

Page 6527

that this piece here is $157 million per year
-- not

small effect Whereas this number over here for the

sound recording side is $322 million per year

We then went and said Okay so thats

this piece If we know this piece and the total is

the same then we can figure out If there were right

of public performance in sound recordings in over-the-

air radio that you had to buy in competitive market

in this country under my assumptions how much would

competitive market price that given these

relationships So weve estimated -- and again the

details are described in the testimony that this

number the total royalties paid is about $343

million year

If we take 500 minus 322 thats equal to

$178 million year which is sort of an implied

royalty rate for sound recordings this piece down

18 here

19 You want to put millionnext to 343

20 also

Thank you hate it when Counsel

22 testifles So then the final step is to look at this
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number In relationship to this number This is our

estimate of the aggregate fees paid to SMI ASCAP and

SESAC This Is our estimate under our conservative

assumptions of sort of the implied competitive

royalty for sound recordings And now we can look at

the relationshipbetween the two -- 178 over 343 is

equal to about 0.52

So once we take account of the-

differential promotional value and ignoring all the

other factors that Ive cited as to why the musical

work fee might be too high this analysis would

12 suggest that you could cut that fee almost in half

13 motivated solely by the promotional value

14 consideration alone reflecting the greater

15 incremental benefit every time CD Is sold that

16 accrues to the owners of the right In the sound

17 recording as compared to the owners of the right In

18 the musical work

19 Now you said even limited to the

20 analysis to this promotional value analysis

21 believe you testified that this was conservative

22 projection Can you simply reiterate why the bases on
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which you state this is conservative analysis

Yes The most important way its

conservative Ive already mentioned which is that we

ignored any value in promotion to the artists who are

equal parties here in effect with the record labels

In effect in our calculation artist royalties are

treated as cost borne by the record company that

just diminishes their profits We havent allowed for

that to enter into in any way the promotional value

There are other ways in which the

calculation is conservative in that we just didnt

have data And in general when we couldnt get

data we made conservative assumption So for

example we had number for the profitability of CDs

We didnt have number for profits on other records

like tapes So we ignored the promotional value to

the sound recording from tapes but we included 73

cents per tape for the composers

So in general where we had Incomplete

data and we definitely had incomplete data what we

did was we made assumptions that were conservative

with respect to calculation of this ratio
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MR RICH just want to pause for

technical cleanup We distributed gather on

Friday revised Exhibit to Professor Jaffe which

deaned up one number and which reflects in chart form

the analysis wanted to make sure the Panel had had

that distributedto It If not we have extra copies

with us

it

now

ARBITRATOR VON KANN dont think got

ARBITRATOR GULIN Revised exhibit what

MR RICH Two

MS SCHAEFFER Just to clarify this was

already In evidence just shortly after the April 11

deadline We submitted revision but we also gave

it to the Copyright Office on Friday

ARBITRATOR VON KANN The one that Ive

got It says Revised

MR RICH And that would be it

ARBITRATOR VON KANN And it says May

18 Is that it

MR RICH That would be It Okay We

Page 6531

wanted to make sure everybody got it Okay

ARBITRATOR VON KANN You dont have

anything thats been revision since

MR RICH Nothing since

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Received May 18

thats the one right

ARBiTRATOR GUUN Thats the one

BY MR RICH

Do you want to explain what the correction

is

The Panel may be curious what did we have

to revise

that

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON No

ARBITRATOR VON KANN No

MR RICH Okay

THE W1TNESS No intellectual curiosity on

MR RICH Not at 710 at night

ThE WITNESS Thats actually appropriate

because its trivial

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON No thats not really

the issue Its like page of the Washington Post

when they publish the correction If they dont put

in what they had the wrong the previous time it makes

more sense Keep us on what we ought to be

understanding

BYMR RICH

Okay Now before we talk about the

implications of what youve just done for the model

at pages 42 and 43 of your testimony you avert to

International evidence on the appropriate discount

10 simply want you to briefly describe what measure you

11 took of the international evidence testified to

12 earlier by Mr Kempton in analyzing this promotional

13 value aspect of the model

14 Well there Is an exhibit to my testimony

15 which Is ExhibIt which simply displays the ratios

16 that Mr Kempton talked about earlier today that he

17 had calculated for these different countries which

18 used merely to get some comfort that the kind of

19 discount that Im talking about here is actually quite

20 consistent with what is observed around the world

21 where we do observe sound recording right and

22 musical work right in the same country for over-the-

Page 6533

air radio didnt use these numbers in any way in

my calculation just presented them as background

against which the possibility of discount that Im

calculating could be considered

Why dont you then take us to what is

described as the summary section of your report
-- the

Panel will be happy to know were reaching the

summary Beginning at page 47 what did you do based

on the analysis of this promotional value discount

10 and what did it lead you to by way of final proposed

11 setoffees

12 Yes Well as Ive explained the

13 promotional value calculation could be used to justify

14 discount of close to 50 percent for the sound

15 recording relative to the musical work feel that

16 given the uncertainties in quantifying the promotional

17 value dont daim to know that the number is

18 exactly 0.52

19 So what suggest in my testimony and

20 this is just based on judgment is that reasonable

21 range would be something like 0.4 to 0.7 which isto

22 say that the sound recording performance right could
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be as much as 60 percent lower or could be only 30

-R percent lower This is the ratio of the sound

recording right to the musical work right

And then to be conservative we proposed

as fee model using this upper range So in

effect what we did was calculate that the best we can

do with the data we have is that the discount could be

as large as 50 percent but we only imposed 30

percent discount

So going back to the numbers that were on

the previous board we had for example $0.0022 per

listener hour My recommendation is to reduce that by

30 percent or to multiply it by 0.7 equivalently

If we multiply that by 0.7 what we get is 0.0015 per

listener hour which again is just 0.15 cents per

listener hour Or equivalently we can take the

0.00020 per listener song times 0.7 would give us

0.00014 per listener song

And in order to determine the actual fee

payable by any given streamer am correct that you

would take the 0.0015 let us say per listener hour

and multiply it by the aggregate tuning hours of that

streamer

Page 6535

Correct The aggregate tuning hours is

this youve measured thats in the industry whith Is

in effect the audience sIze times the number of hours

broadcast

And similarlyif the webcaster qualIfied

for the per listener song rate it would entail -- am

correct that it would entail taking 0.00014 times

that streamers average number of songs per hour times

its aggregate tuning hours

No

You say It please

Its listener songs Aggregate tuning

hours Is listener hours

Correct

So you would take the aggregate tuning

hours and convert that to an average audience whith

you can do All you need to do is know how many hours

they broadcast which in many cases is 24 hours day

seven days week That would give you the average

audience You could then take the average audience

times the total number of songs So in effect you

would back out the number of listeners from the

aggregate tuning hour to implementthe listener song

model To Implementthe lIstener hour model you dont

need to back out the audience It Is listener hours

Thats what aggregate tuning hours is is listening

hours

Now its been suggested that the fees

which your model generates and which you propose

through your testimony would generate diminimus

license fees and Inappropriately diminimus license

fees throughout the industry How do you react to

that

Well think we have to go back to that

this model scales on the number of performances whlth

think Is exactly what it should scale on For

webcaster or broadcaster/streamer that basically

nobody listens to this will generate small fees

theres no doubt about it But for broadcaster/

streamer or webcaster who manages to generate

significant audience this will generate significant

revenues

Youve got to remember there are 8760
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hours in year so if you have significant audience

-- mean it may seem like two-tenths of cent is

really small number but if you have significant

audience the listener hours add up And you could

Icok at numbers that are in the record for example

as an exhibit to Mr Halyburtons testimony of the

audiences of streamers and over theair and you can

see exactly what fees this produces

Would it assist the Panel do you think

to take Icok at that exhibit and maybe you want to

on the board do few computations if may
Sure

This is already in evidence as Halyburton

do note this document is restricted and it may

be then for this section of the testimony whith will

be about five or seven minutes would guess we

probably should close the hearing

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay We will go into

closed session at this point and ask anyone whos

not authorized as Counsel to step outside

Whereupon at 714p.m the proceedings

went into Closed Session
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Page 6551

MR RICH For the Panels Information

have three brief areas remaining to cover minimum

fee the 150-mile issue and the ephemeral copies

analysis none of which should take very long

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Were just getting

Started and probably maybe should start the cross

tonight

BY MR RICH

Professor Jaffe at paragraph 77 of your

10 written testimony you propose minimum fee could

11 you briefly describe how you came up with that fee and

12 the rationale for it

13 Yes The statute specifies minimum fee

14 Some of the language in the legislative history as to

15 why they specified minimum fee suggests that at

16 least one concern was that depending on the model that

17 the Panel chose you could have situation where for

18 example revenue-based model webcaster with no

19 revenue could be doing lot of performances and not

20 have to pay anything If you didnt have minimum fee

.1 Now my model takes care of that automatically

22
Under my model if youre making lot of
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performances you pay significant amount of money

So you could argue that given that motivation at

least there really is no need for minimum fee within

thIs framework My view as an economist is that

there is an appropriate role for minimum fee which

is basicallytied to the administrative and

recordkeeping costs on the part of the licensor of

administering the fee mean it doesnt make sense

for the RIM to have to license somebody and collect

10 from them sort of less money than it takes to just

11 keep track of them as licensee So think there is

12 role for minimum fee tied to that notion of

13 essentiallythe administrative bookkeeping costs of

14 managing license

15 think weve already mentioned for

16 example that ASCAP has minimum fee of $264 per

17 year so Ive suggested that fee of on the order of

18 $250 just to pick round number would be an

19 appropriate fee to take account of that recordkeeping

20 administrative cost consideration

21 Thank you Now paragraph 78

22 CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Can Ijust
--

alone

Page 6553

MR RICH Please

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Is that 254 ASCAP

THE WITNESS think iVs 264 and that

is ASCAP alone yes But my view would be that you

know ASCAP has to administer the license The fact

that they have BMI license doesnt help ASCAP BMI

has to administer license so the

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Does BMJ have

minimum fee also

ThE WITNESS believe so although

dont actually know the figure But my view would be

that the minimum fee is sort of for one license IV5

not necessarily relevant that on the musical works

side you actually have to have several of them

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay And do you know

the number for SESAC by any thance their minimum

THE WITNESS do not know the number

MR RICH Well be happy to provide that

information

BY MR RICH

If you turn to paragraph 78 of your

Page 6550
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Page 6554

testimony you suggest one possible additional fee

adjustment or one appropriate additional fee

adjustment in relation to broadcast streamers yes

Yes

Could you describe that please

Yes As think the Panel is aware

Congress chose to in effect exempt broadcasters all

of whoms broadcasts were within 150 miles which

suggests some understanding that local broadcasts over

the Internet perhaps do not generate fee obligation

under this statute From an economic perspective to

the extent that the listeners are within 150 miles

they have access typically to the over-the-air

sIgnal of the same stream for which there is no

royalty obligation It doesnt really make economic

sense for the same broadcast to the same people to

generate royalty obligation if it goes over the

Internet but not if it goes over the air

So would suggest that

broadcasters/streamers be able to exclude listeners

within 150 miles assuming they can demonstrate the

proportion of their listening audience that falls

Page 6555

within that 150 miles either through actual data or

through some kind of survey or other instrument that

would be reasonable way of demonstrating that

And mechanically take it that would

be implemented by downward adjustment of the

aggregate tuning hours applicable to those streaming

broadcasters

Again since the whole model is based on

just the number of performances if you know that

half just for the sake of argument of the

performancesare within 150 miles and you condude

its appropriate to exclude them you would simply

reduce the fee by 50 percent

Okay Finally Section of your

testimony beginning at page 51 addresses the Section

112 Issues both for those entities that have 114

liability as well as for the background music services

who do not Could you tell us conceptually how you

approached this issue and at the bottom line what the

implications of that approach are for fee setting

Yes My conceptual approach is based on

my understanding
-- Im not an expert on this but
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based on ProfessorZittrains testimony my

understanding of how this works Is that the economic

function that the ephemeral copies effectuate is

essentially just to facilitate performances but they

do not have an economic function over and above making

it possible for there to be performances and to some

extent maximizing the number of performances by making

the music available for example at different baud

rates and so forth

So what that means to me as an economist

is that in terms of the competitive price for the

rights there really is only one competitive market

value which is the value of the performances On the

radio side where Im using it as benthmark there

is no payment theres no additional payment for

ephemeral copies The payments that Ive used are all

of the payments that are made in order to make these

performances

So if there are two rights and if somehow

viewed as necessary to break it down and attribute

part of the value to one and part of the value to the

other my view is that the total of the two values

Page 5557

should be what Ive calculated based on the over-the-

air benchmark My model does not directly address if

there is need to decompose it and say percent of

it is 114 and percent of it is 112 My model

doesnt really answer that question My model really

only addresses the value of the package the value of

making the performanceswith all of the legal rights

that are necessary to cause that to happen

would note that it seems like the

function that the ephemeral copies perform Is

subsidiary to the performancesthemselves so that it

would seem to me that if you are going to divvy it up

somehow it ought to be relatively small proportion

that goes to the ephemeral right as distinct from the

performance right because of the subsIdiary nature in

terms of generating the value

Did you read Professor Nagles testimony

did read Professor Nagles testimony

Did you understand him to agree or

disagree conceptually with the approach to ephemeral

fee setting that youve just outlined

In terms of there being essentially one
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start it if the Panel is interested in letting me

Page 6560

pot--

Page 6558

Yes

think he basically agreed with that

Yes Did you otherwise agree with his

conclusions as to fee setting

Some of them but not all of them

Would you like to expand on that

On Professor Nagle specifically

Yes

MR KATZ Excuse me is this in the

prepared direct testimony

MR RICH It is not

MR KATZ move to strike it

MR RICH Well withdraw the question

unless the Panel would like to hear It

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON No

BY MR RICH

Could you address -- as to ephemeral

copies in the 112 issue finally Professor Jaffe

could you address how the Panel ought to be thinking

about that issue in respect to the background music

services

Page 6559

Yes As understand it the situation

with the background music services is that Congress

has exempted them from the obligation to pay for the

performance right but not for the ephemeral copy

right Again the logic of my analysis would be that

the two rights have certain value in combination

dont have the ability as an economist to sort of

say Why did Congress choose to exempt them from one

piece of It but have to presume that it was with

the Intent of lowering the fee obligation That would

seem to make sense And again given the subsidiary

nature of the ephemeral copies in terms of the

economic function they perform think it would be

appropriate that what they pay would be relatively

small fraction of what they would otherwise pay for

the package of the performance right and the ephemeral

right

MR RICH That concludes our direct

examination

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Do you have any cross

Laughter

MR KATZ am certainly prepared to

start

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON No think do

either of the co-panelists have anything to say on

this issue

Laughter

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Its nice place to

end for the day

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Yes Well think we

all have lots to think about and well look forward

to everybody getting some rest and coming back at nine

oclock in the morning to hear the cross Thank you

very much

Whereupon at 736 p.m the CARP Hearing

was recessed until 900 a.m Tuesday August 28

2001
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CHAIRMAN VAN LOON And while were

of that day what would be your estimate

Morissettes direct

MR STEINThAL think her direct

only bea half an hour Andlwlllsa tit

seems to be case with the artists th have to

deal with their nagers as well an ing them

slotted in at the ti to confirm is etimes

little bit more difficult Ut her direct

10 think will be about hal know her

11 statement is short and --

12 CHAIRMAN Yes

13 MR STEI -- th ubject matter will

14 be brief

15 CH VAN LOON Oka And with regard

16 to cross

17 GARRETT dont think It wi

18 mor an hour

19 CHAIRMAN VAN LOON So that sugge that

20 of the three witnesses from the 6th might be

at minimum to go on the 5th if they were

available at least with the direct

10

was recalled as witness and having been previously

duly swom resumed the witness stand was further

examined and testified as follows

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR KATZ

Good morning Professor Jaffe

Good morning

Let me go back to the beginning About
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425 yesterday afternoon after your credentials you

started talking about transactional costs isnt that

right

dont know what time it was did talk

atout transactions costs yesterday

And you explained that one of the reasons

from an economic standpoint why one would want to

have compulsory license in context such as this is

to minimize transactional costs Isnt that right

Well no dont think thats right

think what said was that to minimize transactions

costs there may be benefit to centralizing the

licensing That that in turn generates problem of

market power and that to resolve the problem of

market power from an economic perspective one

approach to that Is the compulsory license

From transactions costs standpoint

user would need rights from many different owners of

distinct musical compositions or sound recordings

isnt that right

In many cases that is correct yes

Well in the context in which were
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till go faster or something but maybe people waqt to

cat that But dont know You know maybe

done in day

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON And relate

5th is Mr Geffrey similarly

direct Mr Geffrey

Excellent Okay So it sounds like weve

sibilities depending on how

Page 65
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going to beCHAIRMAN
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MR STEINTHAL
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Page 6583

dealing here it would be inefficient for webcaster

to deal with all of the different individual owners of

sound recording copyrights isnt that right

For many webcasters that is likely to be

true

The enormous number of different owners of

sound recordings would make it infeasible for

webcaster to deal with all of them individually isnt

that right

dont know about enormous number For

many webcasters given the fact that they would

have to deal with many different parties that may

well be inefficient from transactions cost

perspective

iust as with musical compositions Isnt

that right

Its analogous to the situation with

musical compositions yes

And musical compositions are owned by

hundreds or thousands of distinct music publishers

isnt that right

Yes

right

Well thats why wasnt -- couldnt

understandwhy you had the word enormous in your

question Its matter of degree and you know

perhaps Congress shouldnt have granted antitrust

immunity to the RIAA to act collectively on behalf of

the record labels

They did that believe as matter of

economics because they were concerned about the

transactions costs that would arise if the

negotiations were all individual Once youve granted

the antitrust immunity from an economic perspective

the compulsory license really becomes necessary

because youve created the potential for market power

Well does the market power arise from the

fact that there are only five major record companies

or does the market power arise from the fact that the

RIAA is the non-exclusive bargaining agent for them

In my view -- havent studied the extent

to .which the five record companies if acting
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individually could exercise market power That is

small enough number that there might be some toncern

but have not analyzed that

In my view the market power that Ive

been talking about here is the market power that

results when you have single agent who Is legally

authorized and given antitrust immunity to negotiate

on behalf of the multipleowners of the rights

take it then that you dontview sound

10 recordings as being owned by so many different people

11 that it would be infeasible for webcaster to make

12 indIvidual deals with major record companies do you

13 Well dont think ever used the word

infeasible So no doni think its infeasible

Well you said it would be Inefficient

Do you think it would be inefficient necessarily for

webcaster to deal with five different record

companies

It could be yes

Are you aware that some webcasters have

chosen to deal with more than five different suppliers

of bandwidth

dont know one way or the other

Would that strike you as irrational

No
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Would that strike you as Infeasible

Certainlynot

Now youveconduded that in order to be

viable webcaster you would need access to the sound

recordings of all of the major labels isnt that

right

No dont think Ive conduded that or

analyzed that

Theres no reason to believe that

webcaster couldnt make do with licenses for only four

of the five major record labels isnt that right

dont know

Or three of the five

dont know

Or one of the five

dont know

The EMI catalog is particularly strong in

British invasion music from the 19605 Is there any

reason why webcaster wanting to put up one of these
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And sound recordings are largely owned by

five different major record companies isnt that
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Page 6587

narrow British invasion channels couldnt do it with

simply an EMI license

MR RICH Objection Theres lack of

foundation If that question either it should be

established that the witness agrees with the predicate

or It should be asked in hypothetical

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Sustained

BY MR KATZ

Are you familiarwith the catalogs of any

of the major record labels

No

Are you familiarwith the extent to which

it would be necessarily to delve into the catalog of

more than one major record label to establish

webcaster of narrow genre station

No

Have you seen any analysis as to how many

major record labels webcaster would need to deal

with in order to have viable webcasting service

No Because all of that is irrelevant

Once the antitrust immunity is granted and there Is

party that is authorized to to license on behalf
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of the collective it doesnt really matter whether

the transactions costs which was the motivation for

granting that antitrust Immunity is real or not

If webcaster has the viable option of

dealing with one or two major record labels instead of

the R1AA why doesnt that eliminate the RIAAs

supposed monopoly power

Well vis-a-vis some specific webcaster

who given the particular nature of their needs that

might mitigate the marker power Nonetheless as

understandit what this proceeding is about is to

determine the fees that would be appropriate for the

blanket license that is offered by the collective on

behalf of all of the labels

And so the issue remains for that

particular product what is the extent of market

power And what is the role of the compulsory license

in mitigating it

Are you aware of single webcaster that

could not viably operate with licenses for only one or

two of the major record labels

Well think thats question that would
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be better asked of the webcasters havent analyzed

that issue

you

You have no idea one way or another do

have not analyzed that

Then why do you conclude the RIM has

market power if every single webcaster may have this

viable altemative Professor

Well havent seen anyone who has

suggested that that Is the case And dont

understand why the statute would be written In the way

it was if the record industry thought that was the

case

If the record Industry really believed

that the way this thing ought to play out Is is

series of individual licenses It wouldnt make sense

for them to request antitrust immunity

So think your premise is unlikely

havent analyzed it dont know of anyone who has

suggested that Its how this industry works But

youre right havent studied It

Now Professor you have been retained by
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number of webcasters isnt that right

Yes

And youve had communications with these

webcasters

To some extent yes

Then which ones did you ask whether or

not they could viably operate with licenses from fewer

than all of the major record labels

None

Did you ever ask that question indirectly

of counsel and ask them to put it to the clients

No

Now would you agree Professor that one

of the public policy goals behind the copyright system

was to stimulate the creation of new works

.A Yes

And do you believe that this Panel in

setting its rate should consider the impact that that

will have in encouraging the development of new sound

recordings

21 Well from public policy perspective

22 which is distinct from trying to interpret the
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Page 6591

statute which is not really my job think thats

something the Panel could take into account dont

really see how it fits In the framework of the willing

buyer/willing seller test which Is the statutory

standard

And as an empirical matter think its

clear that the outcome of this Panel is not going to

affect the Incentive to produce sound recordings

Well you testified yesterday about

10 future world in which there will be billions of hours

11 of streaming music isnt that right

12 dont think talked about future

world talked about hypothetIcal world

And in that hypothetical world wont the

rates set for that streaming influence sound

recording manufacturer at the margin as to whether or

not to make the Investment necessary to create another

sound recording

If we had world in which there were

billions of performances and that world was affected

by what happens here -- that is it occurs between

1998 and 2001 -- then you could conceivably reach
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point where there would be minor or marginal impact

It would still be -- even at that point the revenues

from the royalties would still be modest compared to

the overall revenues that are recovered from the

production of sound recordings

Well how do you knowthat Professor

Have you seen any analysis of what might happen in the

internetworld over the course of the next two years

Over the course of the next 18 months

Yes sir

Yes

Is that your area of expertise

Not spedfically

What have you read in that regard

Well Ive seen the data that we have

which is limited on the current audiences of the

webcasters and --

Have you seen the projections that some of

these webcasters have come up with with what they

expect to do next year and the year after

No have not

Lets go back to the statutory standard
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Now how does the statute express the standard that

this Panel is supposed to utilize in establishing

rates

Do you want me to quote it

Well whats your understanding

My understanding is that the test Is the

-- what weve calling in shorthand the willing

buyer/willing seller test and then it enumerates

series of factors that the Panel has to take into

account in applying that test

Well what does the statute sayabout

willing buyer and willing seller Do you remember

MR RICH Might we not share copy with

the witness dont know that this shoUld be

memory test on such question

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON That would certainly

make sense

MR RICH May approach the witness

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Please Yes

MR KATZ Excuse me Mr Rich Im

asking the questions If the witness wants help he

can ask me for it

Page 6594

MR RICH The Panel simply advised me

should share this with the witness With all respect

take my orders from the Panel not from you

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Its simply matter

ofeeing

MR KATZ The witness hasnt asked for

it The witness hasnt asked for it yet And if he

asks for it have no objection to giving it to him

But lets let the witness

MR RICH am the witness counsel

am entitled to make an inquiry of the Chair and the

Panel and the Panel responded favorably that he

thought It was appropriate that the witness have

chance to look at the statute dont think need

to argue with counsel about thót

ARBITRATOR VON KANN What is the pending

17 question

18 MR KATZ want the witness

19 understanding of the statutory test The witness

20 seems ready to give me an answer

21 ARBITRATOR VON KANN Youd like to

22 ascertain first his understanding before he looks at
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Page 6595

the text

MR KATZ If the witness has one think

Im entitled to that

MR RICH And believe the pending

question prior Your Honor was what the language of

the statute was So If the question is what his

memory skills are suppose he could ask him that

without the statute in front of him If its to be

probative would suggest he have the statutory

language in front of him

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Well which question

would you like to ask Mr Katz

MR KATZ Well Id like -- think the

witness is prepared to answer He has opened his

testimony and Im interested in the witness

understanding as to what this test Is

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON So what is his

understanding of the -- of the legislative test

MR KATZ If he has one

THE WITNESS Am allowed to read my own

testimony before answer the question

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Of course

Page 6596

MR KATZ Absolutely

THE WITNESS believe the statute states

that the Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel as it

determined license rates and terms that most clearly

represent the rates and terms that would have been

negotiated in the marketplace between willing buyer

and willing seller

BYMR.KATZ

And you dont disagree with that do you

Quite the contrary spent quite bit

of time yesterday explaining why thought that was

sensible standard

And what the Panel has to do is to

establish rates and terms that most clearly represent

what would have been negotiated in the marketplace by

willing buyer and willing seller isnt that

right

think you read it correctly yes

And the marketplace is marketplace in

which there are five major record companies isnt

that right

No dont think you can draw that
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inference that thats what the marketplace means In

that context

Why not

Well we discussed this at some length

yesterday and theres also quite discussion in my

testimony about the legislative history and the other

background that -- that believe if you analyze this

from an economic perspective and understand the

discussion for example in the legislative history

about that this is reasonable rate which is --

which has long history in copyright and the -- the

logic of the compulsory license mechanism in

conjunction with antitrust immunity that the way to

interpret this is as hypothetical relating to

negotiation that leads to an outcome similarto what

would occur in hypothetical competitive market

Soyou
would grant you that the word

competitive doesnt appear there and havent

daimed that it does What gave was my perspective

on this as an economist as to what is coherent

interpretation of that phraseology

Page 6598

Well the word hypothetical doesnt

appear there at all and the word competitive

doesnt appear there at all And the word stable

doesnt appear there at all does it

right

No

It refers to the marketplace isnt that

Youre just quoting Im not going to

argue with you about your quoting of the language

But thats what the Panel has to do The

Panel has to focus on the marketplace and think about

what willing buyers and willing sellers would do

isnt that right

Areyou asking me anything other than

whether youve quoted the language correctly

Isnt that right Thats what the Panel

has to do
The Panel has to -- Fm not going to tell

the Panel what the Panel has to do The Panel is

going to interpret the statute Im giving the Panel

21 the benefit of my economic perspective on that and

22 the Panel is goIng to decide whether they accept it or
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Page 6599 Page 6601

what It is

And willing seller is seller that has

the right to withhold the product isnt that right

In hypothetical competitive market

thats correct yes

That would be one of the differences

between what the Panel looks at here and the real

world in which the owners of sound recording

copyrights have no right to withhold product isnt

that right

Yes

Now you concluded that you wanted to look

at hypothetical competitive market Now what would

it mean to have competitive market for sound

recording copyrights

Well what it would mean -- and again

this would be hypothetical -- would be that you would

have multiple parties who like the RIAA can offer

blanket license to the right of performance of sound

recordings for the major record labels

Page 6600

Sothis-

And those competing licensors would each

be trying to sell their version of this blanket

license in competition with each other

Now copyright owner under the law has

an exclusive right to the works and the copyright --

copyrIghted work that he owns isnt that right

MR RICH May ask the Panel -- through

the Panel Mr Katz clarification of under the

law Are we talking about under Section 114 absent

Section 114 solely under 106 without reference to

other provisions of the Copyright Act The question

is vague as posed

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Mr Katz do you want

to clarify

MR KATZ dont understand the

objection asked very easy to understand

question and he made an objection which seemed to

have nothing to do with my question My question is

about the scope of the copyright If the witness

doesnt understand that he can tell me so

ARBITRATOR VON KANN The question again

was

MR KATZ That the copyright grants the

owner the exclusive right with respect to the work

ARBITRATOR VON KANN And your question

is under the state of the law as it now exists --

MR KATZ Yes

ARBITRATOR VON KANN if they --

MR RICH find the question

unintelligible because --

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Overruled

MR RICH Thankyou

ThE WITNESS Well Im not lawyer My

understanding of how copyrights work Is that the owner

of the copyright in general controls how that

copyright is to be used or not used It seems to me

though that sort of by definition If Congress has

said theres compulsory license then at least as

practIcal matter theres sense In which the owner of

that particular copyright -- In this case the right of

publk performanceof sound recordings over these

digital media is not as practical matter

exdusive because other people can use it without that

Page 6602

without the explicit approval of that -- the rights

holder

BY MR KATZ

Well but statutory licenses to one side

the idea of copyright is to grant monopoliesand the

rights with respect to specific creative works isnt

that right

So you are now talking about copyrights

other than the one thats at issue in this proceeding

Im talking about copyrights in general

Professor Isnt that your understanding

Well subject to what weve just been

talking about in terms of limitations that are placed

by the statute

Lets assume that theres no compulsory

license for the moment and just go back to

hypothetical competitive world In that hypothetical

competitive world copyright owners have monopolies

with respect to their own Individual creative works

Nàw is there any reason why an individual

21 would choose to compete with himself by licensing

22 different people to license his creative work in

not dont have any pretentions that am the --

the font of statutory interpretation The language is
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competition with one another

MR RICH Object to the form of the

question The question was preceded by statement by

counsel which was not adopted by the witness about

monopoly power of the copyright owners It was

followed by question based on that premise

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Could we hear the

question again please

MR KATZ Do we have the capability to

read back questions here or is it easier for me to

reformulate it

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON It would be easier to

reformulate it

MR KATZ mean can repeat it

asked the witness to assume were in hypothetical

world now in which copyright owners have exdusive

rights to their works Can you think of any reason

why rational copyright owner in that world would

choose to compete with himself by licensing multiple

people to license his owned --
exclusively-owned work

MR RICH Thats different question to

which have no objection

Page 6604

ThE WITNESS dont see how -- if Im

copyright owner Ive written book or something

else thats copyrightable dont see how my

authorizing multiple agents to license that on my

behalf is competing with myself any more than if Im

trying to sell my house might list it with multiple

listing services and try to sell it in that way The

multiple listing service is in effect an agent for

me
think the way that market would work

subject -- and this is hypothetical because of the

transactions costs issues it raises the way that

market would work would be that as rights holder

would deal with as many different licensing agencies

as provided me with appropriate returns on my

intellectual property

Each of those competing licensing agencies

would sell blanket licenses at rate which covered

the underlying value of the works which may well

reflect monopoly to the owners of those individual

works because they do monopolizethem

And in addition It would reflect

Page 6605

competitive return to the aggregation and licensing

function that they are performing and they would each

collect that money and they would send It to authors

and the authors would all
-- or the rights holders

could all recover the value as they see it and they

could insist on any value they want because as you

say they could control those works

But we could still have competitive

market in this hypothetical We could still have

competitive market for the aggregate licensing

function and think that that Is hypothetical that

one can meaningfully think about

BY MR KATZ

Do copyright owners do that now license

multiplepeople to license their work

No And the reason they dont is because

the transactions costs problem which make that

hypothetical unrealistic in the real world and also

the structure of the way the licensing organizations

have evolved make that some combination of Infeasible

and unattractive

Well remind me -- if there are five

Page 6606

owners of sound recording copyrights why do

transactional costs make that unfeasible

Well thought -- Im sorry thought

we were talking now about rights holders In general

You had asked me to step back and talk about the

copyright law so my -- my last few answers were

responsive to that posing of the question

Well so youre assuming world in which

there are hundreds of different owners of these

10 copyrights Was that an assumptionthat you built

11 into my hypothetical When you started talking about

12 transactional costs making it infeasible so where did

13 that come from

14 Now youve asked about five questions so

15 should explain my previous answers or should --

16 or do you want to start over

17 Where did this impracticality from

18 transactions costs come from

19 It Is not an assumption that when were

20 talking about copyrights in general which was your

21 question there are thousands of owners of such

22 copyrights Thats not an assumption thats fact

Page 6603
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Page 6607

If you want me now to discuss specifically copyrights

for sound recordings Id be happy to do that but

that was not your previous question

All right Well lets go back to this

general situation We have thousands of copyright

owners Are you aware of any that have chosen to

license their works by having multiple people offering

the works for them in competition with one another

Well you keep putting the in competition

with one another and to me that -- dont know what

you mean by that If what you mean by that is that

the agents are competing with each other to be the

licensor thats one thing If what you mean by that

is that the underlying rights holders are somehow

competing with themselves as explained dont

think multiple licensing implies that

Well you tell me how is your competitive

market going to work own the copyright on

valuable song and valuable sound recording And

want to maximizethe value for that Now how am

going to in theoretical world license that

Well in theoretical world there could

Page 6608

be and dont think there would be hundreds -- but

there could be non-trivial number of people who are

in the business of offering blanket licenses and in

effect managing the flow of monies from the users of

those licenses back to the rights holders

So for example as an owner of sound

recording or catalog of sound recordings could say

want to receive cents or fractions of cent

every time my work is publicly performed And will

license anybody who wishes to be my agent to transfer

that to broadcasters on the condition that every time

my song Is performed get that amount of money

And so and you and everyone else in

this rcom could go in the business of collecting such

licenses from sound recording owners and then offering

to radio stations or to webcasters that for lump sum

fee they can broadcast all of -- any of the sound

recordings in my repertoire and will collect the

money and will distribute it to the various people

who have signed op with me in order to create this

repertoire

Now in that world an individual rights

Page 6609

holder actually does indeed have an incentive to make

sure that they sign up with everybody who is doing

this because otherwise theres possibility that If

dont sign up with Jack and Jack tums out to be

very successful in marketing this product that Im

going to lose potential revenue stream because

Jacks customers arent going to be produdng revenues

that get

So if we could solve the transactions cost

problem of this multiple licensing in fact what

would happen is youd have multiple licensing agents

each of which would have if you like sub-license or

intermediate license agreements with essentially all

users They would offer those in competition with

each other

The price at which that sells in the

marketplace to the radio station or the webcaster

would be the sum of what all of the underlying

individual rights holders demand for their works

because they can demand whatever they want The guy

who wrote or the guy who you know -- Bruce

Springsteen performed
-- created given performance

Page 6610

He can ask whatever he wants for that performance or

his record label can

So wed add up what all of those

Individual guys demand Wed put on top of It in

effect what it costs to operate this system Ive

got to have big computer and rye got to keep track

of this so Id have some costs as the agent And

that would be the competitive price for this blanket

iicense

And one can imagine that as hypothetical

benchmark and It has nothing to do with and Is in no

way inconsistent with the underlying rights holders

holding monopoly on theIr creative works

But Professor Jaffe if there are five

major record companies that control sound recording

copyrights and if this is the efficient way to

license their work why arent they doing that in the

real world

didnt say it was the efficient way

Isnt the efficient way for the owner of

21 monopoly rights to exploit his monopoly to tightly

22 control the licensing In that desirable good
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Page 6611

Well it depends on what you mean by

efficient As weve discussed there are

transactions costs associated with licensing And

just because there are only five that makes the

transactions costs less than If there were 5000 But

it doesnt mean that the transactions costs are not an

issue

And therefore the question of whether

the efficient ovØrªll way to license these works is

through whole set of bilateral arrangementsor

through some kind of centralized mechanism is -- Is

sort of factual question as to how complex that

would be and how much it would cost

Congress in my view has in effect cut

through that set of factual questions and has said

theres going to be compulsory license and theres

going to be -- where there can be an agent who acts

on behalfof the record companies

suppose if the law could have been

passed and then the five record labels could have all

saId oh we dont need the RIAA go away were not

going to give the RIAA authority to license on our

Page 6612

behalf were each going to see what we can do

individually even in the presence of the compulsory

license that could have happened They chose not to

do that So we have what we have

Im sorry Professor The individual

record companies have chosen not to license on their

own Is that your testimony

didnt say that They have not made the

choice to withhold from the RIM the ability to

negotiate on their behalf is what said They could

have but thats not the choice they made

In the marketplace willing sellers of

sound recordings have not chosen to create these

multiple competing agencies isnt that right

That is correct

Now in thinking about willing seller in

this marketplace for sound recordings would willing

seller consider the possibility that people listening

to streams will In fact intercept those streams

turn them into downloads and then recirculate them

Yes

Would willing seller in this marketplace

Page 6613

thInk about the possibility that hackers will be able

to hack Into some of these servers with enormous

numbers of sound recordings on them intercept those

files and circulate those

If thats real possibilIty yes

Would willing seller consider the

possibilIty that the multiplicity of webcasters the

ease of entry into webcastlng and the focus of some

webcasters on very narrow genres that that

10 combination might create so many choices in the

11 marketplace that some people will by fewer COs than

12 they had before

13 Yes

In this marketplace would willing

seller consider with respect to promotional

possibilities that theres really no way to control

the specific songs that webcaster Is going to stream

or the specific geographical area In which those songs

will be accessible

guess dont really see how that

affects the promotional value so Im not sure --

mean you ask me might they consider suppose they

might but dont see what it is there theyd be
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considering

If they felt that it was Important to

control promotional playing of music with respect to

geographical area and tIming then thats something

willing seller would consider isnt that tight

think you just asked me if they thought

this was importantwould they consider it And

guess the answer to that is yes

Now would willing seller in market

like this consider the fact that these ventures are

new and risky for the buyers and therefore theres

some chance that the buyer wont last very long

Again dont see howthat affects the

willingness to sell But if youve got something in

mind that havent thought of and if you want to

posit that they think its important they might

consider It

Well can you think of any reason why

vendor entering into long-term contractual

relationship with payments to be made at various

dates over the future might consider the riskinessof
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the venture in deciding how to price that deal or

whether to go into the deal at all

Well as long as the payments are

structured in such way to be reasonably tied to the

use of the right over the course of the agreement --

mean and were not talking about really long-term

agreements here were talking about two two-year

periods
-- and as long as you can tie the payments to

the use of the right dont see why youd care

whether after using it for some period of timeand

paying for that period of time the guy goes away

Well lets look at little history here

What period of years is this panel setting

rates for

98 99 2000 and 2001

And these webcasters whove been using

the compulsory license since 1998 have they paid

anything so far to the record companies

No

And are there any webcasters who have

disappeared over the course of the last two years

Yes

Well youve mixed two things together

If were talking about the reliance on the compulsory

license its true that you get to perform and delay

payment If were talking about hypothetical

willing buyer or willing seller negotiation then

presumablyyou are negotiating contractual

arrangement perspectively And dont see in that

context why the willing seller would be concemed that

Im negotiating two-year deal but the guy who Im

negotiating with might die before the deal is over

As long as time the payments which in willing

buyer willing seller freely negotiated framework Id

be able to do -- as long as timed the payments to

reflect the use of the work dont see why would

care

So willing seller in that situation

would protect himself by induding perhaps advanced

payments

Well or timed in some way to coincide
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with the use of the -- with the use of the property

It could be some two-up basis as long as there wasnt

too big lag that allowed for somebody to use the

property and then disappear without paying

Now would willing seller in entering

into contract with the buyer In brand new market

which some people believe has enormous potential

upside take that into consideration in the

negotiation

Yes think they might for example sell

the rights at lower rate than they would otherwise

sell It in order to foster the development of the

potential thats there wIth the knowledge that If the

new medium does develop they will have the

opportunity later on to recoup greater royalties

Or would he perhaps seek some terms in

the agreement which would give him share of that

upside If it developed during the course of the

agreement

He might seek that yes

Now Professor Jaffe in doing the

analysis that you were called upon to do here In
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assessing what rates and terms most clearly represent

the rates and terms that would have been negotiated in

the marketplace between willing buyer and willing

seller the best approach would have been to have used

actual agreements between sound recording licensors

and webcaster licensees isnt that right

If you had available agreements that you

belIeve to represent reasonable rates for users that

are comparable to the users that are being licensed by

the proceeding think that would have been the best

thing to do

If you had rates and terms negotiated in

the marketplace between willIng buyers and willing

sellers youd use them isnt that right

Not necessarily for the reasons that

just explained

So even though the panels mission is to

18 estabiish the rates and terms that most clearly

19 represent the rates and terms that would have been

negotiated in the marketplace between willing buyer

21 and willing selleryou would not prefer to use

22 rates that have been negotiated and terms that have
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And do you suppose willing seller back

in 1998 might have considered that possibility in

setting rates
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been negotiated in the marketplace between willing

buyers and willing sellers

No dont think said that What

said was if you have set of agreements between the

RIM and webcasters those may or may not be good

evidence of willing buyers and willing sellers in the

marketplace If they are then that would be great

If theyre not you shouldnt use them

So what you would need to do is scrutinize

those agreements and see if they were really

agreements made between willing buyers and willing

sellers isnt that right

You would want to scrutinize those

agreements as described yesterday to see whether

the rates and terms that they contain are in fact

likely to be indicative of the rates in

willing
-- between willing buyers and willing sellers

in the marketplace within the overall framework of the

statute mean there is other stuff in there that

explains what Congress in my view meant by that

Now what did you do to analyze the

agreement between the RIM and its licensees to
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determine whether or not those were In fact rates

and terms negotiated in the marketplace between

willIng buyers and willing sellers

Well at the time wrote my direct

testimony since the contracts all contaIn

confidentiality provisions didnt know anything

about them so couldnt scrutinize them

explained both in my written testimony and yesterday

why conceptually there would be reasons to be cautious

there but didnt have them available to scrutinize

do now have them available as well as

various information regarding the drcumstances under

which they were negotiated And Ive just begun to

review that Information Im not prepared as sit

here to testify with respect to that

ARBITRATOR GUUN Can you tell us what

youd be looking for

THE WITNESS Yeah mean think what

would be looking for would be to see whether the

concerns at conceptual level that expressed

yesterday were in fact manifest Is there evidence

that some of the -- or some of the licensees didnt
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understand the process Is there evidence that some

of the licensees cared lot about gettIng deal

signed quickly and felt that waIting for the panel

wasnt an adequate substitute Is there evidence that

the licensees felts that they were getting something

by doing voluntary deal with the RIM for the

streaming rights that they couldnt otherwise get Is

there evidence that there were people who felt that

reliance on the CARP was either going to be expensive

of problematic for them because their circumstances

are sort of different than the typical circumstances

that were likely to be the focus of the CARP

Those are factual questions If there Is

significant evidence of those kinds of reasons why the

statutory license wasnt going to be reasonable

substitute then would be indined to say that those

agreements dont reflect willing buyers and willing

sellers for this narrow right in the context of the

statute

ARBITRATOR GULIN Now what If you didnt

find substantial evidence in those things

TIlE W1TNESS Well think as indicated

to Mr Katz if you didnt find that evidence then

think you would say weve got agreements that are

closely related to the ones that -- or that involve

closely related rights to the ones that were

licensing here And if the drcumstances were

comparable then that would be the best evidence

Iwouldnt--Idbethefirsttosayl
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wouldnt go to musicalworks and over-the-air radio if

had available to me evidence of reasonable rates for

sound recordings on the Intemet

ARBITRATOR GUUN Let me ask you one

other question And that is whith would be in your

view better benthmark the RIM webcaster

agreements or an agreement between webcaster and an

individual label All else being equal

THE WITNESS Well think if you

17 had -- well first of all if were talking about an

18 agreement with an individual label it would have to

19 be for the same rights not an agreement with label

20 for something else

21 think if we had an agreement with an

22 individual label -- Id have to think about that
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guess that would be -- some of the -- theres sort of

less-- less concern in the sense of the collective

think youd fundamentally ask in effect the same

question about whether they thought that their other

option was viable option

If their only other option was to deal

with the RIAA then Im not sure would believe that

the individual label was in effect competing with

the RIM But potentially that could be useful

ARBITRATOR GULIN Thank you

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Let me just ask

follow-up there

One of the things find little

difficult about our mission is the reference to

willing buyer and willing seller Now the fact is

that theres many buyers and they are not all

identical And thats not unique to this market Im

sure

You referred moment ago to the fact that

some buyers might be very interested in getting

something resolved quickly would suppose in lots

of markets thats the case Some buyers have
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greater -- theyre more games players Theyre

willing to hang on for while and see what happens to

prices Maybe Ill be able to buy it cheaper maybe

wont Other people say Ive got to get this

settled need to get on need to tell my

investors and my stockholders

So the fact that theres some difference

in the ettent to which buyers are eager to get it

settled and move doesnt strike me as unusual or evil

10 or anything else its probably just human nature

11 guess when you said moment ago in

12 looking at these agreements if you saw evidence for

13 example that some of them cared lot about getting

14 result quickly that wouldnt seem to me to indicate

15 that the person isnt necessarily willing buyer

16 hes just willing buyer of particular type--

17 willing buyer who doesnt like to wait around lot

18 And guess the problem might be

that -- focusing on that single factor for moment

What youd want to know suppose is -- guess in

normal situation youd have some of those folks and

youd have some that wait awhile And somehow the
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averaging out would sort of lead you to kind of fair

market price And our problem Is were too early in

the process

Is that what youre saying Because It

doesnt seem to me that being eager to close deal is

immediately disqualifier ftom being willing buyer

Thats my question

ThE WiTNESS understand think there

are two slightly different issues that arise when

thinking about for example the timing issue One is

an issue sort of of comparability were where those

guys the ones that RIM need to deal

with comparable and were the situationscomparable

to the situations where you have to assign rate

Because otherwise you might have some pause about

making that transfer But thats actually the more

minor issue

think the issue that was focusing

on was the statute doesnt say that most dearly

represent the rates and terms that were negotiated in

the marketplace they say would have been negotiated

in the marketplace So theres dearly some
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contemplation of.this being hypothetical

And then later on it says you may

consider actual agreements that have taken place It

doesnt say you should consider which to me suggests

that Congress had this same notion that well that

might be good information but youve got to look at

it with skeptical eye and analyze it

And my issue on the timing youre

absolutely right that in marketplace in general

there are different people who have different

valuations for various reasons My issue on the

timing was very specifically related to the question

of whether or not one can presume that because of the

existence of the compulsorylicense what would

otherwise be dear presumption that the RIM is

acting with market power is in fact mitigated or

eliminated

So while as agree with you in general

19 theres different people they have different timing

20 and thats not somethingwe worry about in this

21 specific context lf.were going to rely on the RIM

22 agreements weve got to get by the presumption that
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absent the compulsory license the RIAA would have

market power If the compulsory license Is good

substitute think that solves the market power

problem And so the question is is it good

substitute And in that very specific context the

tIming becomes more important potentially again

factual question

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Okay thank you

BY MR KATZ

10 As usual the panel asks better question

11 than would and thereby speeds me up But let me

12 dip Into this area little bit anyway

13 Professor you would expect that If the

14 panel is going to set reasonable rate that the

15 people who negotiate deals with the RIAA in advance of

16 the panels decision would be people who feel they can

17 get somethingbetter than reasonable royalty rate

18 Isnt that right

19 No dont think thats right

20 Well why not Why would somebody sign

21 deal if they didnt feel they were going to get

22 something better than reasonable royalty rate
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Because as just explained they ræay

feel that the thing that theyre getting when you

consider the entire drcumstances Is better than

waiting for the panel would agree with you that

at least with respect to buyers who are well informed

if they agreed to sign deal with the RIAA they felt

that that was better for them in total than relying on

the panel

That doesnt mean that they believe that

the rate itself was reasonable It may mean -- and

again this is factual issue It may mean that they

concluded they would rather pay an unreasonable rate

than wait for the outcome than pay the cost of

sitting through this proceeding than whatever the

other considerations that addressed

But In that case they have conduded that

theyve been offeredsomething by the RIM thats more

advantageous for them than reasonable rate as to be

set by the panel isnt that your testimony

The entire package of what theyre

getting which may include access to the record labels

and other things think -- and again assuming

theyre well informed which is separate issue

think its fair to condude that they believed that

that was more advantageous than relying on the

reasonable rate to be set by this panel

And so in that situation what the RIM is

doing is providing these webcasters with more

desirable option than the reasonable rates to be

established by the panel isnt that right

The overall package of what theyre

getting from the RLAA is more desirable from the

perspective of licensee than what the licensee

expects to get from the panel assuming the ilcensee

is well Informed

And the panel should take that into

account In scrutinizing these licenses which Is that

these licenses are presumably licenses which provide

the webcasters with better terms than the reasonable

terms that the panel will be setting everything

induded Isnt that right

Well dont think thats right

assume by the use of the word terms you mean terms

in the sense of terms and conditions to be set by the
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panel And dont think that thats right think

that part of what the webcaster may desire is as

said the resolution of the uncertainty dont

think that means that the terms In any meaningful

sense of the voluntarily negotiated agreement are

superior to the terms and conditions that the licensee

expected to get from the proceeding

Lets put to one side this issue of

information which weii get to in minute But

10 youve agreed with me have you not that the entire

11 bundle that the webcaster was able to get from the

12 RIM for whatever reason was deemed by that

13 webcaster to be more advantageous for him than set

14 of reasonable rates and terms to be established by the

15 panei

16 Yes

17 Andtherefore converseiy the panel In

18 doing Its job should understand when it reviews these

19 bundles of terms and provisions negotiated by the RIM

20 with the webcasters that these were viewed by those

21 webcasters as more advantageous than the reasonable

22 rates and terms which the panel will be setting
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Well you said something about bundle of

terms and conditions dont think its bundle of

terms and conditions Its really bundle of

circumstances which may include for example

belief on the part of the licensee that theyre not

going to have access to the record labels for other

rights that they need if they dont do this voluntary

deal And if that -- if you put that into the mix as

part of the bundle of what the licensee was evaluating

and judging to be more advantageous then agree

they thought it was more advantageous

Whether the panel
-- how the panel takes

that into account Is up to them My view would be

that if that is what made the bundle more

advantageous then dont see how the panel takes It

Into account other than to conclude that that

particular transaction doesnt really provide evidence

regarding what would have been negotiated in the

marketplace between willing buyer and willing

seller for the right that the panel is attempting to

value

Unless somebody could do some sort of
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adjustment and price that out couldnt one

Yes As think we discussed yesterday

in principle one could think about trying to make an

adjustment for that dont -- when you talk about

the inclusion of such Intangibles wouldnt know how

to make the adjustment think the chairman

yesterday suggested that he did think But in

principle one could --

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON That was irony

ThE WITNESS Oh missed it

In principle one could try to adjust for

Lets turn to the information side for

moment

You gave some testimony yesterday that

information tends to spread slowly among participants

in market

think what said is its not

instantaneous dont know quite what you mean by

slowly But did say its not necessarily

Instantaneous
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Have you ever made study of the speed at

which information migrates over the Internet

No

Have you looked at any of the Web sites of

DIMA or the webcaster organization or any of the

other organized groupsof webcasters as to what

theyve said about the CARP process and about

negotiating with the RIAA

No dont think have

Have you discussed with any of your

webcaster clients what information they had and what

information they were making available to other

webcasters about the prospects for going through the

current process

15 To limited extent yes

16 And what do you know in that regard

17 Well again this was not systematic

18 endeavor to analyze this But people say we think

19 what the RIM is proposing is ridiculous but we know

20 there are people out there that dont seem to

21 understand whats going on Im not relying on any of

22 that kind of anecdotal impression but have had some
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those conversations

Have you looked at the Web sites for DiMA

and for webcaster.org to see what theyre telling

webcasters

dont think so

Let me turn now to the analysis that you

did here of ASCAP BMI and SESAC agreements in the

over-the-airmarketplace

Now you agree dont you that an

10 argument can be made that any determination of the

11 relative overall value of musical composition

12 performing rights and sound recording performance

13 rights is inherently arbitrary

14 No dont think agree with that

15 And why is that

16 CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Let me ask you to keep

17 your voice up

18 THE WITNESS Im sorry

19 Why do think its not arbitrary

20 BY MR KATZ

21 Why do you disagree with my proposition

22 Professor
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Well think that we have evidence on the

value of the royalties that are paid in certain

contexts and we have data that can be used to draw

some inferences about the value of promotion As

matter of economics those can be combined to estimate

the overall value of the performing right in the

musical work So dont think that thats --

forget your exact words but it was something like

essentially arbitrary

10 Well yes But can an argument be made

11 that the determination of the overall value of musical

12 composition performance rights and sound recording

13 performance rights is arbitrary

14 MR RICH Object to the form Argument

15 can be made about anything which is the predicate of

16 that question

17 ARBITRATOR VON KANN plausible

18 argument good argument

19 MR KATZ Why dont leave it to the

20 professor He seemed to disagree with that And

21 want to see if he really does

22 CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Overruled
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THE WITNESS mean what believe is

that there are elements of arbitrariness in any such

evaluation as there are in many economic calculation

but -- and suppose someone could make some argument

that the whole thing is arbitrary but cant think

of what that argument would be think if youve got

data thats available that is economically relevant

and you use It in sensible and conservative way the

result is not arbitrary

BY MR KATZ

Professor do you have your prepared

statement in front of you

Yes

Let me ask you to turn to paragraph 23 on

15 page 16

You talk here about sound recordings and

musical works You say The musical work is

inextricably intertwined with the sound recording

itself in produdng the value of the public

performance In most cases to make the performances

at issue user needs both rights

And then you say Indeed an argument can
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be made that any determination of the relative overall

value of the two rights is Inherently arbitrary

Now what did you mean by that

What meant by that is that from the

users point of view which is whats being

discussed here -- what really need is the right to

perform And in principle that has value to me
From my point of view dont really care

how thats divided up between value thats

10 assodated with the right to perform the musical work

11 and value thats associated with the right to

12 perform the sound recording

13 So any determination of that relative

14 value from the buyers point of view is basically

15 arbitrary You could say from the buyers point of

16 view that the sound recording has all the value and

17 the musical work right has no value Or you could say

18 that the musical work has all the value and the sound

19 recording has none wouldnt care as the user It

20 doesnt matter to me What care about is the total

21 since Ineed both

22 And where is it in this paragraph that you
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explain that thIs Is the users perspective as opposed

to yours

Well this previous sentence is The

musical work is inextricably Intertwined with the

sound recording itself in producing the value of the

public performance So were talking about creating

the value of the public performance And then it

says To make the performances at issue user needs

both rights

Yes And where does it explain that this

argument is an argument that the user would make and

not an argument that you would make

Well the previous sentence Is talking

about the user

But you certainly yourself dont feel that

determination of the relative overall value of the

two rights Is Inherently arbitrary

.A Well think in the context of the

willing buyer/willing seller standard for

value -- there are other standards that one could use

for value But within the context of the willing

buyer/willing seller standard for value for the
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reasons explained yesterday think theres

strong argument that theyre equal And therefore

its not arbitrary as to how you divide it

Well omitted the footnote So lets

look at the explanatory footnote after the inherently

arbitrary sentence

And in the explanatory footnote you say

As discussed further below the idea that the overall

value of the two rights cannot be distinguished

doesnt Imply the royalty rate should be the same

Now what do you mean there when you say

that the overall value of the two rights cannot be

distinguished

Again its referring to the concept

above that the user needs both and therefore has

value for the combination of the two but doesnt

really care about which one is worth more

And therefore any efforts to compare the

value of the sound recording right and the value of

the musical work right Is inherently arbitrary isnt

that right

No
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Why not

dont have anything to add than what

Ive already said

All right

Markets for musical compositions and sound

recordings have very
different demand and cost

characteristics isnt that right

No thats not

Markets for musical compositions and sound

recordings have the same demand and cost

characteristics isnt that right

Are you talking about -- is that

shorthand for markets for the right in public

performance of each of those things or are you

intentionally dropping the right of public performance

and talking about the musical works and the sound

recordings themselves

Well is there an established market for

the value of performance rights in those things

There is an established market in certain

contexts for the right of public performance and

22 musical works There is not an established market in
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the right of public performance and sound recordings

So if were talking about markets were

talkIng about existing markets for musical

compositions and sound recordings And in the markets

in which there are established values for musical

composItions and sound recordings are there identical

demand and cost characteristics

Well you may be talking about existing

markets Im not Im talking about existing markets

10 as well as markets that are developing or that could

11 hypothetically develop And In those markets which

12 are the ones that the statute asked us to think about

13 think that the demand characteristics for the sound

14 recordings and the musical works are identical And

15 for the reasons articulated yesterday and the way

16 that It Is relevant for the willing buyer/willing

17 seller tests the costs are also Identical

18 Lets look at the cost side It costs

19 more to produce sound recording than musical

20 composition Isnt that right

21 It costs more to produce sound recording

22 than musical work but it does not cost more to
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produce performance of an existing sound recording

than it does to produce performance of an existing

musical work

Well thats like saying that any

intangible property has no marginal cost isnt that

right

Its closely related Im not sure

would say any intangible property has not marginal

cost But would agree that my point about the cost

being irrelevant Is one that would apply to many cases

in which intangible property is licensed

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON If theres point of

agreement between you thats probably the perfect

time to take the morning break

MR KATZ Its not bad one but well

have logical stopping place in about five minutes

if youll give me five more Or we can stop now if

the panel prefers

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Well sure if you

would like to go for live minutes

MR KATZ Were in the middle of string

22 here
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When computer software has been written

theres no marginal cost involved to making it

available to another user isnt that right

ThE WiTNESS wouldnt say theres no

marginal cost would say theres little marginal

cost thaVs typically low

BY MR KATZ

And therefore the same analysis that

youve done here that licensor will always license

at whatever price is available would apply to the

licensing of all computer software isnt that right

Well the premise in your question about

the conclusion Ive drawn is just false didnt say

that said that there is negotiation between

buyer with certain valuation and user of-- sorry

start over

There is negotiation between potential

buyer of the intellectual property and potentIal

licensor of the intellectual property certainly

did not suggest that the result of that is that the

licensor will necessarily agree to anything specific

They will agree to what they chooseto bargain for
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The point that was making was that going

into that negotiation the position of the licensor of

the musical work is the same as the position of the

licensor of the sound recording that Is theyve

created this Intangible and they want to get out of

this negotiation what they can get

And Im not making an empirical prediction

that any particular seller of sound recording

performance right is going to get the same amount as

any particular seller of musical work performing

right All Im saying Is that going Into that

hypothetical negotiation their positions are the

same which is that theyve got this intangible

theyve created that they want to now get as much

revenue for as they can

But dont sellers in negotiations like

that consider their cost structure in producing the

next unit of work for the next licensing negotiation

Im sorry Could you just repeat that

Doesnt the willing seller in

negotiation like that consider the cost structure that

will be entailed and the next unit of profit that will
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be created for the next negotiation

If you want to reflect on that Professor

we can take our break now and you can think about It

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Why dont we take the

break At any point that you have questions or want

the question rephrased or asked again youre entitled

to that

til

Lets take our break and come back at 10

Whereupon the foregoing matter went off

the record at 1031 a.m and went back on

the record at 1050 a.m

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay Were ready to

proceed then

BY MR KATZ

Professor left you with question

Yes

And if you have an answer to that please

feel free to give it If you prefer me to formulate

another question Ill try and do that

No do have an answer

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Can you remind us the

question
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THE WiTNESS Should remind you of the

question or should we let Mr Katz do that

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON IVs probably better

to let Mr Katz do that

BY MR KATZ

My question was in substance Professor

Jaffe in the real world of willing buyers and willing

sellers negotiating Intellectual property rights

dont the sellers consider the costs that they

incurred In developing that intellectual property and

the costs that they can expect to incur in developing

the next unit of intellectual property for the next

negotiation

Let me start my gMng the answer that the

economics of bargaining gives as formal manner and

then Ill comment on whether think that really

applies In the real world

The economic of bargaining is actually

quite clear on this point What the economics of

bargaining says is that when buyer and seller

meet in negotiation they each hØve what we call
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reservation price And for the buyer the reservation

price is the price below which they simply will not

go No matter what happens they will walk away from

negotiations rather than --

Thank you said that backwards The

buyers reservation price is the price above which

they will not go Theyll walk away from the

negotiation rather than go higher than that price

And the seller has reservation price which isa

price below which they will not go Theyll walk away

from negotiations rather than go below that price

And that further the reservation price of

each party is determined by their next best

alternative In other words If they do walk away

from this negotiation what can they do with the thing

that we were negotiating over So If Im seller and

Im selling my house and know that can sell it to

this person for or can put it for auction and

Ill get wont go below that price

Now in the case of intellectual property

as we talked about yesterday there really is no next

best alternative with respect to the licensing of the
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property to particular property for particular

use If that particular party doesnt want to use the

property
-- mean have other things can do with

the property can license it to other people but

can do that anyway can license to all those

other people whether or not license to this party

So in terms of my next best alternative

my next best alternative really gives me no

incremental revenue relative to making the deal here

So what the theory would say as formal matter is

that the reservation price of the seller is zero and

then whats going to happen in the negotiation is

theyre going to arrive at some point between zero and

the buyers reservation price And where they end up

will be determined by the bargaining between the

parties and the so-called bargaining power of the

different parties

So in that formal sense in terms of the

literature the answer to Mr Katz question is the

seller doesnt consider these sunk costs when

licensing intellectual property

Now thats controversial and iot of
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people find that counterintuitive think that if

were talking about seller licensing intellectual

property in context that represents very

significant component of the overall economic picture

for that intangibie its probably likely that that

zero reservation price isnt really the right way to

look at it

Suppose developed new drug and got

patent on that drug And Im thinking about

licensing that patent to some other company to all of

Europe Well the formal theory would say and Fm

going to sell it myself In the United States The

formal theory would say my reservation price is

essentiallyzero because if dont license

it assuming have no ability myself to use It in

Europe The formal theory would say if dont

license it for Europe Im just giving up the European

market and any amount can get is better than

nothing

think probably realistically in that

context what Im talking about major chunk of

what -- when developed the property probably
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thought was the market thats probably -- that may

not be realistic even though thats what the theory

says

But if were talking about very

incremental licensing of the property who is not going

to generate revenue that is large component of the

overall revenue or even which wasnt even anticipated

as revenue component at the time that the property

was created then think the insight of the formal

theory which is well if dont license it to

them its really just lost -- probably has more

bite And you approach at least the theoretical

prediction that the cost would be Irrelevant

14 In the context of sound recordings here

15 wouldnt the willing seller consider the possibility

16 that Internet use of sound recordings may become

17 important in the future and that by licensing the

18 right too low he would make it difficult for him to

19 capture sufficient revenue in future negotiations for

20 future sound recordings

21 ARBiTRATOR VON KANN While you think

22 about that Id like to get piece of paper left on
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my desk

THE WITNESS Sure

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON But you can go ahead

with your answer if you have it ready

THE WITNESS So solely in terms of

revenue now think that its true that potential

seller is going to take long-run view and think

about revenue from subsequent transactions The fact

that theres large potential down the road it seems

to me could cut either way

You could say Im going to sell it-- Im

going to hold out for high price now and hope that

that has precedential valUe either as legal matter

or In some psychological way down the road or

conversely you can say Im going to follow the

build-the-market strategy and sell It at lower price

than otherwise would now in order to help develop

that market which know will capture portion of

later on

So think if there is an expectation

about future revenue that would be part of the

thinking but dont know which way It cuts
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BYMR KATZ

If theres concern that this may be

revenue stream which is going to replace an existing

revenue stream isnt that something willing seller

will take Into account

MR RICH Can get darification for

Mr Katz as to what this is in reference to

MR KATZ dont understand the

objection

either

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON must say dont

MR RICH This is to replace dont

know what this is in reference to in the question

ARBITRATOR GULIN Hypothetically he just

told us

MR RICH If the witness understands

thats fine dont know what this is

THE WITNESS Could you just read it again

so can hear it again

MR KATZ Sure If the seller is

concerned that the revenue stream which it will be

getting from the licensing is in substance going to

replace and existing and predictable revenue stream

isnt that something that willing seller will take

into account In one of these negotiations

ThE WITNESS Yes

BY MR KATZ

Now in the world of physical goods the

owners of sound recording copyrights receive higher

revenues than the owners of musical composition

copyrights isnt that correct

10 By physical goods here you mean basically

11 CDs and other recordings

12 Yes hedrons as opposed to leptons as

13 sometimes say Physical matter as opposed to

14 electronic communications And in fact thats one

15 of the calculations you put in your report isnt that

16 right

17

18

19

20

21

Yeah just wanted to be clear dont

know why you were being oblique in terms of physical

matter and you didnt just say recordings So

wanted to understand So youre just talking about

CDs and other recordings

22 Well theyre all recordings but in terms
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of physical goods as opposed to electronic

communIcations of these recording the revenue stream

is greater for the owners of the sound recording

copyrights than the musical work copyrights Isnt

that correct

And just want to be sure understand

the question what youre -- is there something other

than CD5 and cassettes that youre talking about

Because if there is need to think about it If

10 there isnt then know the answer

11 Well there is vinyl and mini disks and

12 maybe there are some people buyIng 45s But In terms

13 of what one buys in music store as opposed to what

14 one streams over the Internet-- downloads over the

15 Internet -- you dont disagree that the revenues are

16 higher for the sound recordIng

17 If thats what were talking about then

18 agree the revenues for the creators of the sound

19 recording is greater than the revenues for the

20 composers and the publishers

21 And you dont disagree that the cost of

22 creating the sound recording is greater than the cost
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of creating the musical composition do you

MR RICH Objection asked and answered

ARBiTRATOR VON KANN Is it difference

in your question wasnt clear what it was

MR KATZ Well asked question about

revenues Im not asking question about costs

ARBiTRATOR GUUN He answered that

question quite while ago

MR KATZ dont think hes disagreed

with me and want to give him another chance

You dont disagree with that

THE WiTNESS dont disagree with that

BY MR KATZ

And to make sound recording requires

among other things the featured artist isnt that

right

In many cases yes

And background musicians

In many cases yes

And producer

dont know

And sound engineer

dont know

And composer

Presumably yes

And maybe others

are they

Perhaps

And theyre not all paid the same thing

No

And you wouldnt expect them to be paid

the same thing would you

Not necessarily no

Now in looking for your hypothetical

marketplace you testified that you ruled out the

ASCAP BMI and SESAC webcast agreements which are for

percentage of revenue isnt that right

wouldnt say ruled them out felt

that there were many of the same concerns that we

talked about with respect to the RIM agreements and

then in addition there were some practical numerical

problems with using that information But did not

use them

But you dont disagree that in

conceptual sense the rights there are closer to what

this panel Is being asked to value than the rights In

the agreements that you did look at

forget how many negatives you had in

that sentence dont disagree that they are doser

Now then you looked to ASCAP BMI SESAC

agreements with over-the-air radio stations and you

concluded you could do some analysis with those

making some adjustments and making some comparisons

isntthat right

Yes

Now radio is mature market with

predictable revenues and costs isnt that right

Yes

And radio stations require large Initial

investments In FCC licensing and In broadcasting

facilities Isnt that right

.A They require investments dont know

how large they are

More so than webcasting isnt that your

understanding

dont know

Have you read anything about the

investment required Initial investment required in

setting up webcasting business

guess Ive seen some numbers for the

cflents about the cost that theyve incurred before

recovering any profits which is investment from an

economic perspective But other than that havent

looked at that in systematic way

Now for radio stations adding listeners

10 entails little marginal costs but can result in

11 increased revenue isnt that right

12 It depends on how theyre added If

13 theyre added by Increasing market share within

14 given market that has little marginal cost depending

15 on whether you had to pay better Di or whatever to

16 do it or if theyre added by expanding the market

17 that may require larger antenna and so forth

Assuming that the radio station makes no

change in its content or operations and builds no new

transmission facilities each additional user is

21 likely to lead to additional revenue at no additional

22 costs isnt that right
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That is correct

In the radio world spectrum is scarce

commodity isnt that right

In some senses yes

And theres natural limit to the number

of radio stations that will be permitted in any

particular geographical area isnt that right

Yes

And in the radio world there Is

10 competition between music stations and non-music

11 stations isnt that right

12 dont know

13 You havent made study of that

14 No

15 And substantial part of the radio

16 audience consist of people In automobiles who have

17 limited other entertainment alternatives isnt that

18 right

19 Yes

20 The revenue for radio stations is

21 primarily from the sale of audio advertising isnt

22 that right

over the years for stations to consolidate Into

number of large networks isnt that right

Im not sure what you mean by network

think there has been tendency In terms of ownership

in recent years for consolidation

Indeedanumberof

webcaster -- broadcaster -- dients that you represent

here are large groups of radio stations isnt that

right

10 That is correct

11 And isnt It
likely

that over the longer

12 term in the Internet space there will be some

13 consolIdation of webcasting among smaller number of

14 stronger webcasters isnt that right

15 Was your question is It likely

16 Yes

17 Yeah think its probably likely

18 Now for webcaster adding additional

19 listeners will entail substantial marginal costs and

20 uncertaIn additional revenue isnt that right

21 For webcaster adding additional

22 listeners certainly incurs marginal cost How
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Yes

Indeed for radio stations thats

substantially all of their revenue isnt that right

Yes

Traditional radio broadcasts are analog

and theres limit to how much the.quality of the

audio in those broadcasts will be improving in the

future isnt that right

know that the answer to the first part

of your question is yes dont know the answer to

the second part of your question

Now Internet streaming on the other hand

is new industry with no established profitable

business model isnt that right

Yes think thats fair

At the moment webcasting is characterized

by large number of participants many of which will

probably turn out not to be viable isnt that right

think whether the number is large is

compared to what would agree that many of them

will not turn out to be viable

Theres been tendency in broadcast radio
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substantial it is Im not sure would opine about

And agree that the revenue associated with that

additional listenership would be uncertain

And in fact webcaster may choose to

actually make it more difficult for users to access

Its service in order to cut down the number of

listeners isnt that right

Its possible

Now the revenue from webcasters comes

from multiple sources isnt that right

Well for the most part it doesnt come at

all But in theoretical or potential sense it

comes from multiple sources

There Isnt much but its coming from

multiple directions Some of them do electronic

commerce and make some money from that

Yes

Some of them develop data on their users

and are able to receive some compensation by selling

that data

Are you asking me if have personal

knowledge of these things occurring or whether --
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Is that your understanding Professor

Thats my understanding yes

And is It also your understanding that the

webcasters are able to sell visual advertising space

on their Web pages or on their player

Yes

And Is it also your understanding that

webcasters can sometimes sell advertising space on the

users desktop in the form of Icons that are

10 downloaded along with their tuner software

11 dont know

12 Now the webcast transmissions are digital

13 music Isnt that right

Yes

And theres substantial possibility of

improvement in the sound quality of digital music in

the future Isnt that your understanding

Yes

And it is possible to capture digital

streams of music utilizing software tools In way

that really isnt feasible with radio isnt that

right
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Well Im not sure what you mean by your

question When you say in way that isnt feasible

agree with you you cant do it with software

typically for over the air There are ways of

recording over-the-airbroadcasts which are analogous

to the digital capture but theyre not the same

Weli are you aware for example that

theres utility called BitBop which will enabie you

to enter an artists name and then it will

automatically copy to your personal computer any songs

being streamed by that artist

Ive heard about that dont know any

13 of the details or how It work or whether It really

works or not

Theres no way to do that with analog

radio broadcasters there

Thats correct

Now when you looked at the ASCAP BMI

SESAC licenses with these radio broadcasters every

case those licenses were for fixed sums based on

percent of revenues isnt that right

And thats true of every single ASCAP

BMI SESAC radio lIcense that youve seen isnt that

right

Actually should qualify that What

collected were the numbers the dollar amounts

actually did not see the agreements It is my

understanding from my general knowledge that the BMI

and ASCAP licenses are percent of revenue lIcenses

dont actually know myself how SESAC licenses so

what got from the stations was just the dollar

amounts

And the ASCAP BMI webcast licenses were

also based on percent of revenues Isnt that right

The offered BMI ASCAP webcast licenses

are percentage of revenue thats correct

And some people have headed Into those

licenses isnt that right

Its my understanding that some have

Now in theory ASCAP BMI and SESAC could

have used the data sources that you used to calculate

license fees on per listener hour basis isnt that

right
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In principal yes

And to your knowledge thats never been

done

Not to my knowledge no

And do you have any basis to know whether

or not that performing rights organizations would have

been willing to license on the basis of listener hours

as opposed to share of revenue

Ithinklts--Icansayfrommy

10 experience they have typically wanted to stick with

11 the percentage of revenue model dont have any

12 information that specifically relates to their view of

13 listener-hourmodel but think It is fair to say

14 that they have historically wanted to stick with the

15 percentage of revenue formulation

16 Now in doing your analysis you used only

17 stations that have blanket form of license with

18 ASCAP BMI and SESAC isnt that right

19 Thats correct

20 And you ignored stations that didnt have

21 licenses with all three organizations isnt that

22 right
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Well think it would make sense to do

that As sit here dont remember if there were

any such stations

Now in doing your calculation you

received data for 1998 1999 and the Year 2000 is

that correct

think thats correct yes

But you ended up using only the Year 2000

data isnt that right

Yes

Now for 1998 and 1999 you had actual

end-of-the--year final data isnt that right

Yes

Which you didnt use

Thats correct

But for the Year 2000 you had only

estimates and projections with the final true-up not

having been made yet isnt that right

Yes we had the agreed upon -- these

projections are made under the license and we talked

to the parties involved And it seemed clear that

there was no reason to believe that these true-ups
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would go one direction or another And we wanted to

keep the analysis simple And the 2000

royalties the per subscriber calculation based on

the 2000 royalties is likely to have produced higher

number than the number that would have been produced

based on the 1998 and 1999 data Cleaning up and

making sure these data were all good was major task

and we didnt feel we could complete it for all three

years So what we did was conservatively rely on the

2000 data which produces higher per subscriber

number than you would get if you looked individually

at 98 and 99

Now the actual collection and initial

analysis of the data was done by Lexecon

Yes under my supervision

And they dealt with various people at

these radio groups

Thats correct

MR KATZ Let me show you document that

was produced to us in discovery and it bears Bates

numbers 00850 and 851 We will label it RIAA

Exhibit39 DRX Dont ask me what that means And

note that theres restrictive legend on this

exhibIt although Im not going to ask about any

specific numbers so you may or may not want to clear

the courtroom

RIM ExhIbit 39 DRX

was marked for evidence

BY MR KATZ

Professor Jaffe Ive shown you

RIM Exhibit 39 whIch is piece of electronic mail

from Christina Rader of March 27 of this year Is

that something that youve seen before

Yes

Who Is Christina Rader

Shes an analyst of Lexecon

And do you know who she was writing to

here

It appears that she was writing to Karen

Ablin and Wiley Rein at the law firm

SothisisfromLexecontothelawflrm

And do you understand what shes asking for here in

the second paragraph Confirmation of the approximate

revenues that we calculated are dose to the actual
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revenues by dose meaning no more than twice as big

as the approximated revenue

Yes do understand

What was going on here

Well this relates to data that we got

from Clear Channel And in the original data we got

we were unsure in some cases because Clear Channel

has been going through some acquisitions whether

the data that we had was for complete year or just

for partial year that they had owned the station

And because we need to use this to calculate on an

12 annual basis fees relative to broadcasts we need to

13 know what is the time period that the revenue covers

14 This was all happening in back and forth

15 where we were trying to verify the data One of The

16 things that we were doing as way of trying to check

17 we had hundreds of stations and it was hard to check

18 every number precisely or every we didnt want to

19 have to send them 800 questions We wanted to sort of

20 focus in on where the issues were

21 Sowelookedatwhetherthe--takingthe

22 fee numbers theyd given us Becausewe hadnt asked
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for revenue numbers All we got from the radio

statIons was were there ASCAP BMI and SESAC fees

because they didnt want to have to provide their

actual revenue

We know approximately what the revenue

formulas are So what we could do is we could say

okay if theyve told us the fees are $100000 that

ought to correspond to revenues of approximately

$3 million So could you tell us Is $3 million

approximately the revenue of this station on an annual

basis or not Because if its not then that would

imply that the data we have Is for an incomplete year

So this was part of thecking process

that we went through just to make sure that we

understood the data and that It was complete And it

related to relatively small number of stations

This was check to satisfy yourself that

the data that they were giving you for these license

fees was reasonably accurate Isnt that right

Well it wasnt an issue of accuracy It

was an issue of how we interpret it believe the

numbers that they gave us were correct In terms of
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their financial records but we needed to know did it

correspondto five months or eight months or did it

correspondto full year

Now of the 900 or so radio stations that

used about three-quarters of them were Clear Channel

stations isnt that right

dont remember as sit here It was

majority dont remember the exact fraction It

would be in my work papers

If opposing counsel represented in brief

that 653 of the stations were Clear Channel stations

you wouldnt have any basis to disagree with that

would you

just dont -- dont remember the exact

number as sit here

Now Clear Channel didnt give you

complete data for every single station in their group

did they

No they didnt

And you used the data that they gave you

isnt that right

Thats correct There were small number

of stations where the data couldnt be used either

because we couldnt figure out exactly which stations

it corresponded to in terms of call letters and so

forth or other -- other --just data problems that we

have using the data

Clear Channel is one of the nations

largest radio broadcast groups Isnt that right

Yes

And one would assume that radio

broadcast group as large as that would negotiate the

lowest rates with the performing rights organizations

would you not

No

Why not

Well the rights
-- the rates are not

negotiated on that basis The rates for the vast

majority of the stations that we have and certainly

the Clear Channel -- most of the aear Channel

stations are negotiated on an industry-wide basis by

radio committee And so there Is no individual

negotiation by these groups

So in fact the radio broadcasters are
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able to form large organizations to negotiate with the

performing rights associations isnt that right

Yes

And theres no reason why the webcasters

couldnt do the same thing is there

dont know

Now in doing your analysis as you

testified yesterday you eliminated those stations

that have the per program licenses as opposed to the

blanket licenses isnt that right

Yes

And the rates for the per program licenses

are higher than for the blanket licenses per unit of

music isnt that right

dont know if thats true or not

actually

Well didnt you testify at one point

18 yesterday that it wouldnt make sense to get per

19 program license and then put little bit of

20 music ASCAP music in one program because then

21 youd end up paying higher rate than if you just had

22 the blanket license to begin with
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No The way It works is under the per

program license you pay percentage of the revenue

thats associated with those programs that have not

been cleared that is those programs that either

contain say ASCAP music If were talking about the

ASCAP license or in some cases programs where you

just dont know one way or another and so youre

going to pay for it to avoid infringing

Per unit of revenue associated with

program you pay more under the per program license

than under the blanket license So if have

one-hour program that generates $1000 in revenue for

that $1090 in revenue Im going to pay higher

percentage if pay for that program than If had

just paid on all of my programs

But its also the case that these program

stations are for the most part not music stations.

And so even the programs that they choose to pay for

probably have less per program than -- and we.dont

know how much music they have per program So its

really -- you cant express in some sense the per

program fee per unit of music in any convenient way
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Theyre not really paying for units of music theyre

paying for hours of programming

But they are paying higher percentage of

revenue on those programs under the per program

license than they would under blanket license

For those programs yes

Now having taken these data and having

selected this group of radio stations you then took

the daily Arbitron quarter-hour ratings for those

selected stations isnt that right

dont think theyre daily Theyre

average quarter hours from Arbitron

And any station that wasnt listed in the

Arbitron ratings was excluded isnt that right

That is correct

And those would be some of the smaller

stations

Thats correct

Now the Arbitron ratings that measures

the number of listeners to the station

It is measure of the number of

listeners yes

Page 6677

Its not measure of the number of radios

turned on is It

believe thats correct

In Arbitron households every member of

the household keeps his own diary and records his own

listening habits isnt that right

Yes

Then you determinedthe average number of

listeners to each of your stations per quarter hour

isnt that right

Its not really per quarter hour The

designation thats used is the AQH or average quarter

hour Thats term of art But It Is intended by

Arbitron and is used within the industry as measure

of the average audience size averaged over the

broadcast day 6am to midnight

And what exactly is the AQH
believe its the number of people who

within 15-minute period listen to given station

for at least five minutes

So If person listens to station for

five minutes and quarter hour hes Included in the

Page 6678

average quarter hours

Thats my understanding yes

And then you multiplythat by four to get

the number of people listening per hour

Yes think thats right

So person would count for listener

hour even though he might have been listening no more

than 20 minutes isnt that right

Well the problemthat you have is that

youre trying to get measure of sort of average

audience on kind of an instantaneous basis but they

dont collect the data that way This average quarter

hour is the tool that Arbitron has developed which

the industry relies on as ameasure of audience size

There Is another measure they use which

is calied the aim which measures sort of the total

amount of time that particuiar unique individual

listened over week And you can use that measure

combined with information about how long people

iisten to develop an altematlve measure of average

audience size And we actually looked at both

initially
for few stations got very similar
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results

Page 6679

Sothewaythislsdoneisitis

interpreted within the industry and we see this in

the subsequent numbers for example They calculate

weekly listening hours for their own purposes in

exactly the same way that did it using exactly the

same data that do

So there is
-- there are some

assumptions you have to make about how to go about

doing this But what we did was follow the industry

standard for calculating audiences and listenerships

When you refer to the industry thats the

radio broadcast industry isnt that right

it

Yes

Its not the recorded music industry is

Thats true

And its not the webcasting industry is

mars correct

And what you did was you assumed If

person was listening for five minutes in

Page 6680

quarter-hour block that is one quarter of listening

hour isnt that right

Yes

And you did your calculation on that

basis isnt that right

Yes And amend my earlier answer

Actually the recording industry does use these data

As understand it they use these data In trying to

look at which stations they should be talking to in

terms of promoting their music They rely on the same

Arbitron data we use in terms of ratings in terms of

their interaction with the radio industry on the

promotion side

They use it to compare one station with

another Isnt that right

Compare one station with the others for

the purpose of knowing how big the audiences are

Now then you used information from BIA

Finandal Networks to ascertain the format of the

stations that you were using

Yes

Why didnt you get that information

directly from your dients
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Because we had about two weeks to do this

and it was clear to us that the clients didnt have it

in as convenient format that we could get It from

BIA by just purchasing CD

Then you used aggregate data from

Broadcast Data Systems to estimate the number of songs

station plays per hour based on aggregated

nationwide data for different sampling of stations

isnt that right

Yes

Again why didnt you use the actual data

from your actual clients in terms of how many songs

they played per hour

Because it would have been an overwhelming

data task to collect all that Information from 89B

stations

And you dropped stations from your sample

if they had formats according to BIA that didnt

have average songs reported by BDS isnt that right

We dropped them for the purpose of the per

song analysis We kept them in the listener-hour
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analysis because we didnt need to know the formats

for the listener-houranalysis It was small number

of stations

Now if station was listed by BIA as

having certain format you assumed it had that same

format for every hour of broadcast isnt that right

Yes

So you assumed that there were for

example no interruptions from news bulletins or

weather emergencies or service outages isnt that

right

Well those are different things To the

extent that there are news bulletins and weather

forecasts on average that would affect the average

number of songs on station of this format and that

woUld be reflected on average -- which is all care

about because dont care about any one station

That would be reflected in the averages that we used

from BDS If there were some emergency where

20 station shut down for week guess we would have

missed that

Well what about music station -- and
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suggest WXRK In New York as an example -- which plays

music most of the day but plays talk show in the

morning with next to no music on It You would

indude all that time Including the talk show in

your
calculations for that station wouldnt you

Well the thing is to remember is what

care about is the average dont care about any one

station Ive got 900 stations and want to be

right on average If stations of given format

sometimes has talk shows then the effect of that on

average would be reflected In my data If the

stations that have are for some reason very

unrepresentative In terms of that kind of

interruption could be off by small amount

Again this affects only the listener song model has

no effect on the listener-hourcalculations anyway

Have you done any analysis as to how much

your data can be affected by that kind of error

Well the range of songs per hour for the

different formats is not all that wide It varies

from -- for the stations for which we have any

significant number It varies from about .9 to about
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14 So the error that could come about from measuring

songs per hour is limited in that respect

Well what if theyre running talk shows

half the day

Who is running talk shows All of them

What If one of your stations that you

include as music station Is running talk shows for

half the day

One station would have no impact on -- no

measurable impact on the result

Suppose several were doing It Professor

Did you make study of that

It would have to be more than several

Do you know how Broadcast data Systems

treats stations that interrupt regular format to

utilize some other format

No dont

There you multiply your calculated number

of listeners by the calculated number of songs to

calculate the number of what we call performances

what you called listener songs Isnt that right

Yes

What did you do to take into account songs

that were not copyrighted or for which the copyright

had expired

did not make any adjustment for that

There are songs on the radio that are not

copyrighted Isnt that right

Thats correct or theyre in the public

domain

And there are some stations which play

10 large numbers which devote much of their time to

11 music which is not copyrighted Isnt that right

12 There are some such stations Yes

13 Thats not something that you factored

14 Into your analysis

15 Thats correct

16 And then you calculated the number of

17 listener songs from your audience data and from your

18 song data Isnt that right

19 Yes That was the 714 billion number that

20 we were amused by yesterday

21 And is that comparable to the number of

22 songs that you used on the radio stations using the

Arbitron data
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dont understand the question

Well utilizIng Arbitron data you drew

some conclusions about the number of people listening

to radio stations did calculation for number of

songs and came up with calculated number of

listener songs which you could then work out for

individual stations Isnt that right

dont know what you mean by work out

for individual stations

Okay You showed us an example yesterday

with one of the Susquehanna stations didnt you how

you could work out the listener songs for particular

station Isnt that right

Yes

And thats based on the number of people

listening to one particular song Isnt that right

Its based on the average audience and the

total number of songs broadcast

And you compared that to the RIAA data for

performances in the Webcast context Isnt that

right

Page 6683 Page 6685
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dont know what you mean by the RIM

data took what understand to be one of the RIM

fee proposals of .4 cents for performance and applied

it to that calculated number of performances

You viewed one person listening to song

on the radio as comparable to one stream of the

Internet Isnt that right

Yes

And thats assuming that each stream on

the Internet is listened to by one person Isnt that

right

Yes

Have you ever seen any data on the average

number of people who listen to single Webcast from

single computer over the Internet

No havent

You did some of your Webcast listening at

Lexicon with other people present Isnt that right

actually dont remember whether anybody

was present or not

Did you by any chance see the Spinner user

testimonial from Paul who said Ive started using

Page 6686

your site for background music during get-togethers

did not

Lets look at your example for Susquehanna

KFOG/KFFG Do you still have available to you the

chart that was handed to you yesterday

MR RICH We have tat

MR KATZ Thank you Mr Rich

appreciate that Thanks very much

am advised that these data may be

restricted and this may be an appropriate point to go

into closed session

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON They are indeed

restricted And you plan to go Into specific numbers

out of here

MR KATZ Ido

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON In that case we will

need to close the record go into closed session and

ask anyone who does not have access to restricted

material to step outside and lets put the sign on

the door

Whereupon at 1139 a.m the proceedings

went into Closed Session
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Page 6715

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Yes lets go back on

the public record

Whereupon at 1207 p.m the proceedings

went back into Open Session
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CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Were you planning to

offer ExhibIt 41 DRX

MR KATZ Yes move Exhibit 41

MR RICH We have no objection

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Admitted

Whereupon the document

previously marked for

identification as RIM Exhibit

41 was received in evidence

BY MR KATZ

Professor Jaffe want to turn to the 52

percent adjustment that you did to your calculated

rate based on promotional considerations You began

by saying that your understanding was that 27 percent

of record sales physical record sales were Induced

by radio Isnt that right

To start with theres premise in your

question that did an adjustment based on 52 percent

which Is not correct As to the 27 percent of record

sIes Induced by radio as testified thats based

on the testimony of Mr Fine

Mr Fines testimony as understand it

Page 6718

was that 27 percent of record sales are influenced by

radio play Is that your understanding

believe the 27 percent corresponds to

question that those were purchases where radio play

was the primary influence in determining the purchase

Is it your inference that but for radio

the number of records purchased would be 27 percent

less

think thats reasonable estimate The

primary factor doesnt necessarily imply that On the

other hand there may be other purchases for which

radio was factor some of which would be lost if the

radio promotion were not liere So think on

balance using that as an estimate recognizing its

only an estimate the inducement effect is reasonable

Have you seen any studies Professor

Jaffe indicating that radio doesnt make people buy

more records it simply changes the ones that they

decide to buy

No have not

Have you seen any studies indicating that

if all of the radio stations went away and there was
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no radio at all people would in fact probably buy

more recorded music

have not

But your assumption is that when people

Indicate that 27 percent of the record purchases were

influenced by ratio that but for radio they would have

made 27 percent fewer purchases of music Isnt that

right

MR RICH Objection Thats

mischaracterization of the witnesss prior three or

four answers

ARBITRATOR GULIN Sounded exactly like it

to me

certainly didnt mean to do that Mr

Rich so if Ive done that Professor Jaffe please

correct me
What Ive done is used as an estimate the

answer to this question which is that its the primary

factor think that probably some of those cases

where it was the primary factor the record purchase

still would have occurred but for that primary factor

Page 6720

On the other hand theres probably other cases in the

aggregate where radio was secondary factor and that

had some effect as well So on balance think that

27 percent is reasonable estimate dont put It

forward as anything more than an estimate

But again your assumption is that but for

radio the industry as whole would sell 27 percent

fewer disks Isnt that right

Its not an assumption My use of Mr

Fines testimony is that were it not for radio there

would be 27 percent fewer recorded songs in the

aggregate

And then you did calculation as to the

benefits that the owners of musical composition

copyrights would receive from that 27 percent of

record sales Isnt that right

Yes

And you calculated that at approximately

73 cents per CD the mechanical royalty isnt that

right

actually didnt calculate that Thats

published number that utilized that seems

Page 5721

basically consistent with other information that Ive

seen

And thats what you used because the only

promotional benefit that musical composition copyright

owners receive from radio play of music Is this 73

cent for CD mechanical royalty Isnt that right

Theres actually slight additional

complication also included in the composers

promotional value mechanical royalty associated with

the sale of singles which is modest additional

11 amount

12 So you wanted to make sure you picked up

13 all of the benefits that the musical composition

copyright owners received and theretofore you

included the mechanical royalties from both CD sales

and single sales Isnt that right

wanted reasonable estimate of the

promotional value in the aggregate Yes

What about additional royalty payments

that the musical composition rights owners would

receive from additional live performancesof popular

songs

Page 6722

So what youre saying is that the radio

play induces additional live performances

Dont you believe that

dont know

Have you ever seen any data on that

havent No

Is it your supposition that if playing

song on the radio increases the number of CD sales

its likely to increase the number of times the song

is performed in concert

dont know

Is it your supposition that if it

increases the number of CD sales it will increase the

number of jukebox plays

dont know

Is it your supposition that if it

increases the number of CD sales itll increase sheet

music sales for popular musical composition

Seems unlikely to me but dont know

Why does that seem unlikely to you

Professor Jaffe

should just say dont know
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Does it make sense to you that this air

play this sustained play for musical composition

will also make it more likely that therell be Muzak

version of that musical composition which would result

in additional royalties to the musical composition

copyright owner

dont know

Isnt the popularity of song likely to

lead to additional Muzak-type recordings

dont know

And isnt the popularity of the song

likely to lead to additional cover recordings of the

same song by other artists

Those are just CDs in another form arent

they

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Please keep your

dont know up

ThE WITNESS It seems to me thats just

CD in another form in whith case thered be

royalty tothecomposer and profits to the record

companies in the aggregate

BY MR KATZ

Page 6724

Profit to some other record company

because Its different sound recording isnt that

right

But were talking about the aggregate of

the industry here Were not licensing the individual

titles

Yes but isnt the owner of that music

composition going to benefit from the air play of the

first sound recording from sales or performance fees

from additional sound recordings in the future and

thats promotional benefit received from the air

play given to the original sound recording

Ive lost you

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Could you restate the

question please

BY MR KATZ

Let me try Were trying to calculate the

benefits received to the owners of musical composition

rights from air play given sound recordings Isnt

that right

Yes as well as the promotional value to

the owners of the sound recording Yes

At the moment lets just stick wIth the

musIcal composition owners whlth was the first step

in your analysis Isnt that right And isnt one of

the ways that musical composition owner can benefit

from the popularity created for sound recording is

that other recording artists will want to record that

same musical composition and in future years the other

musical composition owner will benefit

Yes And the only point was making was

Ive included the major category of promotional value

to the extent Ive exduded other categories In which

theres benefit to the composers but no benefit to

the owners of the sound recording and potentially

that could be bias in my calculation dont know

how big It is

To the extent Ive included other

categories in whith both the composers as group and

18 the sound recording owners as group both benefit

19 that doesnt bias the calculation because what care

20 about is the relative promotional value tco

21 But the sound recording owner Isnt going

22 to benefit if theres never any promotion of the

Page 6726

second sound recording is there

dont understand your question If the

second sound recording generates royalties for the

composers its got to be sold and when its sold

some sound recording owner Is going to earn profits on

that

But that sound recording owner earnIng

profits had nothing to od with the original sound

recording Isnt that right He derived no

promotional benefit from that

But its the same performance the same

broadcast that were talking about that generated

that promotional value

Its the same broadcast of somebody elses

15 intellectual property Isnt that right

16 But what were licensing here is the body

of all sound recordings So as group the owners of

sound recording are in the same position with respect

19 to that second CD as the composers

20 Well what youre licensing is the entire

21 body of sound recordings in one particular year

22 Isnt that right
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Yes
Page 6727

A-F-T-E-R-N-O-O-N S-E-S-S-I-O-N

Page 6729

And these benefits will be received in

some future year by some future recording Isnt that

right

This is all hypothetical Youre

suggesting that the five major record labels that

were talking about arent going to be around in that

future time period

It may be some minor label that does the

cover recording Isnt that possible

Its conceivable

Anyway you didnt factor it Into your

analysis did you

Thats correct

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Is this good

breaking place

MR KATZ This Is logical stopping

place And would estimate about an hour after

lunch dont think any more than that

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay Two things

about lunch The reason why we usually break at 1230

is technically the cafeteria is ont open to non-

Page 6728

employees until 1230 But doubt that thered be

any entrance police that would give anybody hard

time The more important relevant thing for you

Professor Jaffe is we have rule

THE WITNESS understand

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Since youre now In

the midst of cross examination --

ThE WITNESS The code of silence

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Right Dont comport

with your counsel during this period

ThE WITNESS will not

MR STEINTHAL think they think we work

here at the cafeteria by now anyway

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Im sure they all

15 recognize us So why dont we plan to take our break

16 and come back at 20 past one

17 Whereupon off the record at 1219 p.m

18 to reconvene at 120 p.m

19

20

124 p.m

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay so were ready

after the lunch break to resume cross examination

CROSS EXAMINATION CONTINUED

BY MR KATZ

Professor Jaffe Id like to turn briefly

to your footnote 47 In your prepared testimony at page

45

Pause

Okay

This is discussion of mechanIcal

royalties isnt that right

Yes

You Indicate that there Is statutory

mechanical royalty rate of .0755 dollars per song

Isnt that right

Yes

But you characterize this not as the

absolute rate but as the ceiling isnt that right

Yes

Because In some cases musical composers

will negotiate with record companies lower rates

Isnt that right

Page 6730

Yes

Can you think of any reason why an owner

of copyright in musical composition might be

willing to negotiate lower rate than the statutory

rate existing

Well In the context thats discussed here

in terms of mechanical royalties as understand it

this applies typically in situations where the

composer is also the performer songwriter

singer/songwriter and the negotiations over the

mechanical royalty are therefore part of broader

negotiation between the record company and the

performer regarding the terms of their arrangement

And so they might well negotiate reduction in the

mechanical royalty as part of an overall relationship

that they have

Isnt it the case that sometimes the owner

of copyright would be willing to negotiate lower

21 than statutorymechanical rate to encourage record

22 company to make new recording of an old composition
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Thats possible yes

Page 6731

Wouldnt it make sense In economic terms

for composer who owners the copyright in an old song

that hasnt been recorded in some years to encourage

record company to make new recording of that song

by offering discounted rate

It might yes

That would be an economically logical sort

of bargaining isnt it

Could be yes

well in that same sense Professor Jaffe

isnt the rate to be set by this Panel going to

operate as ceiling on the royalties to be paid by

webcasters to record companies

guess Id be careful about the phrasing

in this same sense dont know how significant It

might be but suppose it is possibility that once

the Panel has set the statutory rate that individual

partieswould be free to negotiate an arrangement that

was lower than that so in that sense it would be

ceiling

If for example record company thought

Page 6732

that there was great promotional value to having one

or more of its sound recordings streamed by

particular webcaster and the webcaster for whatever

reason wasnt doing that was resistant to doing that

wouldnt It make economic sense for the record company

to offer reduced royalty rate or even to waive

royalties entirely to encourage the webcaster to play

those songs to get that promotional value

think it would Whether that would

actually work within the framework of the statutory

license would depend on how that license was

structured because if license is structured as

blanket fee its not dear that the webcaster would

be able to get an effective reduction in royalties for

playing the sound recordings of particular company

But would agree with you that the incentive to do

that might exist

And take it then that that marketplace

effect assuming that the panel found way to set

rate which would permit that kind of Individual

bargaining take it then that the marketplace would

provide some kind of protection against the Panel

Page 6733

setting rate whith was too high

dont think that that follows because

those side negotiations over partIcular sound

recordings would still be in the context of the

overall rates being jointly negotiated by the RIAA

So dont think that the possibilIty that there might

be some opt out and some direct licensing of

IndIvidual titles would change or would provide

disdpline on the magnitude of the rate for the core

10 blanket license

11 Well your understanding In preparing your

12 analysis Is that webcasting presents tremendous

13 promotional value for record companies Isnt that

14 right

dont think used the word

tremendouC no

Well you didnt use the word

tremendous but you want to suggest an adjective for

That there is- significant promotion

Significant promotional advantages Isnt

22 that right

Page 6734

Yes

And suppose accidentally Inadvertently

by error rate were to be set by the Panel which was

so high that webcasters in large numbers were refusing

to do webcasting They were deciding to do something

else with their intemet resources And were just not

willing to do webcasting anymore at the royalty rate

set by the Panel

In that situation wouldnt you expect

record companies to then come forward and try and

capture that promotional value by offering

individually or collectively If they were permitted to

do this collectively to offer their music for

streaming by webcasters at lower rates or notate at

all

Well think what youre saying Is that

17 even monopolist wont charge an Infinitely high

18 price so if the Panel were to somehow set the price

19 above the monopoly level the industry acting as an

20 monopolIst would have an incentive to say oh myGod

21 that was too high We dont want It that high because

22 we actually can make more money at lower rate than
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Page 6735

that And they would therefore voluntarily agree to

reduce the rate down to in effect the monopoly level

which is the level that maximizestheir profit

dont see that as being likely
to be relevant In terms

of the Panels deliberations

Or an individual record company that felt

differently from others might enter into that

relationship with webcasters on its own

Its possible that an individual label

would do that The extent to which that provides

discipline on the overall blanket license depends on

the practicality of significant number of webcasters

relying solely on the sound recordings owned by single

label And think we discussed that earlier said

wed rule that out but dont have any reason to

believe that the viable model for most webcasters

What about the other way around Is there

any reason why record companies and webcasters would

ever negotiate rate higher than the statutory rate

Well guess Its semantic issue

could imagine situation where again because of

bundle of circumstances webcaster might agree to

Page 6736

rate for the statutory rate that is greater than they

could get under the compulsory license but presumably

they would only do that because they thought they were

getting something more than what Just the compulsory

license conveyed So dont know semantically

whether youd call that higher rate for this right

or not

It would look like higher rate but in

terms of the total value that was received the

webcaster would not have any reason to pay more than

the statutory rate isnt that right

For the rights conveyed by the statutory

license the webcaster would have no incentive to pay

more

So the rates to be established by the

Panel is ceiling but not floor as practical

matter

Well as practical matter as said

think its both ceiling and floor because the

likelihood of them setting rate above the monopoly

price seems to me so remoteas to be irrelevant but

as theoretical matter suppose you could

Page 6737

characterize it as ceiling but not floor

Professor Jaffe want to turn back to

paragraph 52 of your statement page 35 and

succeeding paragraphs and this is where you try to

discuss the criteria set forth in the statute in

Section 14f2Bii Isnt that right

Yes and other things but this is where

deal with the criteria

The statute specifically refers to

relative creative contribution technological

contribution capital investment cost and risk isnt

that right

believe thats correct

With respect to creative contribution

there is no substantial creative contribution from

webcaster with respect to the music performed is

there

Well youll notice that doesnt appear in

my list because wasnt quite sure what it meant

think that in some broad sense creative contribution

could include creative way of making these options

available so that the user finds it more useful more

interesting more fun and that could be creative

Im not as youll note didnt really opine on

that

Now in terms of technological

contribution you feel that the webcasters have

contributed significantiy to technologIcal

development

Yes think so

And what have they contributed

Well as discuss in the testimony and

this Is not something focused on Theres been

other testimony in the proceeding but they are

developing software and hardware for doing this Some

of them have taken out patents Theyre creating with

the help of others the software and hardware that

makes this work and think that given that it wasnt

there before thats technological contribution

Are you familiar with Professor Zittrains

testimony that all of the technology all of the

hardware and software that you need to do webcasting

is available off-the-shell

22 Im not aware of that no
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Page 6739

Are you familiarwith his testimony that

not only is all of the hardware and software that you

need available off-the-shelf but that the software

that you need is available in the form of free tools

No

Now you refer to patents What patents

have any of the webcasters received

dont know specifically just know

that there are patents

Do they relate to the technology of

streaming music or do they relate to marketing

dont know

Paragraph 62 of your statement on page

40 you refer to the risks faced by licensees and you

note that some streamers have failed and you say in

contrast while the record companies face risks In the

creation and promotion of any single record theyre

able to spread these risks over their portfolio of

recordings

Some of the streaming webcasters are parts

of large corporations isnt that ri9ht

Yes

Page 6740

And In some cases streaming is one of

number of investments theyve made In the intemet

space isnt that right

In some cases yes

And isnt company like MTV or AOL-Time

Warner able to spread its own risks over portfolio

of investments

Well now you come down to question of

what did Congress mean by this criterion The point

was making was that if we view the sound recordings

and the performance of the sound recordings as the

business at issue with respect to that business the

record companies are not engaged in financially

risky business because they have portfolio of sound

recordings and can earn profits from that portfolio on

an on-going basis

Now its true that if particular

webcaster is owned by big company that does whole

lot of different things in the aggregate that big

company can diversify those risks just like the

stockholders for that mailer of any one company can

diversify their risk But still with respect to the

Page 6741

business thats at issue here the performances of the

sound recordings If all theyre doing is streaming

then they are risky and thats not diminished by the

fact that they happened to be owned by company that

can spread those risks over other activities

Well If all record company was doing

was making its recordings available for streaming over

the Internet that would be pretty risky too wouldnt

it

Yes

Let me turn briefly to ephemeral rights

Pause

Professor Jaffe are you familiar with

Professor Zittrains testimony the other day that It

isnt necessary to make any ephemeral copies to do

webcasting

reviewed Professor Zittrains written

filing actually have not reviewed the transcript

from Friday

If its true that it isnt necessary to

make single ephemeral copy to do webcasting would

that change your analysis of ephemeral rights at all

Page 6742

Well dont think it would as long as

the premise on which my conclusion was based remains

true which is that when you do make ephemeral copies

you are doing so only for the purpose of effectuating

performances and perhaps maximizing the number of

performances

think if theres way of doing it that

doesnt involve ephemerals Its still the case that

when you do use the ephemeral right if all youre

doing Is facilitating performance then think the

value of the ephemeral is still tied up with If you

will the value of the performances

Well If the Impacts of making the

ephemeral copy is to save costs for the webcaster

wouldnt that suggest that theres some value from the

ephemeral rights which licensor might want to

capture

Yes

Reasonable businesses will pay for

technologies or rights which are well worth their cost

of operation will they not

Yes
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Page 6743 Page 6745

Professor Jaffe want to suggest some

adjustments to the calculation that you did in your

testimony and my question In each case is really not

going to be your assessment of the validity of the

adjustment Its hypothetical

But Id appreciate your explanation as to

how you would adjust your numbers to take advantage of

the adjustment suggest to you

Let me ask you to begin with the .02 cents

per listener-song that you calculated for musical

composition performance rights in the over-the-air

broadcast space And these are adjustments Im going

to suggest to that calculation to apply it to sound

recordings In the internet space

Okay

Are you with me so far The first

adjustment suggest is that theres no quantifiable

promotional effect for webcasting ask you assume

that the Panel at the end of the day concludes theres

anecdotal evidence Theres suggestions of promotion

but its hard to quantify Theres anecdotal

evidence Theres suggestions of capture of streams

Page 6744

but thats hard to quantify and at the end of the day

it all cancels Itself out

How would one take that into account in

adjusting the .02 cents per listener-song calculation

that you came up with

Pause

believe what you have to do with the .02

cents per listener-song since it derives from the

over-the-airworld in which Ive estimated part of the

consideration for the musical works is coming in the

form of promotional value adjusted that downward

because believe that the promotional value for the

sound recordings exceeds the promotional value for the

musical works

If you were to condude that there was no

promotional effect for the sound recordings on the

Internet since my number reflects some amount of

promotional value for the musical works over-the-air

you would have to make an upward adjustment within my

methodology that could be made by looking at the total

consideration that estimated think it was like

$500 million relative to the royalties paid

over-the-air $340 million

The difference being the promotional value

that the musical works get over-the-airand so if you

wanted to convert that to zero promotional value

world you could make an upward adjustment in

proportion to that ratio

And that would be about 45 percent

upward adjustment

dont know

ARBITRATOR GUUN Let me understand The

hypothetical is is theres no promotional value on

radio or theres no promotional value by streaming or

both

BY MR KATZ

My hypothetical and will invite the

witnesss comment on this was that radio is whatever

it is but in the Internet world we assume that

theres no promotional effects either for the musical

composition rights owner or the sound recording rights

owner

Actually hadnt really -- Judge Gulins

question clarifies the applicability of my answer My

Page 6746

answer would apply if you believe that the promotion

of value in over-the-air radio not only is what it is

but is correctly captured by my analysis in other

words my numbers are reasonable approximation of

the true promotional value In over-the-air radio but

that when you go to the sound recordings on the

internet that value is not there If that were the

condusion then you could make that adjustment and

Ive confirmed on my calculator that that is

approximately 45 percent increase

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON And just so can

follow the math on that had remembered you had

.52 and then you talked about range thought of .6

to .7 Then to be conservative you went to the .7

and so it was 30 percent

ThE WrrNESS Okay but to be clear what

Mr Katz Is asking me about is the number before that

30 percent discount is even applied so what roy

analysis did was started from the over-the-air

number said based on the numbers could justify

discount of say dose to 50 percent but Im not

going to do 50 percent Fm going to do 30 percent
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Page 6747

And that was because my argument is that the

promotional value to the sound recordings is greater

than to the musical works

The hypothetical that Mr Katz put to me

was leVs go back to the over-the-air world because

applied discount and lets assume that not only do

we not only have greater promotional value of sound

recordings vis-a-vis musical works but there just is

no net promotional value after allowing for

displacement which think was part of your question

on the internet

And then instead of applying my discount

you actually have to apply premium to reflect the

fact that in my benchmark what you have is

situation in which the rights holders are getting

royalties and are also getting some promotional value

and if you find under this hypothetical that that

portion of the consideration doesnt exist on the

internet it would be appropriate if you accept my

math and my model to do that upward adjustment

BY MR KATZ

Professor Jaffe --

Page 6745

ARBITRATOR GUUN Can you tell me exactly

how you got to the 45 percent

THE WiTNESS just divided $500 million

which was my estimate of the total consideration

received by the -- if you go back to my exhibit

estimated that the royalties were about $343 million

and the promotional value to the musical works holders

was $157 million

So the total consideration being received

by the musical works rights holders was about $500

million So Im taking that $500 million relative to

the royalty portion alone of 343 and under Mr Katz

hypothetical if you wanted to reproduce the total

consideration In world in which no net promotional

value is being delivered youd increase the royalty

to sort of pick up that lost promotional value

BY MR KATZ

Professor Jaffe the way the room is set

upthe white board is behind you and not behind me
but would suggest it might be useful for the Panel

to note these as we go down and let me ask you to note

on the white board that we started with the point zero

Page 6749

zero zero two dollars or .02 cents per listener song

and then the first proposed adjustment was .45

multiplier on the assumption that theres no

quantifiable promotional effect for webcast

MR RICH You are asking the witness to

write down your hypotheses on the board

dont think -- if may to the Panel

dont think this witness should be used as foil for

Mr Katz theorizing just dont think thats

appropriate

write it

MR KATZ Thats fine Mr Rich Ill

Pause

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON It is per song right

BY MR KATZ

Now heres my second hypothetical

adjustment Professor Jaffe remember we had some

testimony earlier about the Arbitron data on average

quarterly hours in which person listening for

minutes was listener for quarter hour

dont think thats an accurate

characterization We used the AQH which Is the way in

Page 6750

which Arbitron derives the instantaneous audience

And as you testified what Arbitron does

is report somebody who hstens for mInutes In

15-minute block as an average quarterly hour listener

Isnt that right

Yes And If there are 50 people who

listen for minute in that 15 minute block theyre

all Ignored and not counted at all

Right Now and those 50 people listening

to minute probably didnt hear one entire song did

they

dont know

Let me ask you to assume now that one

conduded that quarter hour should not be considered

person who listens for perhaps no more than

minutes but person who listens for an entire

quarter hour that you need to have 15 minutes to make

up quarter hour

If you wanted to make that adjustment how

would that affect your calculation

dont know

Well if we tumed if what youve
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Page 6751

calculated is based on 12 times the number of people

who listen for minutes wouldnt that result in

tripling of your proposed rate If we were to go

No Because the -- first of all what

youre proposing is that ratings be measured in way

that is totally different from the way everybody

measures ratings If you want to revisit that and you

want to suggest that Arbitron should do it

differently would certainly agree that there are

other ways it could be done

Theres nothing magic about the average

quarter hour although as mentioned we did do

check based on the cum whith really is measuring

actual accumulated time listened and we got very close

results so as sit here if you want to change the

definition of how you do ratings would agree that

might change the answer but cant tell you as sit

here how it would change it

So you cant think of any way that would

adjust your minute quarter hours to 15 mInute

quarter hours

Five minute quarter hours is

Page 6752

mischaracterization of what it is Arbitron has

particular way that they have developed because they

believe its accurate of measuring Instantaneous

audience that does use this 5-minute test but dont

think Its right to say that somehow that is tripling

the listening Thats just not correct

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Can darify just for

my understanding on the measure Picking up what you

said minute ago If someone listened for minutes

but then channel suited they dont get counted

THE WITNESS They dont get counted at

all If you listen to minutes on one station and

minutes on another station and minutes on another

station during that 15-minute period they never show

up on any of the stations so theyre simply not

counted in the total audience of radio at that time

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON And on the other hand

If they listen to the same station for 14.5 minutes

THE WITNESS Theyre counted once

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Theyre counted as

15

THE WITNESS Right And my understanding

Page 6753

Is that Arbitron in dealing wIth -- theyve done lot

of researth on this about how to measure audiences and

suspect that theyve conduded that this Is

reliable way of doing It They do have this other

measure We cross checked and you get very similar

results

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON So anybody thats

counted essentially is anyone who listens from 5.1

minutes so to speak to 14.9 or the full 15 but you

dont know --

station

ThE WITNESS Right its done station by

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay understand

Thank you

BY MR KATZ

In the internetworld theres no

instantaneous audience measure of consequence is

there

dont know of one

Youre going to actually measure Your

proposal Is to actually measure the number of hours

22 people are receiving streams on their computer isnt

Page 6754

that right

Or to utilize measure that is created

for other purposes yes

So five minutes in the computer world will

count as five minutes isnt that right

Yes

But five minutes in the radio world counts

as 15 minutes isnt that right

dont think thats an accurate

characterization of how the AQH works

Well it may not be an accurate

characterization Professor Jaffe if the way you view

the Arbitron numbers in the radio world but if

person listens to radio from odock .to 305

thats going to count as quarter hour isnt that

right

And if they listen from to 315 to four

different stations it doesnt ever show up in my

numbers anyway

And those are the data that you chose to

use isnt that right

No theyre the data that everybody
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Page 6755 Page 6757

Everybody In the radio world Professor

Jaffe isnt that right

Everybody who is concerned about audiences

of radio

But In the internet world oclock to

305 Is minutes isnt that right

Yes

And you propose to charge It as minutes

Isnt that right

Yes

Heres my third proposed adjustment

Suppose the Panel were to conclude at the end of the

day that it isnt one person listening to computer

on average its two people listening to computer on

average or maybe some other multiple

How would that affect your data

Well as we discussed earlier believe

that the Arbitron data is listener concept not

number of radios turned on

Before recommended an adjustment on that

basis Id want to confirm that but that is my

Page 6756

memory Assuming that that is correct and assuming

you believed you knew the number of listeners on

average who are there when computer is turned on and

people are listening to streaming think it would be

appropriate to adjust for that average number of

listeners if its greater than one

And mathematically how would you do that

You could multiply my fee by the average

number of listeners that are believed to be present

when stream is listened to

Pause

So if the Panel were to conclude that

there were on average two listeners per computer that

would be two times adjustment to your data

If that was what the Panel decided the

facts were that adjustment could be made

Heres the fourth one Are you aware that

there are songwriters who daim that mechanical

license fee is due for streaming in addition for

paying performance fees for streaming

think do have some vague recollection

of that dont know the details

Are you aware that theres lawsuit

pending in which group of publishers are daiming

that mechanical license is required to do streaming

No rm not aware of that

Now are you familiarwith the testimony

yesterday from Mr Kempton that in his experience

typically when both the mechanical license and

performance license was required that the mechanical

license would typically be about half as much as the

streaming license

MR RICH Objection thats

mischaracterization of Mr Kemptons testimony

THE WITNESS My recollection was that

Fm sony

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Wait do you have

response to that

MR KATZ suggest that was correct

characterization of Mr Kemptons testimony

ARBiTRATOR VON KANN This witness

believe was present for much of Mr Kemptons

testimony We can perhaps have him explain it In

terms of his understanding of what Mr Kempton

Page 6758

testified to

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Is that correct you

were here

THE WiTNESS was here yes And again

Mr Kempton is the best expert on what Mr Kempton

observed But my understanding of it was he said that

when there was mechanical right and performance

right that there was range and the range was that

the mechanical was between 20 and 33 percent of the

total and that related to believe situation

Its not really mechanical right but its

reproduction right in an audiovisual context In which

both performance right and what Is an analogy to

mechanical right reproduction right or

synchronization right is also required that there was

range from 20 percent to third associated with the

mechanical or reproduction right

18 BY MR KATZ

19 Now in the context of willing buyer and

20 willing sellerdo you think that the willing

21 sellers and the willing buyers would take into account

22 in one of these hypothetical negotiations the

chooses to use
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possibility that there might be another right that

would have to be licensed

Yes

Now suppose the Panel were to conclude

that there should be some adjustment for the

possibility that the musical composition performance

right which might be sufficient In the radio world was

not sufficient in the Internet world and that there

would be the requIrement in addition of mechanical

license from the songwriters how would you adjust

your calculation to take that Into account

Well think what youd have to do is

youd have to reduce the fee for the sound recording

to reflect this additional right which is needed In

this context but not needed In the over-the--air

context thats used as benchmark

Why would you reduce the sound recording

right and not the musical composition right

This Panel isnt setting the musical

composition right for the internet Its setting the

sound recording performance right and in competitive

market as you indicated thats going to be affected

Page 6760

by the other rights that you have to get to do what

youre doing

And if there is an additional right that

the buyer Is going to have to get that isnt -- that

doesnt exist in the benchmark context in order to do

the performance that we are valuing think youd

have to reduce the appropriate fair market fee for the

sound recording performance right and presumablyalso

for the musical work performance right in order to in

effect make room for that additional right that Is

needed in order to do the performancesthat are

creating the value

Now your assumptionat the beginning here

is that the sound recording right should be valued

about the same level as the musical composition right

Isnt that right

Where there is only one legal right that

is needed on each side thats correct yes Just to

be clear on that the way Ive dealt with the

ephemerals is to say it doesnt really matter whether

there is one or two rights The value of the

performance Is the value of the performance and if

Page t761

what need is on the one hand sound recording right

and on the other hand musical works right from the

buyers point of view theyre of equivalent value

If theres some third piece that comes In there maybe

would have no effect but If It has any effect at all

it would be to diminish the rate that would be paid in

fair market for all of the other rights

Well why shouldnt the sound recording

right be equal to the combination of the musical

composition performance right and musical composition

mechanIcal right if as youve testified you feel

that the sound recording rights and the muslcai

composition rights should be viewed as essentially

equivalent values

Well its possible that what would happen

or what should happen when this new mechanical right

is introduced Is that the performance right in the

musical works would take all the hit wouldnt rule

that out but in my benchmark setting there Is no

requirement for this mechanical right and so relative

to the benchmark the introduction of the mechanical

right In the internet context if you were to add it

Page 6762

on youd be paying too much for the musical works in

the Internet context and theres no reason why the

sound recording rights should somehow reflect that

So going back to my benchmark setting

this right is not needed so what Ive got is the

entire value of the musical work performance dont

think because someone says okay now you need another

right for that you would ever increase what you would

pay for this third right the sound recording

performance right You might not change it at all on

the theory which think would be plausible that the

hit for that ought to come out of the performance

right for the musical works on the internet That

would be sort of plausible view in which case there

would be no adjustment but cant think of any

reason why you would adjust upward the sound

recording part of it

Well your premise at the beginning was

that the sound recording rights and the musical

composition rights were approximately of equal value

no reason why one should be worth more than the other

isnt that right

Page 6759
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Page 6763

Within this willing buyer/willing seller

framework yes

Thats your assumption going in that

theres no basis to assume that people would pay more

for sound recording rights than musical composition

rights or vice versa Isnt that right

Yes

And wouldnt you expect that willing

buyers and willing sellers in the course of these

negotiations viewing it from that perspective if the

musical composition rate were to go up would expect

the sound recording rate to go up
It depends if the musical work rate has

gone up to level that is not reasonable and not

reflective of competitive market rate then if

youre trying to set the sound recording performance

right at reasonable competitive market rate it would

be lower

If the new higher musical work rate that

you posit is in fact competitive market reasonable

rate then think it would be an inappropriate

benchmark for the sound recording performance rate

Page 6764

But what you basically said is take an existing rate

predicate it on no mechanical Now we decide theres

mechanical Assume that existing performance rate

for the musical works remains constant when weve

acquired another right which is not valid assumption

and add the mechanical on and then look for

equivalence That doesnt make any sense to me

Let me ask you this Professor Jaffe

suppose the Panel were to conclude that the principal

recording artists and the record company and the

composer were each entitled to approximately the same

retum the same royalty How would that affect your

calculation

So youre intentionally exduding the

publisher the publisher of the musical work

Well.we could include the publisher of

the musical work But suppose they concluded that the

principal recording artist the record company and

those who own the musical composition rights were each

entitled to approximately the same compensation How

would that affect your calculation

must be missing something in your

Page 6765

question because thought that thats what did So

maybe you could explain why what It is Im missing

Well your assumption was that the musical

composition rights owners and the sound recording

rights owners should receive approximately the same

compensation correct

Yes

My suggestion is suppose the Panel were to

conclude that instead of that equality the

appropriate relationship should be that the record

company that owns the sound recording copyright the

principal artist and the person who owns the musical

compositIon copyright should all receive approximately

the same compensation How would that adjustment be

reflected in your calculation

Just to make sure understand your

question what youre saying Is whIch understand is

18 true as legal matter the record company owns the

19 sound recordIng copyright and the artist Is somebody

20 else They dont own that copyright And youre

21 asking me to assume that what ought to happen is the

22 sound recording copyright owner the artist as
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distinct from that owner and the joint owners of the

copyright and the musical work the publishers and the

composers should each get anequal share so that

there should be in effect additional contribution for

the artist over and above what goes to the owner of

the sound recording as copyright matter Is that

what youre getting at

Well not that that ought to happen but

that the Panel condudes for whatever reason that that

would be the correct result How would that be

reflected in your calculation

cant do that off the top of my head

because the way Ive thought about the promotionS

value has always been that despite the fact that the

record company owns this copyright given the way the

16 statute Is set up the record company and the artists

17 are in effect have joint interest In the sound

18 recording performance royalty

19 So if youre going to tell me that thats

20 not the right way to think about it that somehow the

21 record company alone is the owner of the is the

22 recipientof the value and then theres an additional
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kicker for the artist guess Id have to think about

that cant do that off the top of my head

Let me ask you one last possible

adjustment and that Is we looked at KFOG earlier and

your calculation your expected calculation of the

musical composition royalty for KFOG was about 35

percent of what they actually ended up paying Do you

recall that

Yes

And let me ask you to assume that that

that if the Panel were to decide at the end of the day

that that was systematic error throughout your

calculation how would ydu adjust your numbers to

correct for that

dont know

Thank you Professor Thats all have

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Do you have some

Redirect perhaps

MR RICH We may in advance of which we

would enjoy brief opportunity to consult and decide

what we have It will not be lengthy that know

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Then well count this

on your time

Page 6768

MR RICH Thats okay

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Would you like

minutes 10 minutes

MR RICH would say if we could have

until 230 that would be appreciated

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Until Okay

Off the record

REDIREfl EXAMINATION

BY MR RICH

have very lithe Redirect At the end

of his examination Mr Katz asked you to consider

series of hypothetical adjustments to your model yes

Yes

And you have reviewed at this point

considerable portions of the hearing record as its

been developed to date have you not

Yes

Including most if not all of the written

direct cases that have been presented

The written yes

And youve read significant portions of

the hearing transcripts is that correct

Portions yes

From your review of the actual evidence

have you found any support for as factual premise

for making any of the adjustments which Mr Katz on

hypothetical basis suggested you consider with him

No

Now conversely in developing your own

model and here would refer you among elsewhere to

paragraph 52 of your written direct testimony

appearing at page 35

believe you testified at various times

to the conservative assumptions which underlie your

model Am correct

Yes

And would ask you to review with

reference at least to paragraph 52 and any other

references you think appropriate the various places

or factors which you believe would have warranted In

principle further downward adjustment in the fee

which you did not for whatever reason quantify Can

you go through that please
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Yes There are really sort of two

categories guess of ways in which think the

number that we calculated is conservative One is

that in the actual calculations and adjustments we

made we made number of numerically conservative

assumptions which Ive talked about at various points

so that even within the framework of my approach

think that am conservatively estimating what the

level of the fees would be Thats sort of one

category

The broader category is that believe

there are number of reasons why the benchmark fee

ought to be adjusted downward and Ive only quantified

and therefore incorporated one of them So havent

in any way taken account in the numerical calculations

of these other factors which are listed on page 35

think the important ones being the

likely elevation Of the behchmark fees due to the

19 market power of BMI and ASCAP and the likely impact on

20 the willing buyer/willing seller negotiation of the

21 statutoryfactors and the balance of the statutory

22 factors identified certainly relative to the
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benchmark situation in which you have as weve

__7 already discussed well-established collective of

radio stations bargaining in stable environment with

these musical works owners think that In

comparison the risks and the costs being borne by the

webcasters in hypothetical willing buyer/willing

seller negotiation would likely result in an outcome

where they would pay less than the radio stations but

Ive not incorporated that in the analysis

10 Now yesterday when you took the Panel

11 through your promotional value computation which

12 take it is set forth in Exhibit or revised Exhibit

13 to your testimony and which led you to ultimately

14 make 30 percent downward adjustment am correct

15 you Indicated yesterday that there were some

16 conservative computational determinations you made in

17 connection with that as well Is that correct

18 Yes

19 And is that what you were referring to

20 few moments ago when you said there were two types of

21 factors here that led to conservative approach on

22 your part

Page 6772

That was part of it There were also

conservative assumptionsbuilt into the fee model

itself in terms of how we utilize the over-the-air

radio data

And can you describe that bit for the

Panel what youre referring to

Well for example there was brief

discussion this morning about our reliance on the 2000

information We know that the royalties paid by the

radio stations have been rising faster than their

audiences so the ratio of royalties to audience in

2000 Is almost surely higher than it was in 1998 or

1999 and so certainly with respect to those periods

that would be conservative assumptionand we dont

have any data for 2001 so dont really know what

would be happening in 2001

And guess thats the main one that

remember

Now coming back to promotional value for

minute Mr Katz had dialogue with you suggesting

the possibility that there might be additional

promotional value identifiable to composers or owners

of musical works than merely results from the payments

of mechanical royalties Do you remember that

Yes

At least in general sense does the

manner In which you computed the promotional value

discount account for such possible phenomena

Well the way think about it is we have

an approximation We looked at what Is dearly the

largest and most important source of profits and

royalties There are some categories left out some

of which like the jukeboxes generate potentially some

royalties for the composers but on the other hand we

left out major category of benefit to the

benefldaries in this proceeding will no longer

call them the rights holders of the sound recordings

since Mr Katz has emphasized that thats just the

record companies not the artists But the artists

are nonetheless equal benefidaries in this proceedIng

and did not Incorporate Into my promotional value

analysis any benefit them associated with royalties

in the sale of CDs

Now Mr Katz asked you series of

Page 6774

questions surroundIng on your methodology the decisIon

to drop certain stations for incomplete data Do you

recall that

Yes

What if any bIas did this create In your

methodology

was concemed Whenever you have only

sample of the universe youd like to look at that

isnt necessarily problem as long as its

representative What you worry about is that the

stations that arent in the data youre looking at are

systematically different from the ones youre looking

at

So we did some analysis of that and within

the data we have the only systematic trend that we

found was that stations In larger markets tend to have

higher ratio of fees to subscriber fees to

18 audIence than stations In smaller markets Basically

19 it appears that the way the advertising market works

20 Is if you have bigger audience you get more

21 revenues but if you have bigger audience and

22 bigger market you get disproportionately more
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Page 6775

So the stations in whith the fee per

performance in my language is highest are those in the

biggest markets And it turns out that because these

large groups like Clear Channel for example have

tended to focus on these big markets the stations

that are in my sample over-represent the big markets

relative to the universe of all stations So in fact

the bias in my data from having only part of the radio

universe is almost surely that Im overestimating the

average performance fee that is paid by the universe

of all radio stations

Let me ask you finally about the

demonstrative in which you ran some numbers using KFOG

as an illutation Do you have that In front of you

benefit

Mr Katz introduced into evidence some

year end true-ups with BMI and ASCAP suggesting that

the actual fees payable were something in excess of

$1000 by KFOG for Year 2000 Do you recall that
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Yes

And in the -- think this next few

questions thank you Mr Steinthal reminds me

probably should go on the restricted record

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay we need to again

close the session and ask those without dearance to

leave and ask that the sign be put on the door

Whereupon at 242 p.m the proceedings

went into Closed Session
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Page 6787

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Please continue

RECROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR KATZ

Professor Jaffe do you know any

executives or managers at any of the major record

companies

No

Have you ever had any discussions with any

of them

No

Have you ever read anything about the way

the major record companies operate

dont recall

Do you have any familiarity with the kind

of agreements that the major record companies have

reached with licensees over the years

No

Do you have any basis to know in the real

world whether there Is any decision maker at major

record company who would willingly enter into

license on the terms that you suggest from your model

Was the question do have any basis

Page 6788

And the basis is you think Its good

result so you think that they would consider it

good result

The basis is theres strong economic

evidence that it reflects market prices believe

that businessmen if they can get market prices will

take market prices for their goods

And so you believe if we brought in

major decision maker from record company he would

willingly agree to accept the rates that you propose

think if he were in real market

situation where we had competitive market and that

was the price that the market was offering he would

take it

Do you think that if we brought in major

decision maker from one of the major record companies

he would willingly agree to license webcasters on the

terms that you propose

MR RICH Objection asked and answered

question

appropriate

Page 6789

MR KATZ suggest he did not answer my

MR RICH He answered it as he felt

a-IPJRMAN VAN LOON Why dont you give

another answer

THE WiTNESS dont know what the

question means because if youre asking me do think

if you bring him in this proceeding and ask him will

he do it dont know

Laughter

dont see that as having any significant

relevance to the statutory test which is

hypothetical willing buyer/willing seller framework

BYMR KATZ

The statutory test is not hypothetical

17 willIng buyer The Panel is supposed to condude what

willing buyers and willing sellers will do in the

market place

MR RICH Is that question Its

statement from Mr Katz

BY MR KATZ

Isnt that right Professor Jaffe

That is not correct

All right

May explain You misquoted the statute

The statute says what willing buyer and willing

seller would have whIch Is inherently hypothetical

concept It does not say will or did

Would have paid In the marketplace Isnt

that right

10 Thats correct

And is It your belief that if we asked

major executive of record company he would agree

that he would willingly In the marketplace as it

14 exists agree to license on the retums

15 have no idea what an executive would

16 say

17 Thank you Professor Jaffe

18 ARBITRATOR VON KANN would ask then If

19 they paId more than your rate should credit that

20 answer

Laughter

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Judge Gulin believe
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you had few questions

ARBiTRATOR GUUN do have few

questions Professor Jaffe think understand your

methodology youll be happy to know

ThE WITNESS am happy to know

ARBITRATOR GUUN But Fm unclear on

few things think see the forest but there are

few trees dont see

Laughter

ThE WITNESS Trees can fall

ARBITRATOR GULIN Lers go back to the

last exchange you just had with Mr Katz The

hypothetical free market that you envisage think

you said number of times Is one in competitive

environment And think youve said also just to be

clear that that competitive hypothetical market would

not be one where the record labels themselves were

cutting these deals because theres too much power

among those five record labels the five majors

Did understand you to say that or no
ThE WiTNESS To be honest really

havent thought about the question If we hadnt

Page 6792

created the statutory licensing regime and we hadnt

created licensor with anti-trust immunity do

think that five labels is enough that they would

compete against each other and youd get competitive

market think the answer Is probably no because

think that many webcasters do In fact need them all

There may be some who can deal with one label or two

labels but many webcasters really need the whole

repertoire and so theyre not going to be able to play

one off against the other But given that were in

the world were in where there is statutory license

and an authorized agent1 really havent focused on

that in detail

ARBITRATOR GULIN Okay well that perhaps

leads me to my next question and that is in the

hypothetical competitive marketthat you envisage is

that one in the absence of compulsorylicense

ThE WITNESS think thats actually --

probably wasnt clear enough on this

There are sort of two levels to the way

think about this Theres the highest conceptual

level sort of the starting point and that is this
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kind of hypothetical world where theres no compulsory

license but there are also no transactions costs so

we dont really need to centralize licensing We can

have this competitive licensing world talked about

this morning in cross examination mars kind of my

ideal world

But as practical matter didnt find

that world used benchmark which comes from

particular institutional framework of the ASCAP-BMI

world subject to rate court My view is that and

Ive testified to this effect in rate court that what

the rate court ought to be doing is thinking at least

conceptually about that same hypothetical competitive

world Of course dont really know exactly what

the rate court does or doesnt do So Im using

specific benchmark from particular institutional

context which isnt directly connected to that

hypothetical Its just presumed to be reasonable

indicator of this more abstract concept Thats

really how Ive done it

ARB1TRATOR GULIN Let me ask you about

this concept that youve discussed number of times
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and that is the assertion that the value of the

performance right in works is at least as great as

that in the sound recordings

Would be correct in saying that that

assertion is based upon your own internal analysis

In other words Its not based upon any kind of

empirical study Its sort of an Einsteinian mental

experiment that he was famous for doing Its not the

result of an actual survey or study or any kind of

concrete data but rather its something that makes

sense to you Its sensical type of assumption that

youve adopted Is that about right

ThE WITNESS think thats about right

mean to be honest we have spent lot of time trying

to figure out if there are places in which you can

actually look at the sound recording performance

right compare it to whats actually paid for

musical work performance right in an analogous

context and do this empirically

Its not you know the records versus the

sheet music mars clearly the wrong thing The

internationalcomparisons were one place that we
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Page 6795

looked at for that which Ive relied on only in kind

of general way that it seems consistent

ARBiTRATOR GULIN thought you said that

you didnt rely upon it for your analysis

ThE WITNESS The numerical conclusions

thats right

And similarly if can find other places

where you can really get data Im looking for it

But think your characterization certainly

numerically your characterization of my starting

point of this equality as onethat comes from

reasoning rather than data is correct

ARBITRATOR GULIN Well its important

then think for us to understandexactly and

precisely what your reasoning is

What my notes Indicate throughout this

process as the reasons that youve given essentially

are that from the buyers perspective the buyer

requires both rights and very much like buyer would

need left and right shoes theyre perfect complements

to each other And that the sellers incur no

incremental cost in either situation either with
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respect to the seller of either right So that in

sense the buyers are In the same position and the

sellers are in the same position

Is that pretty much --

ThE WITNESS Yeah think thats right

ARBITRATOR GULIN If webcaster was

simply trying to value number of rights that fit

within those parameters -- lets say webcaster in

order to operate needs to have both of those

performance rights and he needs to have certain

computer operating system Now it may be that there

are perhaps some substitutes for that computer

operating system but it basically needs certain

type of computer operating system That all costs

about the same It seems to me that the computer

operating system still fits within those parameters

From the sellers point of view theres no incremental

cost in selling the operator system From the buyers

point of view he needs all three so they complement

each other dont think you would say that because

of those factors they all have equal value So where

am going wrong here in my thinking
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ThE WITNESS Well think there are two

differences One is that the sense in which he needs

quote all three things Is not completely analogous

because he only needs one operating system Hes

going to make multipleperformances and the more

performances he makes the more probably
-- mean all

else equal -- money hes going to make In some

sense hes going to want to perform more times in

order to have more business And the sound recording

right and the musical works right are going hand in

hand In every one of those performancesso its

variable if you like and its being used repeated

times and every time he needs both whereas he only

needs one operating system

The other difference which really

havent thought about lot is that the operating

system at least typically Is not sold specifically

for particular medium or particular context so

Its part of larger marketand theres market

price In this larger market And so while its true

in some sense the seller of the operating system also

has this zero marginal cost hes not really pricing
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it that way Hes not pricing it for this typically

at least for this particular application hes

pricing it for the market to recover and he has to

recover his costs from the market as whole If you

really had situation where things evolved that there

were an operating systemthat were in wide use and

somehow particular set of users for that could be in

position to say well give it to us for less or we

just wont use It hadnt really thought about how

that would work

ARBITRATOR GULIN Let me ask you about

your demonstrative that you created yesterday with the

two bars And these bars as understand them

representthe totai value for the musical work

performance right and the total value for the sound

recording musical right musical work being on the

left sound recording being on the right

THE WITNESS Correct

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON And theres billion

dollars right there on those two columns

ThE WITNESS In over-the-air radio

22 ARBITRATOR GULIN In over-the-air radio
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And portion of the total value consists for the

musical works of promotional values in the form of

mechanical royalties And that worked out to 73 cents

per CD And on the right hand sIde for every CD that

is sold as result of broadcasting on the radio

theres promotional value that inures to the sound

recording owners of $1.65 in the form of profits

guess

THE WiTNESS mars correct

ARBITRATOR GULIN Now my question is and

actually think know the answer to my question

but want to make sure know the answer to my

question and that is does It matter in this analysis

that the mechanical royalty is not free market rate

and therefore the promotional value that is on the

left side here is the result of statutory license

which Is not fair market statutory license whereas

the promotional value on the right side to the sound

recording owners is purely the result of whatever the

market will bear

THE WITNESS Right

ARBITRATOR GULIN In terms of what kind

of profits they can reap Does that make any

difference the fact that one is clearly were

talking about apples and oranges in that respect but

does the fact that were talking about apples and

oranges there have any effect on the analysis

ThE WITNESS No understand the

question

ARBITRATOR GULJN Okay

THE WITNESS In my view it doesnt

really matter because what were really saying Is if

we imagined just sort of hypothetically the musical

works owners sifting down to negotiate royalties with

the radio stations the mechanical royalty is what it

is And its for their purposes just fact that

every time CD is sold they get 73 cents and

therefore that matters to them So the fact that

thats not free market rate for this analysis really

doesnt matter

For other purposes that might be quite

important If you were going to try to use that

directly to figure out in its own right how much

musical works there were that would be problem but

Page 6801

Im using it for this indirect purpose and for that

purpose its just given fact

ARBITRATOR GUUN Thats what thought

think have one final question and that has to do

with ephemeral copies

Again think with respect to your view

guess its your view that the rate for ephemeral

copies essentiallyshould be zero know its not

precisely that but thats what Its tantamount to is

10 that you say that there should be no additional

11 compensation paid as result of 112e license

12 above and beyond whats already been paid for 114

13 You can divide them up any way you want but in the

14 final analysis if you set rate for 114 then 112

15 should be zero

16 ThE WITNESS If you set rate for 114

17 that is equal to the total value of the performances

18 in context in which there is no need to get an

19 ephemeral right pay additional royalties to get an

ephemeral right then the ephemeral right should be

free

Im perfectly happy with an alternative

Page 6802

interpretation which says my model values the

combination of the two rights and you could say the

ephemerals constitute portion of that but Its not

an amount over and above what is paid to effectuate

performances in benchmark world in which there Is no

payment that needs to be made for ephemerals

ARBITRATOR GULIN Well if one tries to

think about why Congress would have enacted

legislatIon like this it would have been much simpler

to simply say what you wanted them to say and that is

that the 114 right includes the right to make copies

but they didnt do that

ThE WITNESS expected this question on

cross examination

Laughter

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Mr Katz already

knows the answer the record is dear

ARBITRATOR GUUN So by having separate

right and directing the Panel to set separate fair

market value for that right Im having little

trouble reconciling that with what youre saying

And guess if one were to look at
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legislative history one might come up with some hints

as to why they were separated such as the fear of

leaking that type of thing So guess ru just ask

you if you have anything else to add to this analysis

as to why you can think that Congress would have done

what it did And know thats not your bailiwick

here to construe legal language but think it does

go to the heart of your economic analysis so if you

have any other comments you can share with us

TilE wrrNEsS Ive thought about that and

dont have great answer think Professor Fisher

from legislative history perspective has view on

this which is sensible to me but as an economist

really -- given what know about how everything

works cant see why youd separate the two

Now it may well be that without straying

too far from my bailiwick might suggest that

Congress didnt totally think out how all this was

going to work and what its economic consequences were

when it set up this framework

ARBITRATOR GUUN You want this on the

transcript

Page 6804

laughter

ThE WITNESS dont know All can

tell you is when analyze it as an economist cant

find the reason to separate the two

ARBITRATOR GULIN Thank you Thats all

have

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Judge Von Kann

ARBITRATOR VON KANN have some

questions and this may take little longer than Judge

Gulins Im sorry but think youre very

important witness in this proceeding dont want

you to disappear and then for me to think little

while later why in the heck didnt ask that

And want to preface this by saying

dont want you in any way to take from my questions

that have any particular view about whether or not

to accept your testimony Im simply trying to

understand it and test it little bit and probe it

and make sure that can think through with you now

because Im certain that Im going to later read this

transcript and try to analyze it and questions will

occur to me So this is my moment to find out what
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the response is to something thats in my head about

the thesis And they relate to two main areas both

of which Judge Gulin has touched on but want to

explore lithe bit further

The first one Is this notion that you as

you explained to Judge Gulin have sort of deduced

logically rather than from data that the economic

value of the performance right In sound recording

cannot exceed the economic value of the performance

right in musical works really need to understand

that because think thats a.fairiy critical

foundation to your entire analysis

Now you indicated first of all as you

thought this through iogically you said well Ill

iook at It from the point of view of the buyer and

from the buyers point of view according to my notes

the value of the two is essentially the same Theyre

the perfect complement the right shoe the left shoe

you need them both to do the same act And Fm having

difficulty
with that

It seems to me the fact that you need two

22 inputs to do the same act doesnt tell me anything
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about their relative value In the morning when

get up to perform the act of driving my car to the

Libraryof Congress need fuel pump in there and

need transmission The cost of the transmission

Is greatly in excess of that of the fuel pump and the

fact that need two things to accomplish particular

act doesnt seem to me and thats what Im having
--

theres disconnect So what You need both things

How does that lead to conclusion that theyre of the

10 same economic value

11 CHAIRMAN VAN LOON But on closer

12 analogy just to pick up is right on your analysis on

13 ephemeral where you say on the rental car you need

14 the car and you need the keys But youre not going

15 to sit here and argue that the value of each one of

16 those are necessary are equal even though clearly if

17 you dont have the keys you cant start the rental car

18 and if you dont have the car but you have the keys

19 ThE WITNESS think the way approach

20 this is thinking about this hypothetical willing

21 buyer/willing seller negotiation and what has come

22 together in the questions that youve asked are two
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different concepts One Is what is it worth to the

buyer And the other is what Is it worth period

And those are two different concepts So

started by what is It worth to the buyer and

would submit to you take the car keys and the car or

the fuel pump and the transmission And this is

artlfidal but if we just think about it

hypothetically that if said to you Judge von Kann

know you want to get in your car and drive to the

LibraryCongress but Ive taken away your fuel pump

and Im the only one who can put it back in And how

much would it be worth to you at this moment to get me

to put it back in
Or alternatively said to you Judge

Ive taken away -- this is artifidal -- Ive taken

away your transmission and Im the only one who can

put It back in How much would it be worth for you to

put It back In The question posed that way just

narrowly what is it worth to you sort of one side of

the transaction or the keys and the rental car the

answer actually would be the same because the issue

to you is the same Do get to where Im supposed

to be or dont And thats really all you would

care about
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That doesnt answer the unqualified

question which is the one we ultimately want to get

to of what is the value period because that involves

an interaction of the buyers valuation and the

sellers valuation One of the experts forget

which earlier In the proceeding talked about you

know diamonds and water How can it be that diamonds

sell for more than water when obviously we need water

more than we need diamonds Its because the market

price is the interaction of supply and demand and

theres lot of supply of water and very tiny

supply of diamonds

So my comment about left shoes right

shoes perfect complements is only the start point of

saying from the buyers perspective theyre the same

because theyre not only are they equally

essential but theyre always used in tandem And

would submit that we dont face it in this way with

respect to fuel pump and transmission but in fact

the same principle would apply
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Now then we have to take the next step

We have to think about the other side

ARBITRATOR VON KANN The seller side

ThE WITNESS The seller sIde

ARBITRATOR VON KANN was going to ask

you about that

THE WITNESS Okay

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Let me break it up

first with the buyer --

ThE WITNESS Can just finish about the

fuel pump and the transmissIon

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Yes

THE WITNESS --
just briefly mean

think the poInt about the fuel pump and the

transmission is youre right their value Is not the

same The reason Is because on the supply side one

costs lot more to make and so In the market even

though in some sense the car needs equally both of

them they dont end up having the same value So

thats where that disconnect comes in

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Okay Let me ask

you about the seller side You talked there about the
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factthat-

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Can just ask for

second were you finished on that

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Were you finished on

the buyer side of it

ThE WITNESS think so

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Yes okay

ThE WITNESS mean assuming answered

your question think was finished

10 ARBITRATOR VON KANN think you did

11 Now you spoke about the sellers perspective on this

12 You indicated that both the musical works and the

13 sound recording copyright holders are in the same

14 position Theyve created product Their costs are

15 sunk their risks have occurred Theyre now seeking

16 an incremental use and theres no significant

17 additional cost for that incremental use so they come

18 to the negotiation from very similar economic points

19 of view according to my notes

20 ThE WITNESS Right

21 ARBITRATOR VON KANN Is that about right

22 ThE WITNESS Yes thats very good
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Page 6811 Page 6813

ARBiTRATOR VON KANN Now the one thing

that It seemed to me that you left out of that

equation and maybe this Is something Im

misunderstanding Is demand as we were just talking

about Would It not -- lets suppose for the moment

that the Panel could conclude from the evidence weve

heard here that putting aside few genres like

probably classical music where people demand Mozart

not particularly the Chicago Symphony performance of

10 Mozart that in general with respect to the music

11 that is going out on these streams the demand is for

12 particular sound recordings not for particular

13 composers People dont want just any rendition of

14 Crazy they want Patsy Klines rendition of Crazy

15 They dont want just any rendition of My Way they

16 want Frank Sinatras They dont want just any

17 Will Always Love You they want Whitney Houston

18 So whoevee holds the copyright to that

19 particular recording has very valuable commodity

20 and it is because of the particular recording of it as

21 opposed to the composition of It which has been done

22 by several other people and nobody was all that
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excited Wouldnt the holder of the copyright and the

sound recording say in effect lets say theyre

sitting down -- and were doing lots of hypothetical

negotiations
-- theyre sitting down with particular

webcaster and the webcaster is crying poverty and

saying Ive got to pay ASCAP and Ive got to pay

you cant pay everybody Ive only got so much

money And the guy from Sony says Yes but Ive

got Whitney Houston or Ive got whoever it is you

know Hes just got Dolly Parton but Ive got the

Whitney Houston record Why wouldnt the sound

recording copyright holders be able to exploit and

therefore command greater royalties because the

demand In this area seems to be much more oriented

toward the particular renditions than to the

underlying composition

ThE WiTNESS Thats really good

question Im going to answer it Let me preface my

answer by saying Im not sure that your premise is

correct but Ill accept it for the purpose of the

answer okay If we were talking about hypothetical

negotiations over individual sound recording

performance rights or groups you know all of Dolly

Partons records or line of music there is no

question that when you are bargainIng over the ones

people really want you would be able to get more than

the ones people dont want And it would work both

within sound recordings and between sound recordIngs

and musical works if your premise that the sound

recordings are worth more is correct

But thats not actually what were talking

about here What were talking about is blanket

license for any sound recording as compared to

blanket license for any composition And it may be

the case that when they broadcast Crazy nobody gives

hoot who wrote that song -- actually dont know

who wrote it

testimony

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Willie Nelson

ThE WITNESS Okay

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON We know from previous

ThE WITNESS But the legal structure is

such that somebody wrote It and somebody has the sort

of hypothetical rIght if you will to block that
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broadcast of Dolly Parton if they dont get paId

mean It may be that what the carburetor does in some

physical sense is subsIdiary to what the transmission

does -- or it was the fuel pump that you had whatever

-- In the car But if you cant start the car without

It you know at that point of valuation it really

does take the same status

So think that if we had my hypothetIcal

world in which we really built up the blanket lIcense

by adding up the value of all of the underlying rights

plus processing fee for being the aggregator and the

administrator you know surely the more valuable

thIngs would get more money And that will happen to

some extent on this side just because within the

sound recordings presumably it gets performed more

often and so forth

But given the structure that Congress has

given us of valuing these blanket licenses on the one

sIde or the other where theyre both needed dont

think as matter of economIcs -- and Im not making

philosophical or you know kind of aesthetic

judgment here about value Im just analyzIng the
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economic consequences of sort of thinking about

wIll$ng buyer/willing seller think you do get to

this equality and it may be unfair to Dolly Parton

and Frank 5inatra but think It is what economics

would give you

ARBITRATOR VON KANN One last question in

this area and then Ill move to another You drew

your model starting with the basis of your

calculation of rate starts with the royalty rate for

musical works for over-the-air broadcasts Now the

thing that well it strikes me in some ways as

problematic to start deriving the royalty rate that we

need to from realm where one party the musical

works copyright holder gets royalty The other

guy the sound recording rights holder doesnt So

already were starting In realm that Is the opposite

of the one that we have to get to at the end

And what you didnt look at or at least

didnt hear you discuss much the fact that there is

another realm where they do both share and that is

the sale of records And we had your two bars up

there and we know that when particular record is
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sold in fact the record companies derive

substantially greater profit from that than the

copyright holders in musical works

And Im trying to think through whether

thats really consistent with the notion that they are

of equal value Why dont look at the real world

and say wait minute when given record is sold

it takes away the lions share of that sales proceed

It aint the musical works holder Why isnt that

10 somewhat contra-indicative of your thesis

11 THE WiTNESS think theres two reasons

12 one more important than the other but Ill start with

13 the one that was discussing minute ago with Judge

14 C3ulin which is that the mechanical royalty for the

15 composers with respect to the CDs is statutory

16 royalty so It doesnt necessarily reflect the market

17 -- what market forces would produce But think the

more important
--

ARBITRATOR GULIN Well its statutory

royalty where the criterion is not fair market value

THE WITNESS Fair enough

ARBITRATOR GUUN Okay

Page 6817

THE WITNESS Thank you think the more

important reason though actually is that Its about

somethingdifferent Its not about the right of

public performance its about sellIng copies And

there all of the considerations that the RIAA wants to

bring to bear with respect to the performance where

think theyre irrelevant do in fact apply The fact

that It costs lot of money to make record in

equilibrium the market for records has to reflect

that

And so what youre seeing think In the

market for records even If you didnt have the

statutory anomaly suspect that you would observe

anyway that the record companies and the artists make

more from the sale of each CD than the composer

because in economic equilibrium they have to recover

the costs of making those things and its expensive

But thats different market than what

were talking about here What were talking about Is

not the market for the copies the records were

talking about the market for right of public

performance which for the reasons weve already
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talked about think is therefore incremental and

bears different relationship in terms of the supply

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Are you familiar

with other areas in which -- and nothing immediately

springs to mind so cant give you an example

where the holders of two different inteliectual

property rights suppose they could be copyrights

or patents or somethingelse -- for which there are

various subsidiary rights are with respect to some

of those rights equal and with respect to others

quite disparate Do you follow my question

THE WiTNESS do do Its good

question

ARBiTRATOR VON KANN Is that an unusual

thing would have thought but it may not be true

that one would expect sort of the same relationshipto

apply to the different kinds of bundles of rights that

18 each holder could exercise but that may not be

correct

ThE WITNESS Well Id like to think

about that some more and if come up with more

youll hear about it Off the top of my head let me
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give you one possibility If we think about for

example patented drugs think what you would find

-- this is crude generalization -- that when new

drug is patented and is sold under brand name while

the patent is in force theres wide variation in

prices among different drugs Basically they have

monopoly on particular chemical compound and they

price it to the maximizethe monopoly profit So they

charge more for things that people really need and

where there are no substitutes and so forth

Once thq patent expires and theres

competition all of them kind of drift towards more

similarprice which is related to the marginal cost

of making another pill So dont know that Its

perfect analogy and admit just thought of it off

the top of my head but that would be situation

where sort of In the first instance price to recover

my costs and more if can get monopoly But then

in subsequent uses may well price it something more

like marginal cost which may be equal across

different --

ARBiTRATOR VON KANN It strikes me as
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more of explanation of the salutary effects of

competition than It is

THE WITNESS Yes Maybe its not the

best analogy

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Okay Let me turn

to the other area which is the famous

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Before you switch to

the other area could just follow up little bit on

this Youve attributed the difference in the cost

per CD to 73 percent and the 165 for example to the

difference in cost There may be some in price right

there as well

THE WITNESS The old technology

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Right But could part

of it also be attributable -- If we go back to either

the judge wanting to get here in the morning and hes

got to get his car started or the others those are

all situationswhere youve posited essentially --

youve got something to do youve got to do it right

now need both of them right now And where the

time element is critical to the negotiation

Whereas if we move from the theoretical
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world either to the world of how you get your car or

how you put together the right for performing rights

Its really matter of business structure and of

sequencing Before we get the record youre going to

go and have negotiation or theres going to be

certain context and certain market that creates

certain price for the works And it could be earlier

or it could be later but different time

negotiation and structure and where the demand the

competitors the market Is different And similarly

when youre buying the car obviously --

THE WITNESS Yes

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON mean if you go to

repair shop you might go one place for the pump and

the other place for the transmission But even coming

back to this mean why Im still having lot of

trouble really understanding why theyre equal

THE WITNESS Let me try and let me deal

with this timing issue because actually think that

that may have misled you with my analogies

Because when posited the judge needing to 9et here

right now and Im the only who can do it that was an
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artificial way of reproducing situation where

basically the buyer needs what Ive got and Im the

only one who can provide It dont actually think

the timing issue is essentIal to that That was just

kind of way of cooking the example to sort of create

that Hes got to deal with me and he doesnt have

other alternatives

Which the way Congress has set up the

statutory license regimeand frankly the way the de

facto regime has evolved under the consent degrees on

the musical works side weve developed this model of

blanket iicenses and there are transactions costs

reason why weve done that which weve talked about

But whatever that is weve developed that world of

blanket licenses And in each case there is only one

party that can give you the blanket license that you

need In the RIAA its RIM On the musical works

side theres both ASCAP and BMI but you really need

them both So its not fundamentally different

So dont think the timing is essential

Whats essential is that the buyers are the only ones

the buyers need this stuff and the sellers are the
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Page 6823

only ones who can provide It And the buyers are an

important
-- no strike that thats not really

important So that weve got this necessity of

dealing with the owner -- the party thats able to

deliver the blanket license

Now there may be something to the time

issue in what youve suggested in that think it Is

-- do share your Intuition that when intellectual

property is created whether its record or book

or movie theres sense in which the creators look

to the initial forms of sale of that as their primary

mode to recover the costs of making It And then they

subsequently do think about you know you license the

movie overseas the book comes out as paperback You

know there are these sort of subsidiary applications

if you will of the initial creation which do have

this flavor of being more Incremental

So think there Is something to that

intuition that probably fits here in
fairly general

way And guess what Im saying is that to be

clear cant -- Im not predicting the outcome of

this hypothetical negotiation in concrete way All
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Im saying is to me it seems like the buyers come in

with the same valuation for both if we imagine two

parallel negotiations and the sellers come in from

similareconomic position so that would expect sort

of on average in some sense similaroutcomes

And maybe what youre saying is that one

way to think about the similarity of the position of

the composers and the record companies and artists is

that in both cases what were talking about is one of

these down-the-line applications of their original

creation of intangible property or intellectual

property And dont think thats inconsistent with

kind of the way set It up

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Im thinking about it

actually lot more fundamentally In terms of the way

that the schemes been set up Because the other

dimension of time Is that we have these two elements

and the way that Congress has set it up is in fact the

time frame for negotiating the value in musical works

is here has been here it goes back long time and

in essence as you say In your testimony weve got to

market over 50 70 years whatever It is that has come
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to that number Now all of and so maybe the car

has transmission or maybe it has fuel pump

Now theres new ball game Theres

new thing coming on top of that that has to be added

and at least arguably its the last little old

ladys house In the tract that the developer wants to

buy for the mall mean at least In theory

ThE WITNESS Right

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Other things are In

place Its somethingnow that needs to be added and

Its being done in fundamentally different time

12 frame

13 ThE WITNESS But see thats where

14 come back to the fair marketvalue concept mean if

15 Congress had wanted to allow the owners of the sound

16 recordings to act like the little old lady who owns

17 the last house thats needed and get the whole value

18 they could have done that They could have created

19 the new right but not created compulsory license in

20 whIch case none of us would be here and believe

21 that RIM would have successfully negotiated licenses

22 at fees at least as high as the ones that theyve
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actually negotiated dont believe that the result

would be that we would have no webcasting but think

wed have lot of less and thats not what Congress

10 we because were relying on lot of Insight and

11 thoughts In helping us from you and from the other

12 people In this room to help get us there

13 ThE WiTNESS Sure was being flippant

14 think its essential when youre soMng that

15 problem of fair market value to eliminate the element

16 of holdout of the last crucial piece and to render

17 that last piece on the same terms as all the other

18 pieces mean that thats the essence

19 CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Let me Interrupt you

20 there because youre right And in my example may

21 have done the same thing that you did in your

22 hypothetical when you said Im the last Im the
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person--

THE WiTNESS Okay fine

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON the last one

standing now mean threw that At the end we

clearly Its not holdout situation Its not that

but it is mailer of sequencing In time between

setting the economic value for these two rights and

one coming along after the other one for all

practical purposes as has been

And while youre thinking of that want

to just throw in the same caution that Judge von Kann

did and that is were working on lot of these Ideas

and nowhere near making up our mind on anything but

were trying to probe and understand each direction

THE WITNESS And look dont think

there are any absolute airtight answers to any of

these questions but my view would be that the fact

that were coming along at this later point in time

that nonetheless what you want to do is attempt to

sort of remove that from the analysis and render the

sound recording right -- sound recording performance

right treatment that is sort of the same if you
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will as the treatment of other rights other goods

other inputs and attempt to think about this sort of

fair marketvalue

Now the question is how do you do that

And think it is hard do think that the musical

work look if we had great market data on sound

recording performance rights for fair marketvalues

wouldnt be doing this Its just we dont have it

because it is new right and so weve got to look to

something else and then think about what we think

their relationship is to the other

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON You want to take some

different direction

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Should we go or

should we break

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Why dont we take

ten-minute break bathroom stretth It does feel

somehow think Denise got the air conditioning

moderated so --

Whereupon the foregoing matter went off

the record at 338 p.m and went back on

the record at 353 p.m

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Are we all here

Before we move on to the statutory Interpretationarea

that Judge von Kann wants to ask you about there was

one other question that had related to the

comparable value of the performance right and the --

Im sorry the performance right in works versus

recordings And If you wanted to look at your

testimony page 19 theres two different places there

on that page The first Is up at the top of page 19

guess the first full sentence Nonetheless the

fees paid to ASCAP and BMI constitute the upper

bound And then again sort of the last full

sentence on that page All available evidence that

indicates that all else equal the righted issue in

this proceeding should command lesser performance

royalty than the works right

ARBITRATOR VON.KANN Mr Chairman be

sure you keep your vote up please

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Fair enough First of

all even though that assertions in there and it

comes several other times am right in

understanding as practical matter given the two
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bars in the analysis that you used youve treated

them as equal even though youve asserted the one is

less

ThE WITNESS Except for the adjustment

that Ive made for the difference in promotional

value

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Right

THE WITNESS The point thats being

addressed here is the market power thats probably

present in the benchmark sethng so that were

actually comparing not to reasonable fee but to

fee that may be above reasonable fee Thats the

13 upper bound concept but havent made any attempt to

14 reduce it to reflect that

15 CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Yes Well that

16 really gets to the heart of my question which is

17 see on the previous page on 18 you talk about the

18 fees being collectively negotiated by ASCAP and BMI as

19 being significantly in excess of the reasonable level

20 Thats your words here But is that the sole basis

21 Is there any other basis for the analysis that the

22 works right is more valuable putting aside the
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ThE WITNESS understand the question

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON -- European

comparable mean that whole thing In your analysis

THE WITNESS Just to be dear what Fm

saying is if we knew the reasonable in my language

the competitive market royalty for the musical work

if God told us that

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay

THE WITNESS -- then my view would be

they should be equal Im not saying one is greater

than the other They should be equal if we really

knew the competitive marketfee for the musical work

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay

ThE WiTNESS But we dont know that

weve got benchmark And so were working from that

benchmark to the reasonable fee for the sound

recording performance right and Im worried about

aspects of that benchmark and various aspects of the

relationship of that benchmark to our current

situation So okay should be more precise If we

really
-- if God told us the value of the musical work

in this context that is on the Internet

Page 6832

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Could you get him to

tell me the royalty too by the way

Laughter

But not till January 27 If he could fax

an opinion along with it that would be also very

helpful

MR KATZ Theres nothing in the statute

about reliance on revelation Judge von Kann

THE WITNESS Okay So if we knew the

value of the musical work on the Intemet the

reasonable fair market value of musical work on the

Internet would say equality

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay

THE WITNESS The upper bound language

comes in not at that conceptual level but with

reference to my specific benchmark which is not the

reasonable fee for musical work on the nternet

Its the actual fees paid in the over-the-air radio

And believe that there are some reasons why that is

too high as benthmark and thats where the upper

bound concept comes in One of those reasons is the

imperfect discipline of market power of the rate
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court and the other is that when we think about this

willing buyer/willing seller on the Intemet as

opposed to over the air

So this is an Issue of Internet versus

over the air not an issue of musical work versus

sound recording think that the statutoryfactors

of cost and risk and so forth might well affect that

willing buyer/willing seller negotiation so that the

webcasters who are struggling to make buck might not

10 be willing to pay as muth as the established over-the

11 aIr radio stations who know that they can make money

12 off of this

But all of those are not things have

tried to adjust for Ive just put them out there for

you as reasons why think that our analysis Is

conservative and think suggesting that to the

extent that there may be some things on the other side

that couldnt take account of you know perhaps

they balance

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON And so If we were

going to perpetuate blasphemy that God in this

instance is Congress and so the world that we have
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that at least this Panel has to struggle with the

givens from on high as what Congress has dictated

and/or the whole system of government in this case

the rate court that would say that whatever these

numbers are negotiated by ASCAP BMI and SESAC those

are the numbers And in that context you wouldnt

adjust it up or down for market power You would say

thats the number that Gods told you and so at least

in that framework the value of the performance right

and the recordings would be equal to those numbers as

opposed to something less than those numbers but

before you control for the promo value and all that

ThE WITNESS Yes think you could look

at it that way

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay We have some

additional questions in another area

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Yes Id like to --

my last area but Ive got several questionsthere

has to do with this famous sentence In-establishing

rates and terms for transmissions by eligible non-

subscription services new subscription services the

Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel shall establish
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rates and terms that most clearly represent the rates

and terms that would have been negotiated in the

marketplace between willing buyer and willing

seller.0 Weve alluded to that from time to time

There are certainly other parts of the

statute that are very Important dont want to

slight them but for the moment want to focus on

that sentence And want youve talked somewhat

about the kind of marketplace that you think the Panel

should be looking at in carrying out the dictates of

that provision And want to make sure understand

what you are counseling us in this regard

First of all think you have said that

it Is important that we try to -- Im trying to come

up with the right word -- imagine No Hypothecate

Maybe We try to put ourselves in the setting as

much as we can of truly competitive marketplace

which means number one we eliminate the RIMs power

to negotiate the deal on behalf of all record

companies because thats just too much market power

and it will distort the marketplace correct

THE WITNESS Or we imagine multiple
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RIAAs all of whom are competing to do that That

would be an alternative way of thinking about It

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Okay think you

said that youre not prepared to say today that the

five major labels would .have that same effect You

think they maybe well would but that at least were

taking the RIAA out as the sole person you go to to

get one of these licenses right

ThE WITNESS Yes

ARBiTRATOR VON KANN And think you also

said In answer to question from Judge Gulin that

we also take out the compulsorylicense because it

also distorts the marketplace correct

ThE WITNESS Yes

ARBITRATOR VON KANN So this marketplace

that Im going to imagine is one in which individual

webcasters would be negotiating with individual record

companies without compulsory license in the picture

correct

ThE WITNESS Well guess the difficulty

have with formulating it that way is that we need to

address how were going to think about the
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consequences of the transactions costs in that market

So think theres two ways you could think about

that and again this is conceptual or hypothetical

One is that negotiating with the five labels

ARBiTRATOR VON KANN And other

individuals

ThE WITNESS -- and other individual

independents and so forth and well presume although

have some reservations on this that thats big

10 enough number that they do effectively compete And

11 and this is the hard part that webcasters are able to

12 get all of the rights that they need In framework in

13 which the labels are truly competing against each

14 other And what that means Is that as webcaster

15 need to be in position that if you Record Label

16 Number One wont offer me reasonable deal can go

17 instead to Record Label umber Two and get what

18 need If as webcaster as practical matter

19 need both of you then negotiating separately with all

20 five of you in even the absence of the RIM Is not

going to produce competitive market outcome because

need all of you and so cant play you off one
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against the other dont get the benefits of

competition Thats why hypothecated to use --

thats probably not word -- this notion of --

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Hypothesized is It

not

ThE WITNESS hypothesized this notion

of world in which you have multiple competing RIMs

or multiple competing aggregator agents who are .each

in the business of licensing the complete package of

10 rights which they get in turn from the underlying

11 rights holders If you had that then youd really

12 have competition because if you RIM Number One

13 wont give me reasonable deal Ill just go to

14 Number Two and can get what need from them

15 because theyve got it all too And that would be

16 truly competitive market

17 And in that market the underlying rights

18 hoiders would get the value of their contribution and

19 these aggregators would get just fee for basically

20 the aggregation function if you will or the

21 coordination function that theyre performing

22 dont think you replicate that by just saying no
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statutory license no compulsorylicense and go

negotiate separately with the five record companies

as long as theres significant number of webcasters

who truly need either all of the repertoire or large

portion of the repertoire in order to do what they

want to do

ARBITRATOR VON KANN That was what

Congress was content to let the webcasters do for

interactive services right

TilE WiTNESS Thats my understanding

yes

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Thats the deal

You can either get your license with as many labels as

you can strike deal with or you dont guess Im

wondering how -- it strikes me frankly as difficult

to construe this sentence as having Congress ask us to

imagine that the two industries were dealing with are

not the way they are

Were not -- think youre almost

suggesting that to carry this out wed have to sort of

break up the five major record companies and impose

some kind of regime in which everybody out there who
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had significant repertoire had to give the

webcasters license that somehow isnt compulsory

license just
-- cant fathom that It seems to

me what Congress did was they set up two regimes one

the interactive service There aint no compulsory

license If you can get deal you can get deal

if not youre out of luck And then for this area

well make it compulsory license but Panel try to

come up with rate thats pretty much what would have

happened out there in the world in willing

buyer/willing seller marketplace It seems to me

unlikely that they meant to reconstitute the cast of

sellers and buyers So Im having little difficulty

with the notion --

THE WITNESS Well can sympathize with

that And you know as said this is more my

starting point for thinking about it Ive actually

proposed to you way of getting to an answer that

doesnt really require you in any mechanical way to go

there

guess the way think about the analogy

to the interactive situation is that if you were to
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think about your task as replicating what would occur

in circumstance similar to the Interactive

situation then have hard time understanding why

Congress would go to all the trouble to create

compulsorylicense in an Arbitration Panel if what

they hoped to do was to replicate what would happen If

they just let people make deals without compulsory

license Because they clearly showed that they know

how to do that

And they made decision it seems to me

to treat this situation differently think because

-- and Im only giving an economic interpretation of

this Im not reading legislative history or anything

like that Im just giving an economic Interpretation

to it in the interactive framework its much more

plausible that what somebody could do would be very

targeted kind of business where they only need to deal

with one or two licenses and create particular kind

of service

Whereas If were going to do this broad

thing of streaming particularly If its

rebroadcasting or if its streaming stuff that Is
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already being broadcast over the air that has this

property of using many different sound recordings

that that one-on-one negotiation was not likely to be

practical so they sort of they kind of twittied

with two things in parallel They said that one-on-

one negotiation isnt likely to be practical so weli

create compulsory license with one licensor sort of

to get an efficient way of doing that But we

understand that when we do that we create danger of

market power so well create an arbitration

proceeding to make sure that the rates dont reflect

market power

mean understand your reluctance to get

too theoretical in terms of what Congress is thinking

about that put that forward really just as

background against which think you should think

about your task more than technique you can use to

reaiiy answer the question

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Let me then ask you

something which to my knowledge no withess has yet

addressed in this hearing that can remember maybe

missed it And that Is the question of when does
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this hypothetical negotiation occur And Im going to

throw out hypothesis to you which is the following

That it occurs very soon after October of 1998

because thats when the law took effect and if there

is no compulsory license then these folks have no

webcasting business until they get agreements So

they would be eager would think to sit down with

the various record companies quickly and have this

negotiation and try to reach agreements so that they

can get their businesses up and running

And so my question to you is isnt the

most logical construction of this negotiation that

were supposed to posit is that its not one that

occurs in August of 2001 or probably even 2000 it

occurs In late 1998 or perhaps early 1999 in order for

these services to get rolling Does that make sense

ThE WiTNESS Yes think it does

might think that since they created sort of these two-

year periods that you were to address perhaps you

would think about there being one negotiation the

beginning of the first period and second negotiation

the beginning of the second period But dont have
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strong view on that think that highlights why

its important at least think in terms of

accomplishing the objectives to take the market power

out of the picture because these parties in the

absence of compulsory license in 1998 as you say

really needed this license If there were

competitive market lots of different people competing

to offer them that they would quickly do deal with

one of them and get going If theres not

competitive market then theyre kind of held up and

potentially the market power becomes problem

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Certainly it seems

to me at least think It does to make sense in

thinking about this hypothetical marketplace that we

have to imagine and try to divine what rates would

have emerged from it that you take out the RIAAs

monopoly power and you take out the compulsory

license both of which are major market distorting

events So agree with you about that

Now the third thing wanted to ask about

is -- alluded to it lithe bit earlier -- this

notion of willing buyer and willing seller And
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let me ask you some questions about that that have

occurred to me and see if you can help give me some

guidance It seems to me see if you agree that

record label in this hypothetical marketplace

negotiation would probably give better price to

Yahoo or Clear Channel or an AOL because of the

number of royalty-generating performances that such

big players could deliver If can get deal with

Yahoo Wits going to produce dont know how

many tens of thousands or maybe millions of

performances against which my royalty is going to be

multiplied Im probably willing to give them better

rate than give some fairly
small webcaster from whom

Im not going to get all that much royalty Why

should bend over backwards for this guy Also the

Yahoos and AOLs of the world have got more market

power In many ways

So my assumptionIs that if one of these

negotiations Is with webcaster whos big player

theyre probably going to walk away from the table

with better price than little mom and pop webcaster

who are barely holding on on the periphery Does that
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make sense from an economic point of view

ARBITRATOR GUUN Judge von Kann let me

darify for my own mind Are you talking about In the

context of the negotiations that took place prior to

the Panel

ARBITRATOR VON KANN No

ARBITRATOR GULIN Or youre talking about

the absence of--

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Fm talking about

this negotiation

ARBITRATOR GULIN Okay get you

ARBITRATOR VON KANN The negotiation

between this willing buyer and the willing seller --

ARBITRATOR GUUN That would have taken

15 place

16 ARBITRATOR VON KANN Right that would

17 have taken place And Im assuming that if Wamer

18 Music Group gets call from Yahoo and says Wed
19 like to sit down and get one of these licenses that

20 the people at Wamer are going to jump and theyre

21 going to go into that negotiation with enthusiasm

22 think Wamers perhaps complicated example but
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lets take Sony for the moment Sony And that at the

end of the day Yahoo is likely to walk out of the door

with better price than XYZ small webcaster got the

day before

THE WITNESS Well guess think your

analysis as description of negotiations probably

has lot to It guess my view would be for the

reasons Ive articulated Im sort of giving more

complicated economic interpretation to this language

which is based in part on the other language in the

statute and on legislative history and in part on

economic analysis which connect it to competitive

market

And in competitIve market the big guys

dont necessarily get better deals than the little

guys because competition among the possible providers

tends to drive everyones price down Now there may

be some element of volume discounts and so forth that

persistseven in competitive market but think it

would be much less than what you are accurately

characterizing in terms of literal bargaining

situation between real buyers and real sellers
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ARBITRATOR VON KANN Heres what Im

trying to wrestle through The statute soft of

implies that willing buyer -- pick any one theyre

all the same it makes no difference -- and willing

seller -- pick any one who cares -- theyll sit down

and an hour later well have price Well thats

you know naive There are many different kinds of

buyers many different -- guess theres difference

between what the major label might be able to get out

of deal versus an independent And weve talked

about the fact that some buyers might have great

interest in certainty and time They want an

agreement now Others are prepared to sit back

So it seems to me that in thinking about

these negotiations there would probably be if there

were in fact many different negotiations thered be

various rates that would emerge from those

wouldnt expect them to be identical would you

THE WITNESS In actual negotiations

probably not no

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Can just -- on that

one mean you just said minute ago in true
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competitive market the big guys dont tend to get

better deals but we all know Wal-Mart negotiates

volume price and thaVs how they drive the moms and

pops out of business mean isnt that the reai

competitive market And so the point that Judge von

Kann is making is there in spades The big car

deaiers if theyve got volume of 1000 chews

month they get different numbers from the factory

and they sell cars at iess than the small dealership

10 ThE WITNESS Well what lot of that

11 reflects though is that marketsarent all

12 competitive mean the automobile market is

13 certainly not competitive in the economic sense You

have relatively smali number of sellers who have

degree of market power Wal-Mart certainly does get

preferentialdeals for branded goods where the selier

also has market power and theres sort of this

negotiation going on When theyre buying dont

know lumber to build new store they may get

better deal than you or do just going to the lumber

yard but they dont get better deal than any run of

the miii contractor who actually uses reasonable
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amount of lumber So part of that reflects non-

competitive situations although wouldnt deny that

there is some elØmØnt of volume pricing that persists

even in competitive markets

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Heres what Im

trying to figure out In sense Im assuming -- and

it may not be true well have to see what the total

evidence shows -- but that this is -- the web

streaming industry Is one not unlike lot of others

we see on the scene today in which some -- handful

of large players are basicaliy trying to stake out

substantial market share and prominence and

visibility and probably either absorb lot of the

small players through mergers or acquisitions or drive

them out of business so that at the end of the day as

in so many other areas including the record Industry

itself and movies and newspapers and many many

were looking at much smaller number of players down

the road And everybody seems to say to some .extent

this is probably going to happen

And then in that context buyer iike an

AOL or Viacom or Clear Channel or an MTV may be
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prepared to pay and have the resources to pay more

than small operator because Its part of its

strategicplan to basically establish market share and

drive other people out So on the one hand big

player might be prepared to pay in effect more than

fair market price Ill double that price
-- wont

double It but Ill increase it by ten percent

because know these other guys cant afford that and

theyll fold and theyll crumble

And at the end of the day Ill pick them

up VII pick up their listeners and their business

can afford it Ive got enough resources behind me

to pay lithe bit more than the fair market price

Is that phenomenon that you would think would go on

in this hypothetical marketplace that were trying to

Imagine that some of the bigger players might in

effect overbid the price

THE WiTNESS So guess youre asking me

hypothetical about my hypothetical

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Right

THE WITNESS guess Ive constructed the

hypothetical for purpose which is to try to think
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about how to effectuate what see as the policy goals

of this kind of statute dont think that It would

make sense to construe the structure for thinking

about accomplishing the goals of this objective as one

in which were going to allow sort of in effect

anti-competitive behavior because what youve

described is essentiallyanti-competitive behavior

That doesnt mean its necessarily morally

reprehensible or anything but it is intrinsically

anti-competitive behavior

think that the policy purpose of the

statute as Ive said is to try to sort of get the

benefits of competition while keeping transactions

costs down So in thinking about what that implies

about royalty guess would not bring into the

analysis royalties that would be brought about by that

kind of anti-competitive behavior Which isnt to say

that in some actual negotiations they wouldnt occur

just think that its not helpful to the exercise

were undertaking to accomplish the objective here

ARBITRATOR VON KANN think what Im

trying to think through for myself with whatever help
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you can give me is assuming that were to try to

carry out this mandate of the statute think that

one could conclude on this evidence perhaps that

there would be range of royalty rates that would

emerge from these negotiations probably because

number of factors Some buyers were really eager to

get this thing now others little less so Some

have greater resources others have less Maybe some

can deliver volume lot higher number of listeners

10 and theyll get little break It could be lot of

11 different factors which would cause variations among

12 the rates that might emerge from these negotiations

13 And the question is how do you figure out

14 where in that range Is the one thats willing buyer

15 and willing seller that Congress had in Its head and

16 that we should then enshrine as the marketplace rate

17 the single sole marketplace rate that everybody needs

18 to pay putting aside for moment the question of

19 distinguIshing different kinds of services which is

20 another complication but for the moment think

21 within even the same kind of service there would

22 likely
be in the real world series of results How
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do we work from that to single rate mean

obviously you could do various things You could add

them all up and take an average you could take the

mean point you could take the highest or the lowest

What help would you give us in -- if we

concluded that there was going to be range and

somehow we pegged it at to what advice what

counsel or instruction or insight would you give us as

to how we determine the particular rate within that

range that most clearly represents the marketplace

rate assuming that the marketplacewas reflection

of many different buyers with different exigencies

THE WITNESS No understand And as

you said putting aside the issue of distinguishing

specific groups that you think are different and

putting aside think the issue of marketplace data

that for reasons weve talked about you think is

unreasonable or Is not indicative of reasonable

rate So at the end of that analysis suppose you got

range of rates that you believe are acceptable as

indicia of reasonable at least for some range of

users dont think there Is real answer to that
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question from economics

think you have sort of two things you

can do or combination of two things You pick

point In the range which is often the middle mean

thats people do that and/or you look to the

statutory factors which youre asked to consider and

say whether you think on balance they point In one

direction or the other which might lead you to pick

either the upper end or the lower end of the range of

reasonable outcomes that youve identified

mean the distribution of values of

different buyers is only one of many reasons why at

the end of the day theres going to be range

mean Its just numbers are imprecise and the world is

impredse So the problemof choosing within range

is common one that panels like this often have to

confront and there isnt really
-- economics doesnt

really have much help in that

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Okay think that

that is

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Would that leave one

to conclude that essentially economics has no real
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guide and weve got range Its basically we

could flip
coin We could do that or we could

basically pick anything that we thought there was

rational basis And from an economic analysis point

of view there is no right or wrong so to speak so

long as were not arbitrating capricious

THE WITNESS You would never do that

Putting aside the statutory factors which you might

use to put you in one way or the other the wy
think about range is from statistidans point of

view that theres just uncertainty Theres

imprecision in measurement The answer could be

anywhere between here and here The safest thing to

do to be sure youre really within the range is to be

either in the middle or close to the middle

So in that sense dont think -- you

flip coin but guess Fm not sure that thats

deep insightS You probably could have figured that

out yourself without economics that if youre truly

at the end of the day it could be anywhere between

here and here you probably didnt need me to help you

with that
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ARBITRATOR VON KANN Let me just pursue

one more Going back little bit to this idea of are

we talking sort of about theoretical buyers and

theoretical sellers or the real ones that are out

there doesnt -- when the statute goes on to say In

determining such rates and terms the Copyright

Arbitration Royalty Panel shall base its decisIon on

economic competitive and programming Information

presented by the parties including and then it

lists the various factors doesnt that suggest that

what Congress was saying was dont deal with this like

an economic textbook might which is just theoretical

little entities labeled for buyer and -- look at

these players In this marketplace confronting the

things theyre actually confronting look at whats

really going on out there look at the economic

competitive and programming information about them

which the parties have presented to you and figure

out what they would
likely

do in this hypothetical

marketplace if it wasnt constrained by the compulsory

iicense and the RIAAs market power Do the best you

can but look at these guys these players In the real

world
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ThE WITNESS Well dont disagree with

that think you yourself though put in two

important non-real world provisos which Is no license

and no market power and so we have to -- dont

think any of use are suggesting that we get this from

other than real world information And as Ive said

if thought we had information on real world

transactions for these very same rights in this very

same context that in fact were purged as youve

suggested of both the market power of RIAA and the

effects of the compulsory license that would be where

would start Im just not convinced that we really

have data of that sort and thats why Ive fallen

back on what is sort of inferential or inductive kind

of reasoning from other benchmarks to get where we

need to go

ARBITRATOR VON KANN If thats the

19 framework in which were supposed to analyze it

20 doesnt that really
-- doesnt that give the services

21 here quite an uphill battle in the sense that

22 obviously if they couldnt get licenses for this
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musIc they couldnt operate their services As if we

takethe compulsory license piece out then like the

interactive service if you dont get the deal you

cant operate They needed those licenses very badly

Now did RIM or did the record labels equally need

the deals dont know Im not so sure That Is

somethIng we would have to assess But think one

could make case that the buyers would go to those

negotiations lot more hungry than the sellers and

10 it strikes me that that is going to impact the price

11 thats going to come out of that negotiating room

12 THE WITNESS Well again think if you

13 remove market power then youve got hungry buyers and

14 youve lots of sellers hopefully who are -- youve

15 got something that is zero marginal cost to produce

16 If theyre really competing with each other they

17 should be -- its gravy to the bottom line if they can

18 make some of these deals and get that Incremental

19 revenue dont see why theyre not in some sense

20 equally hungry once you remove the market power

21 elementto get deal done

22 ARBITRATOR VON KANN Why wouldnt the
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answer to why theyre not equally hungry be as

follows Rightly or wrongly theyre panicked about

losing sales to the displacement effect Theyre

convinced that the future Is one In which nobody needs

plastic anymore Well just get all of our music on

that wonderful little electronic gadget They may be

totally irrational about this Maybe they are maybe

they arent Im not sure well be able to figure it

out maybe we can

But lets assume that their mindset is one

of great fear about seeing precipitous decline in

record sales and only marginally excited about the

promotional value since at the moment the listenership

numbers are pretty low There arent lot of

advertisers flocking to it and theyre not really

sure that the promotional pluses outweigh the specter

that they see of people deciding we can live without

CDs

Why arent those sellers going to be

fairly tepid about their enthusiasm for signing with

mean at some point the price gets exciting

enough and enticing enough that you say Well you
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know at that level well take some of this money and

see whether our worst fears were right or not But

why wouldnt lot of the record companies be indined

to say Well thank you very much Well Just

continue to sell our little hard CDs well see what

happens out there and meanwhile well work like crazy

to create our own Internet services and were not

particularly interested in licensing to you frankly

Its not all that exciting to do Whereas the buyers

would say We need these licenses or weve got no

business

ThE WITNESS Well guess Id
say

couple things about that dont really understand

how you can be worried you can simultaneously thInk

that nobodys really listenIng and its going to

destroy the CD market Presumably if its going to

destroy the CD market Its only going to be because

people listen lot

ARBITRATOR VON KANN foolish

consistency is the hobgob of little mind Youre

right they arent consistent but they could be

entertained at the same time perhaps
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ThE WITNESS guess think -- and

again Im not doing statutory interpretation Im

just telling you what an economist thinks would make

sense

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Okay

ThE WITNESS think to interpret the

willing buyer/willing seller test you really got to

stay within the realm of sort of what rational --

mean realize the word isnt there but youve got

to stay within the realm of what rational willing

buyers and willing sellers would do because if you

allow to enter the analysis sort of what irrational

buyers and sellers would do then anything could

happen dont really see how you could ever sort or

use that as tool

And guess the other thing would say

and maybe Im overstepping my bounds In terms of keep

insisting that dont interpret statutes or figure

out congressional intent Is they created compulsory

license Presumably they had reason to do that and

think the reason for the compulsory license was that

there was nascent industry here that they thought we
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wanted to create copyright regime in which this

nascent industry if there is money to be made there

could get off its fee if its going to work

And guess would think it would be

at least from policy and economic perspective

Inconsistent with the overall sense of what the

statute is trying to do to set rates that has sort of

encompassed the idea that the sound recording owners

In this case would have wanted to and In some sense

should be allowed to pretty much just withhold these

rIghts from general use It just seems to me thats

Inconsistent with statutory framework predicated on

compulsory license

ARBITRATOR VON KANN It wouldnt

necessarily be Irrationalwould It for the record

companies to say

COURT REPORTER Judge von Kann

ARBITRATOR VON KANN All right Sorry

It wouldnt be irrational for the record companies to

say We have conduded that the potential of

webstreaming for decreasing our revenues are greater

than their potential for increasing our revenues and

therefore were not going to play were not going to

license people to do that That might be faulty

mean they might have made mistake in their analysis

but that wouldnt strike me as an irrational way to

approach the problem if they indeed went through some

kind of analysis

THE WITNESS But again have the same

problem If were going to encompass buyers and

sellers that have made mistakes and do their analysis

improperly and what would they do again have the

same problem dont know how at the end of the day

youd rule out anything And so would think that if

you wanted -- the way to go about this willing

buyer/willing seller Is to say well sure people do

make mistakes in the real world In the real world

people sometimes act irrationally But were going to

think about what would willing buyer and willing

seller do In the marketplace with the facts as we can

determine them if they were acting rationally in that

set of facts And that to me is more reliable way

to approach it than to try to figure out what they

might have done because of mistakes or other --
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CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Isnt another way to

say that that the fundamentals of economic teaching

is willing buyer/willing seller assumes willing

buyer and willing seller who wish to make sale If

they can agree on price

ThE WiTNESS And who are well-informed

and acting rationally mean think that thats the

way an economistwould come at that cant -- you

know dont know what Congress had in mind but

thats how an economistwould come at It

ARBITRATOR VON KANN think the best

answer to my proposition which thought you would

give me is well but they made deals for interactive

licenses and thats much more of threat and that

apparently didnt stop them So at some price level

you get to some price where obviously the

demonstrated history that record labels are willing to

sign deal even though they are worried to some

extent about those factors Well --

ARB1TRATOR GUUN If you had the best

answer why did you ask the question

Laughter
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ARBITRATOR VON KANN wanted to see what

other answers might be out there

ThE WITNESS guess flunked

ARBITRATOR VON KAHN No Okay

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON have two very short

most administrative matters One is on your minimal

fee you picked 250 and then your fcotnote says but

ASCAP is 264 and theres BMI and theres SESAC Is

there any real rational basis any reason to pick your

250 other than it was close to ASCAP

ThE WITNESS think this is one of these

range situations think that If you accept my

premise that within the per performance model the

function of minimum fee is to compensate the

licensor for the administrative and bookkeeping costs

of keeping track of another licensee who might

otherwise not be generating significant revenue

think that clearly puts you in the range of hundreds

of dollars rather than thousands of dollars

But dont have enough information and

went to ASCAP because thats market data point

They have to administer licenses they have to do the
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bookkeeping and recordkeeping that is at least

analogous to what RIM would have to do to administer

single license and so it seems like Its market

data point on what kind of fee would reflect that

administration cost But you know beyond that Im

not am first to admit cant pin It down

terribly exactly
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CHAIRMAN VAN LOON But given your

analysis of the two parallel costs and what it would

take if your webcaster needs songs from ASCAP and BMI

and SESAC that the rational would be at minimum

to take the minimum fee from those three and add them

14 ThE WiTNESS No dont think so

15 because Im looking at It from the point of view of

16 the iicensor So what Im saying is ASCAP is saying

17 For me to process license it doesnt make sense

18 unless get at least 264 -- dont know how they

19 got the number 264 and picked 250 just because it

20 was rounder number need at least that because

21 have to keep them in my computer and have to send

22 them statements every month and so forth
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And so the costs of ASCAP are analogous

think to the cost of the RIM And the fact that

the licensee also has to deal with BMI doesnt change

the fact that what its indicating is that from the

licensors perspective the cost of administering

license is at least appears to be in this case about

$250 So dont think it would necessarily make

sense If you accept this administrative cost

justificationto say well they have to pay it to

three different people on the musical works side so

we should triple it

Now maybe there are other reasons why the

number could be somethingother than 250 but dont

think the mere fact that from the licensees point of

view theres three of them undermines the logic that

from the licensors perspective
-- its the llcensors

costs that were trying to compensate here the

licensors costs of administering and processing the

license and think RIMs would be analogous to

ASCAPs even though theyre only one of

ARBITRATOR GUUN The licensor being the

collecting agency may have more administrative work to
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do but possibly not three times as much

ThE WITNESS You mean just because they

have

more

ARBITRATOR GULIN Just because they have

ThE WITNESS -- more suppose thats

true if its -- dont think it would be

proportional to the number of-- and you could argue

actually since theres only five -- weve already

heard that there are lot fewer underlying rights

holders on the sound recording side than on the

musical works side so It could be that actually the

administrative costs in this case would be lower for

that reason Even though RIM is the whole ball game

they probably have fewer licensors that theyre

distributing to than ASCAP does even though ASCAP Is

only 45 or so percent of the total just because the

ownership in the musical works is more fragmented

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay Last one

Ephemeral You say very small share one page

another page very small fraction How small Is

very small Can you give us number and give us

it
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ThE WITNESS Well thats compound

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Yes

Laughter

We get to do that and get criticized for

THE WITNESS can give you number

dont know that can particularly give you

rationale mean what have in mind is something on

the order of the five or ten percent kinds of numbers

that have been talked about think even RIM has

talked about ten percent although they would add it

on the top rather than viewing it as part of the

total It seems to me that something In that range is

the kind of the number that were talking about

CHAIRMAN VAN WON And the rationale then

is because RIM said it

ThE WITNESS The rationale is because

its not very big and it seems to me it shouldnt be

very big but Ill admit dont have more than that

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Just one on the 250
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Page 6871

That cant possibly be the true cost of administering

license for year for license holder can It

mean $250 is what half hour of secretary or

something these days Its tiny tiny number It

doesnt mean do you really think that thats --

if we could somehow bring in dont know the Cr0 of

ASCAP or something and he would look at his rent costs

and his employee costs and his computer costs and

everything do you really think it is realistic to

think that for $250 year they can manage anything

for somebody It just strikes me as --

THE W1TNESS Well Im thinking of this

not as the average cost but of the incremental cost of

having one more licensee Ive already got

computer which need to handle the guys who are

paying me real money and Ive already gQt an

accounting staff and Ive already got an office so

Im paying the rent anyway because there are people

who are paying me real money The question is how

much does it cost me to have one more guy in the

system whds not going to pay me very much money

because theyre not doing very many performances

Thats the way Im thinking about it

ARBITRATOR VON KANN guess If you got

100000 of these licenses and thats generate $250000

or even larger numbers probably maybe it is enough

when you divide it all up It just strikes me as so

small that ies almost hard to believe but maybe

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Judge Gulin

ARBITRATOR GULIN Yes just two more

questions before we give you back to the

professionals One is kind of think the Chair

caiied it housekeeping or administrative matter

After calcuiating the listener hour rate you then

thought that well for those webcasters and

simulcasters that have low music intensity it.might

not be fair to use that metric so you came up with

listener song rate But then you said Oh but we

dont these guys to be gaming this so if their music

intensity goes under or goes above certain level

theyre no longer eligible for that particular rate

And you chose that cutoff to be seven songs per hour

THE WITNESS Correct

ARBITRATOR GULIN Can you tell me how you
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got that

THE WITNESS Yes Seven is the smallest

number in terms of an average for format of the

blanket stations that we looked at If you look

think Its --

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Yes Spanish is 7.08

and its the lowest on Exhibit B.1

THE WITNESS So Im not saying there

isnt single radio station out there that has

blanket license that has fewer than seven there might

be But In terms of averages over formats seven Is

the lower end of the range of the blanket stations

ARBITRATOR GUUN Okay

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Latino songs are

longer

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Well get to It

tomorrow It always take little longer to do

ARBITRATOR GULIN Want to revisit one

last time your hypothetical market

THE WITNESS Okay

ARBITRATOR GULIN Which consists of

buyers who are webcasters and simulcasters and sellers
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who in the market you envision are 1000 little

RIAAs all selling blanket licenses for all artists

guess And want to think about that in the context

of negotiation that would go on between

simuicaster and one of these many RIAAs There is of

course 500-mile exemption for broadcasters so that

they can digitally broadcast 500 miles -- Im sorry

150 miles excuse me from theirtransmitter and be

exempted Now assume that is the basis for your

conclusion that there should be zero rate for

simulcasts with respect to listeners within 150 miles

Is that true Is that how you came to the condusion

THE WITNESS totally understand the

question Im thinking about the answer because in

faimess -- let me just
-- In honesty as said this

hypothetical market is kind of up there at the top

and then get into the nitty gritty of how actually

do it And think in honesty with respect to that

specific issue Ive never though about the connection

back to the top

ARBITRATOR GULIN Well nows your

chance
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Page 6875 Page 6877

ThE WiTNESS So nows my chance

ARBITRATOR GIJLIN These two entities get

together and guess by definition according to

you the result would be zero rate for up to 150

miles

ThE WiTNESS have to say dont think

that would follow mean think the argument for

the zero rate is more just the anomaly that otherwise

would exist vis-a-vis over the air combined with some

sense admittedly vague of what Congress was trying

to do with the exemption they created for broadcasts

that were entirely within 150 miles

But think if you press the logic of my

hypothetical world if what the law says You need

this right even if youre within 150 miles as long as

some of your broadcasts go farther and If you have

this competitive market theres no reason why the

sellers in that competitive market would give that

right away unless you think that sort of otherwise

they would just go over the air and not do any

simulcast Because then of course the sellers dont

get anything because if its over the air the sound

recording doesnt earn royalty

But if you believe that there are
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webcasters who are going to webcast broadly or in this

case simulcasters who are going to simulcast broadly

and they need the right within 150 miles dont

think you can use my hypothetical market test to

justify that zero rate

ARBiTRATOR GUUN So if at the end of the

day the Panel finds that the law that we must apply is

in fact that we have to find fair market rate for

simulcasting to listeners within 150 miles of the

broadcasters transmitter we cant rely upon your

analysis to come up with zero wed have to do

something else

ThE WITNESS That sounds rightas sit

here mean the analysis would suggest perhaps

lower rate because of the option of just sticking with

the over-the air broadcasts where these competitive

sellers get zero

ARBITRATOR GULJN Okay

ThE WITNESS But dont think can

claim --

you to zero

ARBITRATOR GULIN All right

THE WITNESS -- that my model would drive

ARBiTRATOR GULIN If you come back and we

see you again maybe you can give that some thought

and come up with --

ThE WiTNESS might do that

Laughter

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Do which come back

or give it thought

Laughter

ThE WITNESS Hopefully both

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Lets take the

temperature suppose theres an opportunity for

some redirect and some recross re-re of each Do

you --

MR RICH couldnt possibly hope to

Illuminate this subject further at this point so we

have no further questions

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay So Mr Katz

MR KATZ have think less than ten

minutes
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CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Okay

RECROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR KATZ

Professor Jaffe the Panels questions

have stimulated one thought in my mind which Id like

to try out on you

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Only one

MR KATZ Well one that Id like to try

out on him

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Oh okay

MR KATZ Im completely satisfied on all

12 the others

13 BY MR KATZ

14 And thats this Professor Jaffe You

15 testified about sound recordings and musical works but

16 that performance rights had equivalent values because

17 the webcaster needs both of them One without the

18 other Is worthless and therefore in that situation

19 they would likely result in equivalent prices and you

20 saw no differences on the supply side that would

21 affect that Is that fair characteriztion

22 Yes would say it in different order
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Page 6879

would say that the buyers need both of them and the

supply side Is coming at It in similar situation so

that the result of these parallel hypothetical

negotiations would likely be the same

And you analogized this to the person that

needs both the fuel pump and the transmission or both

the car and the keys in the sense that If you need two

things and you need both of them and neither one is

worth anything without the other youll probably end

up paying an equivalent price to both because you need

both of them

use of the analogy of the fuel pump and the

transmission

Well my whole point which was trying

to explain was that the point about need both is only

getting at half the question which is the buyers

side From the buyers point of view argued In

constrained and artificial example where you needed It
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right now and was the only one who could provide it

the fuel pump and the carburetor have the same value

But those are not goods where the suppliers of those

things come to the market with the same valuation so

wouldnt expect --

understand

MR RICH Let him finish

THE WiTNESS So would not expect the

market value of those two things to be the same just

because the buyer needs them equally

BY MR KATZ

Now reaiiy want to take your

hypothetical here and thought it was useful

hypothetical This is the person who really needs the

car to operate and hes missing couple of things

and they have different market prices because of

supply side reasons and so forth in normal market

But this is somebody who needs it right now And the

person who can withhold the fuel pump and the person

who can withhold the transmission both are in an equal

bargaining situation here because theyre both

necessary and theyre both necessary right away and
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there are no other competing sources of supply

Wasnt that your example

Well we went through number of

different versions of it There was version of it

where to try to darify the separation between --

theres the buyers valuation theres the sellers

valuation and then theres what comes out of that

think we did have one hypothetical where

hypothesized seller who -- or pair of sellers of

the carburetor and the fuel pump who were in the same

position but actually dont remember how far we

went with that one But certainly In the real world

the sellers of carburetors and the sellers of fuel

pumps are not in the same position

But really want to understand your

hypotheticai Professor and not the real world And

you can make one up If need be

Okay

But wasnt it the thrust of your answers

to Judge von Kann that its not Irrational that there

might be circumstances In which people who are

suppliers of things in normal marketplace would have

very different costs because they cost more to
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produce among other reasons But that there might be

an unusual situation in which if there was buyer who

needed both of them and needed both of them under

circumstances in which them werent other offerers

might view these things as things for whith you would

pay the same amount of money because he needs both of

them and he needs them both right away and there are

no other sources of supply Wasnt that the point you

were trying to make by analogy to your suggestion that

musical works and sound recordings would have similar

value for webcasters

What Im not understanding about your

question is the hypothetical about the car was

intended to deal only with the buyers valuation and

the possibility that buyer would value two things

the same And tried very explicitly to say that

thats separate issue from the sellers willingness

to sell it and its separate issue from what the

outcome will be And that car analogy was not about

two different sellers thats not what it was about

And just so we have the intellectual
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Page 6883

property rights correctly allocated here think it

was actually Judge von Kanns hypothetical example

not mine

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Not yet copyrighted

but Im rushing out of here as soon as were over

Laughter

BY MR KATZ

It was very useful hypothetical but let

me pick up thread from Judge Van Loon and see if it

helps here And this is the story of the old lady

with the last lot thats necessary for building

And is it similar analogy the situation in which you

want to build building and there are several lots of

different sizes and ordinarily in ordinary

marketplace different values but you need all of

them and you cant build the building unless you have

all of them And therefore the little old lady who

owns the last lot has bargaining power which might be

as great as any of the others And thats another

example which came up isnt that right

Is the question did that come up

Well isnt that another analogy that you
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could give to the fact that you viewed the sound

recording rights and musIcal work rights as having

equivalent value because you need both of them You

cant go Into business without both of them and there

are no other competing sources of supply

dont understand that as an analogy to

my equivalence of the sound recording and the --

Well in all faimess Professor why not

Isnt that exactly that same situation where youve

got buyer who wants to put up building hes

blocked unless he owns all of those distinct

properties And from the property owners point of

view theyre in position to negotiate price which

may be for all of them well above market price all

of them equally necessary and all in similar

bargaining position Isnt that an analogy --

Well dont understand whats analogous

to what Whos analogous to which just dont see

where youre pairing it up to the sound -- who are the

buyers who are the sellers which is the sound

recording analogy which is the musical work analogy

122

dont follow
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Okay My buyer here is the person who

wants to put up the building

Okay

My seller are these owners of property

Okay

The sound recording rights holders are

those with the big lots that would ordinarily command

high prices in normal market The musical works

owners Is the owner of the small last lot that would

ordinarily command lower price in normal market

But this is not normal market Youve got buyer

thats willing to pay lot of money because he needs

all of those properties In that situation doesnt

the owner of the last small lot have bargaining power

which may enable him or her to get price equIvalent

to those of the others

In the absence of competitive domain or

some other mechanism that turns it into fair market

value or willing buyer/willing seller regime as

weve been discussing Is that what -- is that

Yes sir

Sure And if you let them hold up
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theyll hold up

And isnt that equivalent to your saying

that musical works owners and sound recording owners

will get equivalent royalties notwithstanding the

fact that In most other contexts more money goes to

the record companies because you need both of them

and there are no other sources of supply

No dont think Its equivalent

COURT REPORTER didnt hear your

10 answer

11 THE WITNESS do not think its

12 equivalent because my basis for deriving that

13 conclusion was somethingtotally different Theyre

14 just -- mean they happen to be the same answer but

15 theyre not equivalent because they dont come from

16 the same mode of analysis

17 BY MR KATZ

16 Butnoonewould

19 To continue your analogy and explain why

20 it doesnt fit if have small lot and you have

21 big lot even though theyre both equally necessary to

22 the buyer your altemative uses for that big lot are
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Page t887

much more valuable than my alternative uses for my

small lot So we are not in equivalent positions so

that would not be an analogy to the situation that

Ive described with respect to the music performance

rights

The buyer may not care The buyer may

have the same valuation of both because he needs all

of them but clearly your alternative uses for your

big lot are much more valuable than your alternative

uses for my small lot and in that circumstance

wouldnt predict that the.outcome of these

hypothetical negotiations would be the same because

the circumstances of the sellers are not the same

Well let me add to the hypothetical then

the proposition that none of these lots has value

comparable to the-kind of value that they can get from

the building owner in this case So the large lots

would ordinarily be more valuable than the small lots

but compared to what they can get from the building

owner in this case theres windfall situation in

which everybody will be receiving windfall as long

as everybody goes along In that situation dOnt we
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have an equivalence of bargaining power situation

similar to that of the musical works owners and the

sound recording performance rights owners

So what youre saying is effectively

weve got two landowners both of whom have marginal

cost of zero because their alternative uses are just

tiny compared to selling here and thats effectively

saying that the marginal cost is zero and buyer who

needs both

Right

think that would be analogous and its

appropriately analogous because the two underlying

things have the same value namely zero to the seller

and the same value to the buyer

Although until that buyer came along they

might command very different values in the marketplace

Well you just told me their values are

-- because one is bigger than the other

although neither has substantial value compared to

what this unusual buyer is willing to pay
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Well either the size matters or it

doesnt If the size matters then one is more

valuable than the other If the size doesnt matter

then their both not worth anything You cant

youve to make It one hypothetical or the other

All right Heres my hypothetical

Professor We have market values of $500 and $1000

and building owner whos willing to pay millions of

dollars for the property if he can get both of them

Okay

In those circumstances arent thosetwo

owners the one of whom might be able to command

double the value in the ordinary marketplace be able

to command substantially higher be able to

command no more than the owner of the smaller lot

And for the purpose of this use that Is

what is the fair market value of this land for use in

this building which is the analogy to what this Panel

needs to derive in fact the values of those two lots

are essentially the same The fact that ofle cost

twice what the other did when thats tiny fraction

of the value were talking about is irrelevant So
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would say the appropriate outcome there would be to

say both pieces of fair market value for example

of half million dollars and their values really are

the same The fact that one of them In some other

cQntext has greater value is irrelevant which is

exactly the point that Im making

So in situation like that the person

with the last property Is able to capture that fair in

fair market way even though ordinarily the property

would have comparatively less value

Well weve gone back and forth between

fair market and holdout dont understand what

youre trying to get at

Let me ask you one other thing here which

is looking back at the statute which says that in

determining rates and terms the Panel is supposed to

consider among other things the relative roles of

the copyright owner and the transmitting entity of the

copyrighted work with respect to relative creative

20 contribution technological contribution capital

21 investment cost and risk Suggests that In

22 considering whether or not musical works and sound
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recordings should both be commanding the same amount

of royalty or hypothetical royalty that they could

consider among other things the relative creative

contribution technological contribution capital

investment cost and risk of sound recording creators

and musical composition creators

Well as an economist think theres one

of two ways to look at that list and cant tell you

whith is the right way to look at it One way to look

at it Is its explaining how to implementthe willing

buyer/willing seller standard And If thats what It

is know what that means and Ill tell you in

second what think that means The other possibility

is that thats somehow set of things that youre

supposed to take into account perhaps as we discussed

second ago when youve got range of values an

additional set of considerations

But to the extent that what its talking

about is implementing the willing buyer/willing seller

standard then think you have to think about it in

the context of these negotiations and those factors

would enter would enter the way they would enter into
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these negotiations which is on an incremental basis

So If on an Incremental basis you could point to the

kinds of differences youre talking about think

they would affect the willing buyer/willing seller

outcome But dont think they would affect the

willing buyer/willing seller outcome if what youre

talking about is their relative contribution to the

creation of the original CD as distinct from their

contribution to the sound recording performance right

this incremental use of intellectual property thats

previously been created

MR KATZ Thats all have

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Let me just make

sure got that last sentence You think that when

those factors are analyzed the focus should not be on

how much cost risk so on did you have in creating

the CD in the first place but rather how much cost

risk and so on is connected with giving us the right

to perform this CD on our web stream in effect

ThE WITNESS If youre talking about

Incorporating those factors within the willing

buyer/willing seller analysis if you read the statute
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to mean thats sort of separate set of things then

as an economist dont really have an opinion about

whether thats an incremental or some other kind of

analysis because dont really know what Congress

meant

But if what Congress meant was these are

the kinds of things that affect willing

buyer/willing seller analysis as an economist know

what that means because can think about that

economically And what thats going to mean In that

context would be an incremental analysis

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Arid does the

incremental analysis apply on the webcaster side as

well Dont tell us how much it costs to rent this

building dont tell us how much it costs to buy the

computer in the basement Tell us how much It costs

to put that additional record out on the stream

ThE WITNESS guess the way would

think about it is its incremental in the sense of

streaming Is incremental to other activities Im not

sure Id do it one performance at time but

certainly if this webcaster is doing streaming and Is
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doing other stuff on the web and has got some other

businesses it would be the costs and investments and

risks that they incur by sort of adding streaming to

whatever else they might have done

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Why do you draw the

line there

THE WITNESS Because in both cases what

were talking about is blanket license So what the

seller is selling is the license to make as many

performances as you want And the business that the

streamer is thinking about when they go to that

willing buyer/willing seller negotiation is their

streaming business If theyre deciding Do walk

away from the table and not do deal in this

hypothetical what theyre abandoning by doing that is

streaming They wouldnt have to abandon this other

stuff but they would have to abandon all of their

streaming if they cant make deal for this blanket

license So it would be in effect all of the costs

and risks and so forth assodated with their streaming

activities

ARBITRATOR VON KANN Okay
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CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Mr Rich and Mr

Steinthal am right we have Mills first tomorrow

morning

MR STEINTHAL believe its Mills and

then

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Juris

MR STEINTHAL -- Juris And know we

were checking on whether someone else would be

available to start but dont have an answer to

10 that because Ive been here all day

11 CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Right And if

12 recall at this very hour tomorrow well also be

13 having discussion of any issues related to our order

14 of the 14th

15 MR STEINTHAL Right And the BMI Issue

16 right

17 CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Yes Professor Jaffe

18 we are very very much thankful for all of the Insight

19 and answers youve given us today Its been very

20 interesting and thank you for your endurance

21 THE WiTNESS Well if Im no longer under

22 oath Ill say it was my pleasure
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Laughter

CHAIRMAN VAN LOON Thank you all and

well see you in the morning

Whereupon at 514 p.m the CARP

proceeding was recessed until 900 a.rn Wednesday

August292001
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